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THE ADVENTURES OF A UNITED STATES
SCOUT.
THE
SAME
GOVERNMENT
REMEDY THAT EFFECTED HIS CURE
NOW USED THROUGHOUT THE CIVILIZED WORLD.

years ago Mr. Chas.
Bigelow, now one of the
proprietors of the famous
Kickapoo Indian Remedies,

acting

ment

as

governscout in tfie Indian

territory.
at that

He

time

was
as

known
Texas

Charlie,”ar.d while on one
of his expeditions was taken sick with
a severe fever, and for a few days lay
at death’s door. During his sickness he
cared for
Indian
by
Chief and his
family, in
whose lodge
he lay, so
weak that he
could hardly
raise his eyeAn Inlids.
dian doctor
visited him,
and gave him
thatnowmost
famous of
Indian rem-

1

was

an

edies, Indian
Sagwa, and

its use he was snatched from the jaws
of death and restored to health, owing his
life to the wonderful efficacy and curative
He then enpower of' this medicine.
deavored to persuade the Indians to give
to him their secret of its ingredients.
This at first they refused to do, but after

by

much per-

fc,

in,,,_

suasion and

many

dis-

cussions

they

last par-

at

tially yielded

to his request
and the Chief
of the Tribe
sent East
Mr.
with

Bigelow five
of his most
renowned
medicine
men, toof the roots,
gether with an ample supply in the manuherbs, barks, gums, etc., used
facture of their medicines. What started
thus in a small way has ever since
increased, and to-day there is manufactured from similar materials gathered
famous
by the Indians themselves, their
which have done so much to

remedies,
alleviate

suffering
of every

out the civ-

more

no

po-

tent remedy
known for
diseases re8 u 11 i n g
from a dis-

ordered
condition of
kidneys, liver,
the

stomach or
than;

blood

Kickapoo
SagWa. This together with their
Kickapoo Indian Worm Cure, Kickapoo
Indian Salve and Kickapoo Indian. Oil,

Indian

list of remedies that will accomin all classes of sickness.
These can be obtained at any druggists.
makes

plish

a

a

feaoeg**
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LOST HIS SAP.

Thinks He

May Be Nominated

on

Etkelwvnn’s Owner Prefers
*

Skin to

Ballot.

Boston, September
dispatch to the Globe

26. —A

Washington

says:
From time to time during the past few
months stray paragraphs have been set

a

Dry

A

Adoption

of

Resol-

Chicago, Septemebr 20.—The delegates
national convention reasto the Irish
sembled at 10 o’olock, but the report of
resolutions not being
ready a recess was taken till noon. In the
meantime
nearly 100Q of those present
signed petitions to Congress in favor
the Cuban patriots as
of recognizing
the committee

SIX MILES.

serious Presidential possibility, except by
his intimate friends and warm admirers,
but
to ex-Senator Sabin of bis

the

on

Spruce Sailed Gallantly Over
When the delegates again
beligerents.
tlie Course—Capt. Ball Doesn’t Like His came
at noon it was reported
together
according
Fair Weather Crew—His Brother to the committee on resolutions would be
in
Washing- *
State, who has been visiting
It wag givunable to report till 3 p. in..
Help Him Out,
ton, the Davis boom is not to be laughed
en out that the oominlbtee was in a tanat.
Mr. Sabin thinks that Mr. Davis’
Centre Island, September 26—The third
resolution advooating the
Inter- gle over the
name will be heard in the next Republi- race in the Seawanhaka Club’s
of the American navy, four
not
does
enlargement
he
can convention, and while
national challenge series for small boats,
of its members
taking the ground that
believe that he oan secure the Presidential was sailed today and resulted in a victory
the convention should steer clear ofAmernomination he thinks it not improbable for the
the
the
owner,
challenger,
Sprucd,
that he may be the second man on the
ioan polities and .polioies. Before the
the Ethelwynn, the
ticket, which would doubtless nil the Field, withdrawing
dispersed,all those who are offidelegates
measure of Senator Davis' ambition for American defender, at the end of six
cers of the Irish-Amerioan military ortho present.
As far as the contest was commilea
to meet at the headquarters
Mr. Sabin comes out stronger for Mr.
was a ganization
half-rater
“Out in petitive tho English
Reed. This is what he said:
of the executive committee at 2 o’olook.
nine
minutes, being
by nearly
the northwest, as far ag we can learn by winner
the personal contact with the rank and handsomely sailed in a strong breeze and
THE BOARD OF TRADE.
the
of
Republias
the
leaders
as
file
well
The wind during the first
a rough sea.
the
can party,
trend of sentiment is
whioh was to leeward, Are Having a Grand Good Time In
favorable to the consideration of Thomas half of the course,
Aroostook.
He possesses the and then to windward throe miles each
B. Reed of Maine.
qualities which so endeared Gen. Grant leg, was of Cftteen knots’ velooity.
to his supporters,
conspicuous among
After the Spruce started on the second
Presque Isle, September 20.-..The (State
which was the fact that he always stands
leeward the
Ethlewynn was Board of Trade Were royally Rental tained
That is the kind of a run to
by his friends.
nian to lead and win with, for you al- sailed up to the committee boat and Mr. here yesterday. A reception was tenhim in an
ways know where to find
Field, her owner, declared the withdrawal dered this evening by the looai board at
emergency.
Dr. Roberts presided.
the Ethelwynn. Mr. Field, when asked the opera house.
of
in
Pennsyl“Senator Quay’s success
were made by Qov. Cleaves,
Addresses
vania and the result of the reoent Repub- his reason for withdrawal, said:
lican convention in New York are indi“It is no fit place out here for small C. H. Pearl, Judge Robinson, President
He boats like these. I do not propose to risk
cations favorable to the Reed boom.
T. Haines, E. B. Winslow
the
of
be Adams, W.
is the man, because he has
courage
my life for any cup that might thus
and and others.
liis convictions aba is ttpt afraid to speak won.
I pull out against the wish
his sentiments. Hence it may be set down advice of my sailing master, Mr, Ball.'1
At Fort Fairfield,
and keycomas a certainty that the empire
Captain Ball said: “My crow,
Fort Fairfield, September 26.—A warm
is
stone states will be found linked together posed oi ivir. jDituu, whu
was in store for the excursionconvenat the Republican Presidential
Ethelwynn’s owenr, was in a state of greeting
train steamed into the
tion in support of Reed.
funk. As soon as we
began windward ists here. The
A crowd of citizens
10.15.
“With New England and the Middle course, he persisted in throwing the boat station at
were in waiting. Dina
carriages
be
difficult
with
States for him, it will
into the wind by letting fly the jibsheet
auu
uuuu wui
was partaKon ui
overthrow the standard of at each heavy puff, thus rendering the ner
matter to
At 3.IB
of pleasure followed.
hours
Reed, and all over the west the sentiment rudder ueless.
for
JCaribou, reachis seriously strongly Increasing in his
The skipper was powerless to keep the o’olocklthe train’.left
did
The
Caribou-band
4.30.
at
there
me
under
favor. It would not surprise
boat on her oourse, so the only thing left ing
those circumstances to see his nomination was to withdraw. Before the series began esoort duty from the station to the hotels.
for President on the first ballot, and cer- Captain Bail desired his brother for one The night will be spent there, the train
at 7.36 tomortainly no truer exponent of the principles of the crew and tho owner, Mr. Field, leaving for the return trip
of Republicanism can be found in this has now acceded to his wish.
The new row.
country.’’
hand will report for duty tommorrow.
THE BURNING FORESTS.
Mr.
Prior to the preliminary signal,
Brand, the Spruce’s owner, proposed the
Mr. It Is Hoped the Showers Will Improve
tomorrow.
race be postponed until
Filed proposed they take the inside oourse
Matters.
not
would
Brand
agree to
today. Mr.
Fair and Cooler.
this matter and it was left to Mr.Brand’s
Local forecast:
Boston, September 26.
Phillips, September 26.—The wind,
representative, Mr. Turdee, and Mr.
with westerly winds, Field’s representative, Mr. Stephens, who whioh died away Tuesday night, sprang
Fair and cooler,
race.
to
decided
preceded by local raiDS on the coast in both
up again Wednesday afternoon and for
the early morning, with westerly winds.
several hours blew briskly from the southNEW JERSEY DEMOCRATS
Cooler Friday evening.
west.
This fanned the smouldering forests
Washington, Septembr 86.—The forecast Nominate SIcGill for Governor and Adopt
Fair
for Friday for ,New England is:
abouts into lively flames. Out in
here
a Platform.
The Little

—

cure

*--

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

CARPET CLEANING
Or Steam

Scouring,

A. process for Woolen Carpets, Rugs, Mats, Ac.
Which cleanses without beating, restores the col*
or to original brilliancy, at

FOSTER'S
DYE

FOREST CITY
HOUSE

AND STEAM

Works,
Carpet Cleaning
Telephone
Connection.

13 Preble St.

months now and only a few oases have
fatal.
But it is not only typhoid fever which
Biddeloru.
is causing apprehension in
During the hot Weather of the last two
months, there have been

A City Which Seems To Meed

a proved

Thorough Cleansing.

OILS

PAINTS
H. H. HAY &

SON,

Middle St.

STAINS

ENAMELS

Don't you need soma
weather
before cold
comes ?

THEY KEEP PIGS IN

Cholera

Infantum—Some

Views of

Biddeford.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

Back

Yard

PRESS.]

Biddeford, Me., September 20.—The
of
report of the State Registrar
A. G.
Young
Vital Statistics Dr.
1892,
the
for
of
year
Augusta,
contained a table giving the mortality
from

zymotic

diseases in Maine cities.

A

“produced
principles or organism

by

zymotic disease is

ono

actmorliiio
the system like a ferment. In this
diseases
table the mortality from these
was shown to be greatly in excess of that
In fact the
In any other Maine city.
to
table showed Biddeford’s mortality
some

ing

on

rival that of the crowded cities of Italy.
The causos of the great death rate here revealed by the report are apparently not
far to seek, for Biddeford is very much in
The
need of a thorough house cleaning.
consisting of
local board of
health,
Messrs. William F. Libby, the secretary;
Daniel Cote and John Foi e, if they cure
the evils said to exist, have a hard task

before them.
In October,

1894, Dr. Fogg, the city
physloian, in aa exhaustive report, made
at the request of Mayor Hamilton, commented as follows on the figures in Dr.
Young’s report:
“The offioial figures reported by the
State Registrar of Vital Statistics?, Dr.

A. G. Young of Augusta, were for the
Tho popular impression apyear 1892.
in imminent
pears to be that our oity is
peril from its bad sanitary arrangement.
But it must be considered that nearly
last
two years have passed since the
original entry was made of the statistics
compiled by Dr. Young.
“In 1892 there were 408 deaths in Biddeforeign born.
ford. Of these 120 were
victims,
Zymotio diseases claimed 108alone
that
diseases
these
and it is from
of
74.77
10,000 is
per
tho nigh percentage
obtained; for the general death-rate in
of
this city for 1892 gives a percentage
28.34 per 1,000 deaths.
u
“It is interesting to compare the doath
rate from zymotio diseases in this tstate
with the death-rateffrom the same diseases in other localities. A few comparisons
are given below:

“ZYMOTIC DEATH-RATE PER 10,000.

_

SKIN CURE
Instantly

>

VARNISHES

BRUSHES

TORTURING
Skin

JAMES A. BAIN,
Teacher of Plano and

Organ,

Beginners given a thorough foundation on the
rudiments of music and the patronage of adEspecial attention
vanced pupils solicited.
given to Technic. Memorizing and Sight Readterms
address,
ing. For

395 Congress Sc., Portland. Me
eodlm
septlO

Diseases

—

^May
Son
lint

/

son

kindred
and
of the victims

STABLES IN from cholera
disoases, the great majority
THE CENTER OF THE CITY.
being young obildren. These umortunate
little ones, it is said, have been tho children of poor parents Jiving in the tenehiow, as City
ment house districts.
There Have been Tew Deaths from Tysaid today, an outbreak
Fogg
Physician
phoid But an Alarming Number from
infantum is likely to ba an ininfantum

19.34
Pleasant Valley the flames began to eat Maine, 1892,
23.9b
N. J., September 36.—The their way rapidly toward the mill on the England, 1887-91,
Trenton,
24. ob
A crew of men New Hampshire, 1884-91,
Atlantic Democratio convention resumed business Minnetonka stream.
30.33
Baromter has fallen on the
Connecticut, 1883-92,
afternoon
there
on
stationed
Wednesday
committee
The
31.34
were
permaMassachusetts, 1892,
coast and risen rapidly in the central at 3.30 today.
and by the exeroise of the Prussia, 1889-91,
and night,
favorjof
nent
Jin
reported
organization
Mountain
the
and
at
Rocky
valleys
67.68
Austria, 1887-91,
Carrow of Camden as utmost vigilanoe kept the fire in check.
stations. It is highest over Nebraska and Judge Howard
64-62
Italy, 1887-91,
are reported from all sides
resolutions
fires
The
chairman.
Forest
lowest in the St Lawrence valley. It has permanent
“While the above is quite flattering for
the
order
of
is
the
it
and
day.
a
Are
and
committee
fighting
platform
reported
fallen rapidly west of the Rocky Mounthis State it is far from being so for Bidwas unanimounsly approved.
Later—Rain today partially put out deford, as the death-rate here is 74.77.
tians. Warmer weather is predicted in
The platform denounces as maliciously
the
danWith proper measures taken this percentforest fires and it is hoped
New England and cooler throughout the false the
statements of the Republican the
age oan be greatly reduced.
is
of
the
that
passed.
ger
government
central valleys and the lake
regions. state platform,
“All yards, vaults and sink drains
New Jersey had been conducted by the
Sewer pockets
clean.
should be kept
Showers
prevailed in New England, Denmocratio
in a dishonest and
Bemis Blaze.
party
should be so constructed as to have selfthence southwestward to the Ohio valley,
The senate comand plumbextarvagant manner.
drains
Cellar
valves.
comes closing
The mittee, it declares,after an investigation,
northern Texas.
Rangeley, September 26.—Word
Arkansas and
be examined by each houseBemis that extensive fires raging ing should
from
involvand
of
thousands
dollars,
costing
weather is fair tonight from Lake Erie
Every improvement helps and
forests near there. At night the holder.
ing the sorutiny of every expenditure in the
evon our future macadamized streets will
from
to westward to the
seen
Rocky Mountains. made
be
Kangeley
can
administraplainly
light
under the Democratio
not only ornament the city but will be
Showers are likely to occur in the Gulf tion, reported that in the purchase of sup- village.
powerful adjuncts towards the health of
had
there
state
for
the
beenjextravaand
From
Chesterville.
and
States
plies
Tennessee, Georgia
Reports
its inhabitants.’’
or malleasauce on the part of two
gancee
Fogg has also advocated the erection
Florida.
In conChesterville, September 36.—A very of Dr.
or three of the state employees.
for the city but as
be
dear
on
the
a cottage hospital
will
The weather
in a traot of swamp
is
fire
raging
those
large
of
demnation
wrongs,‘every good
he has only advisory powers in connection
Atlantic coast north of Virginia, with
Tho attempt to charge the southeast of North Pond. A. few years
citizen
joins.
he cannot put
cooler northwesterly winds.
wood growth was removed, whh the board of health,
be
misdoings of a few individuals upon the ago the hard
he believes to
Signals are displayed on the Atlantic Democratic party or Democratio admin- which helps to feed the fire. Muoh dam- into operation what
coast from Atlantic City to Eastport.
done to pine owned by needed reforms.
been
has
is
not
warranted
state
this
age
of
istration
Lately there have been a number of
& Merry at North Anson. If the
Looal Weather Report.
by evidence, and is in violation of the Clark should
blow this will be a'big fire cases of
common decency requires wind
which
rules
amount of damage.
Septmber 26.—The local to control
Portland,
TYPHOID FEVER
political discussion between and do a very great
weather Bureau office records as to the citizens of a state. It declares honesty
Alton Encircled In Hamel.
has also
disease
and the
Biddeford
in
weather the following:
has characterized the collection, investSeptember 86.—The people of spread considerably in the sister city of
of state finances
Bangor,
and
expenditure
ment,
8a.m.—Barometer, 29.809; thermometer,
ad- Alton have ‘been fighting fires for two Saco. It does not seem to be a malignant
60; humidity,
10.0; for tho past 35 years of Democratic
60.0; dew point,
days now and though they have |thus form of the fever for in the past two
wind, south: velocity, 13; weather, light ministration. the Democratio
the flames
in keeping
party to the far succeeded
It pledges
rain.
Is yet months, there have been only three'deaths
will secure to^the from their homes, the danger
that
laws
of
enaotment
thermome8 p. m.— Barometer, 29.681;
ditches
are plowing
The men
from typhoid in Biddeford, and in all,
of New Jersey control of the wat- great.
98;
people
humidity,
dew
68;
ter, 67.9;
point,
around their farms and making ladders there have been but four deaths in the
state.
while
wind, southwest; velooity, 7; weather, ers of the the
catoh
onjflre,
It favors
adoption of a contitution- to use if buildings
in
January,
light rain.
women are preparing to leave, if year, occurring one each
maxi- al amendment that will render impossi- the
Mean daily therinomteer, 64.0;
a moment’s
at
to
comes
worst,
By many,
Maroh, May and September.
ble any law for the legalization of gamb- worst
mum thermometer, 73; minimum thernotice
the present outbreak of typhoid is atoi ling in any form.
malximum velocity
mometer, 66;
It holds that tho course of tho Repubtributed to the use of milk tainted with
Other Fenobacot Fires.
wind, 15 south; total precipitation, 85.
ican
party in this and other states in
Mr. Arthur
the germs of the disease.
in
the
been
burning
A
big fire has
dealing with the question of.legalizaTo Stock Lake Megunticook.
in Saco, lias
tlon of
upon horse racing, has woods near Milliken’s tannery in Alton, Deering, who owns a farm
betting
been supplying milk to familios in both
Camden, September 26.—Hons. T. H. been characterized by trickery and deceit. near Pushor pond
fevor
Wentworth of Bangor and H. O. Stanlej
It demands the taxjlaws or the state be
The Bangor News also hears oil big cities and many of the typhoid
have
which
already- patients have been in these families.
commissioners of inlanc amended to provide for an equal taxation fires In Bradford,
of
Dixfleld.
of
buildings, one Four members of Mr. Deering’s own
of property not used^for religious, oharit- destroyed two sets
fisheries "and game, 2 were in town yester
family are ill with the fever and Dr.
owned by Mr. Holt.
able or educational purposes.
Halev of Saco,
secretary of the Saco
It condemns the action of the Repubday. They will stock Lake Meguuticool
On Androscoggin Bog,
board of health, who attended tho Deerlican legislature which ridiculed every
with 500 each of 4-inch salmon and trout
with
•
mado for’legislation in the intorMonmouth, September 26—Large crews ing family, is now himself ill
the intelligence
They find this lake naturally adaptet | request
est of organized labor and repealed acts fought the lire on Androscoggin bog all typhoid. Today comes
Dr.
sick.
is
also
Haley,
for trout and iand-locked salmon, beinf
by the Democratic legislatures day Wednesday and late into the night. that Mrs. Haley
passed
has boen using milk from the
deep water with rocky shores and wel ; for the protection of wage workers of Nature’s fire company is no now playing it is said,farm and one
in
of
tho
will
and
the
flames
patients
the hose, however,
Deering
stocked with smelts. The lake is nov New Jersey.
Biddeford is a man who has worked on
It pledges the party to give proper con- doubtless soon be extinguished.
not
stocked with black bass. They also closet
So it seems
improbable
tho farm.
sideration to the views adopted by the
B uildings and Crops Destroyed.
threi ! councils of
that the milk furnished by Mr. Deering
Goose river and tributaries for
organized labor,
was one ot the causes of
forcustomers
his
26—The
to
bas
T.
nominated
September
McGill was
Alexander
Aston, Quebec,
years to protect the trout and black
that the milk
for governor on the first ballot and thf est fires which have wrought so much the fever. It is believed
in that stream, and Hosmer Pond, fron
district are still raging was tainted by the use of well water lor
and pro- damuge in this
evoked
loud
annoucoment
which it flows.
sides of this place, and it seems washing the cans. The well is no longer
on all
longed cheering.
has gone out of
almost
Impossible to check their pro- in use and Mr. Deering
The members of the new state commit
ior Uio preatmu ut in»h
tee were
appointed and the conventioi gress. Nothing short of a heavy down- the JllllK DUSineSS
milk
But the
supplied by Mr. Deering
rain will save valuable timber
pour of
adjourned sine die.
evidently has not caused all the typhoid,
and buildings.
for Socretry Libby of tho Biddeford board
Lightening Strikes a Church in Yarmouth
in
of health tells of finding families
A Self Confessed Murderer.
press.]
the
has
to
appeared using
[special
Which the fever
Portsmouth, N. H., September 26.—A water from unclean wells.
Yarmouth, September 20.— Lightninf man
fever
Martin
his
Mr. Libby, In speaking of tho
name as
who gave
the Old Baptis
of
struok the
tho low water
steeple
Carter, and claims to belong in Balti- this morning, referred to
b
both
at
for
Yarmouth
p
borne
The
water
supply
in the river.
church on the hill at
more, but who of late has made his
several
m.
churcli took firo, bu in Laurel, Md is detained at the police cities is taken from the Saco,
The
today.
river is now
the great
station here, on his own confession that milos up stream, and the
to the spot am
citizens
quickly rushed
The purity of the water
Yesterday he was in very low.
hois a murdorer.
the
flames were soon extinguished witl Greenland and told Messrs. Brackett and supply has never been doubted, but Mr.
the Libby proposes to have samples of the
Duntlely that he had committed
slight damage to the build ing.
of
Board
crime, and wanted to be turned over to water analyzed by the State
to bo
Jail.
tiie authorities They brought him to cho Health. There is another faotor
Brought to Portland
for the
Relieves
station in this oity, whore he told Chief taken into account in looking
Lewiston, September 26.-Melvin May of Police Butterfield, that on August 17 cause of the fever. A hot, dry Fall is said
o
abduction
the
of works on medicine to
who is Charged with
last, in Baltimore, lip murdored Annie by the writors
and
was no
Jones, a young and pfetty, but dissipated he favorable to the spread of typhoid
the daughter of Alvin Duclos,
are
who belonged lb Coatesville, Pa. that is certainly the kind of Fall we
offense having beei
the
girl,
pressed today,
having this year.
The man appears perfectly sane.
H.
county,
Cumberland
in
committed
Secretary Libby has physioians’ returns
showing 46 cases of typhoid fever as
immediately re-arrested and fatal
was
And the most distressing forms of itching,
in a Colorado Mine.
Fearful
Explosion
Hawke
,
Sheriff
occurring in the city since January 1st,
burning, bleeding, and scaly skin, scalp, and
in
pharee by Deputy
blood humours, and points to a speedy cure
The first cases reported were in
September 26—A terrific last.
who took him to the count;
Leadville,
Portland,
of
when all other remedies and the best physiin the
March, when there were four; there were
explosion of giant powder occurred
cians fail.
in jail last night.
eight in April and only one each in May
Belgium mine this afternoon, ailing
was lodged
Speedy Cube Treatment.
Warm baths,
men.
20
Seven dead bodies a nd June. Then the fever begins to be
with Cuticura Soap, gentle applications of
probably
to be Investigated.
come prevalent, for there were eight cases
have already been taken out.
Cuticura (ointment), and mild doses of Cu,
Christian Scientists
ten in August and foui
ticura Resolvent (the new blood purifier).
Thirteen are known tohave'been killed. reported in July-,
Conn., September 80.New Haven,
teen in September up to today. There arc
an
investiga
Mix today began
Wash- also a number of cases now under treatrnrouer
Talmage ha^ aocepted the call to
of the in
m the case of the death
ment which have developed within a fev»
of George W. Adams of Wes : ington.

(yticura

CENTS.

THREE

PRTflE

ENTERED AS SECOND>
0
88MAILMATTER'

—-

SMALL

vs.

Methodists amount to $140,00ft
not available for the
These figures are
under eousideraother two denominations

BIG CHURCHES.

‘‘pmhans

interesting

?
that

in which the minds of the
so
n
jarge)y turned
hays, and especially
of Home
direction
tiio
g,
(jur expeuitures
of $22,275 expend-

®
.remaps as

Thursday’s Spirited

direction
conference hduring those
in this meoti

Debate in the

havo been

and/Business at

important

bring

or more

is

in

than
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supples.
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FORTY DEATHS

WEATHER CONDITIONS AND GENERAL FORECAST.

■

1895.

27,

days and which tho pyhsicians have not
any
How
many cases, if
reported.
physicians may have neglected to report
at all is, of course, only a matter of conjecture. but these figures show that the
hero,
“epidemic” as some people call it three
for nearly
lias been going on

TYPHOID IN BIDDEFORD.

utions,

Glory.

HE WITHDRAWS HIS BOAT AFTER

afloat as to the Presidential aspirations
of Senator Cushman K. Davits of Minnesota.
He has
hardly been regarded as a

Tangle

Over

SEPTEMBER

_

THE IRISH CONVENTION.

the First

MORNING,

f7,92

description.
Throughthere is

REED.

MR.

MAINE,

FRIDAY

Haven. The ohiid was takon ill a week
ago, and Christian Scientists were eallod
to attend him. The child died yesterday.
Hr. JBarnett gives the cause of the ohild’s
death as inanition and morasmus.

Senator Sabin Says He Is Strong All
Over the Northwest.

How Texas Charlie's Life Was Saved
by the Indians.

--

PORTLAND,

33.

1862—YOL.
FOR

v ITS HISTORY.

rOME

<

—

ESTABLISHED

was

~~~

—

I

E?
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whioh they paid
Dronortion of the $7,o00
their six presiding elders.
as salaries to
and supervision form ani immissionary work of
portant prn-t of tho

of cholera
The interesting portion of the proceeddication of a dangerous state of affairs in
for ings of the Congregational Conference
the sanitary condition of a oity,
disease
largely Thursday was a spirited debate which
oholera infantum is a
pure air. arose over the distribution of missionary
preventable by good food and
Forty deaths in eight weeks in a city the aid to the smaller churches. It was presize of Biddeford would certainly seem
to indioato that something is wrong.
cipitated by the addresses of Messrs.
The existence of evils whioh in many Cousins and Williamson.
places would be oondenmed as nuisances
In the absence of Mr. Howe, Eev. G.
is well known to many of the people here
Reynolds acted as moderator. He
and the board of health has so far not W.
in
succeeded
giving Biddeford the was also chosen moderator for the ensuthorough bouse oleaning which it needs. ing year.
Mr. John Frye, one of the members of
After the introduction of certain resotho hoard, talked about the condition of
the oity to a PRESS correspondent today lutions, and the appointment of several
and was outspoken in his opinion that committees, Rev. Dr. J. S. Sewall dethe unsanitary condition of the city is
livered an address on “The Beginning
responsible for much of the illness hore
Mr. Daniel and Historical Eras of Congregationalism
and the high death rate.
M
Maine.”
Cote, the other member of the board, also
declared tho city to be in a bad oondltion
To an Island in the St. Croix river,
and referred especially to the large num
the French expedition under neher of stables in the heart of the city and where
the lack of drainage. He told of an open Mots wintered in 1604, the speaker traced
sower in that district locally known as
THE RELIGIOUS SETTLEMENT OF
the “Shipyard.” and Said that in his
MAINE.
this sewer was a menace to the

TheirTabors

t'The °Baptists

spent $8,230

amount $4,181 or almost
aid
was paid directly to

of

which

half
exactlyjme
48 churches in
or an aver-

for ministerial service,
aldcd
age of $87 for each
$1834,
general missionary work they paid
and
expenses of their
while the salary
mvmg

ckttrch.IlSaT

secretary

was

$200 more

as

$1818 with
the expenses of uheir

so”?®t1T£3eXeoT
exeou-

Free Baptist brethrenis
^The'work'ofsmaller
and
our

very

comparative^

much

from
As near as can be gathered
about $2,000
thoir reports they expended
have been conalong the lines that we
about
sidering for others. Of thistemount
who also does
$800 is paid the secretary,
of
work
the
call
largely what we would
few hundred
a
general missionaryin A
general work and
dollars more are used
new.

about $800 appropriated airoctlytol3or
16 churches, or an average of SoO to each
aided church.
_,
of the
We might include here the work
opinion
as their work in the State
ffiplsoopalians,
public health.
and
the
a
They expended
The admiral was
Huguenot,
is largely missionary.
The writer heard so much about the
there about $4,000 last year, and whfie they
eviis in the town that he made a trip of •simple servioes of that faith were
a
nave
secretary
ty
“Vt:#
held.
investigation, beginning with the group
of
the Work
town.
ty who does, I think, largely
of stables in the center of the
The earlier
English settlements in a general missionary, their bishop is
Main
with
at
right angles
Running
under the church of England. practically their supervisor and as in the
street, only a few hundred feet from the Maine were
elders, a
jiauAnu
The first Congregational church ever case of the Methodist presiding
new city nan, are wasnmgwm,
be
streets
good portion of his salary should
and Alfred streets and on those
in Maine was the old ohuroh at
of
missionary
gathered
account
the
to
charged
tenement
houses.
and
stables
are many
which still exists. The second
The stables by themselves might be un- York,
third at South Beropinion of your speaker these
pleasant, while perhaps not a nuisance to church was at Wells,
and comparisons reveal the weak
health, but in some of these stables, the wick, fourth in Kittery, fifth in Eliot, figures
our work in Maine.
nuisance of stabling is combined with and then In Portland, Scarboro, and Qid- nlacefin
In the first place why should we need
that of growing pork. A Biddeford man
or
said that as many as flftv pigs were kept deford, Kennebunkport, Yarmouth, Cape to assist 118
in this group of stables, but that may be Elizabeth, Brunswiok, Windham and Fal- MORE THAN HALE OUR CHURCHES
Six were seen in one mouth. In general the work of olearing,
an exaggeration.
was
in the state while the Methodists assist
pen and behind another barn a hog
and planting the original wilbut 79 and the Baptists but 48? Islit bewallowing in in a pile of stable refuse in grubbing
committed to the
are
which lay the body of a dead cat. In one derness of Maine was
cause our poorer or assisted ohurohes
of the courts in the rear of Alfred street is Congregational churches of Maine. For
than those of the other denominaseveral
poorer
a stable beneath which are kept
of
terrors
the
savage
three generations
tions at their side? I do not believe any
pigs. There is sickness in a nearby house
Portland was
over them.
and this particular piggery is to go out warfare hung
one who knows the faots will affirm that.
16 years;
of existence by order of a member of the burned and lay desolate for
It looks as if some of our fields are not
All of these stables are in Scarboro was almost entirely deserted for
health board.
cultivated with a view to self support,
dose proximity to dwelling houses and
30 years.
have learned to look for outside aid
in all of them there is no drainage.
they
the
Near the end of these troubles came
It was seated today by several people
rather than do all they might and .ought
who are in position to know that there great earthquakes of 1727 and 176o, leading for themselves.
are many cess
pools in the city which to extensive religious revivals.
| The average appropriations raise |the
Ocular and olfactory
same questions?
have overflowed.
Why should it cost^ us
the
was
influential
great
Still more
demonstration of the fact that this was
$175 per year to keep a pastor in Tthe
the
does
true in one locality at least, was obtained awakening of 1740-42, illustrious by
average field while the Methodists
of
names of Jonathan Edwards and White- the same thing for $43 or one quarter
by a visit to the rear of several tenement
far
Not
or
street.
Hazel
the
Tone
ou
and
$87
Baptists
houses situated
oame only as far as the“amount
Whitefleld
field.
row of out
half the amount? The average of $80 each
away, on Gouoh street is a
the revivals extended farther.
.students
houses supposed to project over the river York, but
paid to our 44 fields supplied by
followed
low
the
was
The Revolutionary war
is nearly double that paid by the Methobank, but which now, owing to
the
almost
onto
and
service
full
dists forja
water in the river, discharge
years’
a deleterious flood of Frenoh infidelity,
for the by
to what.the Baptists pay lor similar
ground. A physician is authority
equal
havoo.
sad
made
which
statement, however, that this place is not
service.
Mile
The members of the evangelical churchMuch has been said and written in cnti
as unhealthy as others in the oity.
western
the
number
near
now
cism of the polioy of the society in emso-called,
es in the United States
brook,
two men during the past two
division station of the Boston & Main, about one in five of the entire population. ploying
An attempt
the persisis another unsavory spot.
years in secretarial work. With
one in fifteen.
were
1800
In
only
they
this
region by
has been made to cleanse
tent, unusual and persusaive appeals put
not
was
has
Maine
water
in
of
the
societies
other
during
much
our
and
all
forth by
Congregationalism
draining it
it is a
There is still a stream
been drawn off.
In missionary fibre. Among the these years of financial stringency
wanting
whero our society would have
of dirty water in the low lying^ swamps of
sent out by the Maine question
earlier
evangelists
Combeen
street
but
had
come out if no unusual effort
several acres in extent,
its organization made to
missioner Clark is confident that he has Missionary Society since
keep its needs before the churchThere in
abated this particular nuisance.
1807, were Josiah Peet, John Sawyer, es. The cost of this work, including the
sickness
measure
and in some
has, it is said, been considerable
Fifleld Holt, Daniel Loveloy, Jotham and correspondence
of 118 churches and twelve
in this vicinity.
,,
Abiah Wines, Levi Lor- supervision
to
Samuel
cabled
Sowall,
church
no
was
was
today
where
The city physician
other stations
.there
attend a case of illness in a tenement in ing, Nathan Douglas, Charles Freeman, organization, has been 15'per cent of our
work
which he found in the kitchen a re- Gardiner Kellog, Jonathan Belden.
expenditure. If we count the same elders
with
as done by the Methodist presiding
ceptacle for slops and this connected
In the latter part of this century Maino
of
results
the
of
aid
their
illustration
with
An
as
paid
the sewer.
the cost
compared
by Congregationalism has shared the results directly to the churches was about 60 per
carelessness and ignorance is shown
a
the statement of a physician quoted by
of the great revival of 1858, the responsi- cent of their whole expenditures, while
local paper who, speaking of the fever, bilities and results of the oivil war, the for the Baptists the cost of their secretarial work, including the expenses of
of the Christian Commission in
“The four cases that I am treating are labors
their executive committee, was about So
achievements
and
in different sections of the city. I have the army, the influence
per oent, and of the Eree Baptists nearly
to
court which I am
one case in Horigan’s
of the Y. M. C. A., Y. P. S. C. E., 50 per cent of their expenditures went
from
caused
of their secretary acting both as secretary
Bible
positive was
and
Society
Kings Daughters
and general missionary.
DRINKING WELL WATER.
Maino.
The next address, by Rev. J. S. Wildwelt
upon
Tn conclusion the speaker
There are two wells on the premises,
of Augusta, was on Congregaliamson,
of Congregaboth of which I caused to be closed up the admirable ohurch polity
Extension in Maine, its possibiliits tional
to
the
its
and
now
is
city
adaptability
using
and the family
tionalism,
It was a brilliant and
ties and
..

WInk'the

water.
also sprung from
“The other cases
came from old wells.
that
water
drinking
From one of these wells it was possible
a
day
to get but two buckets of water
and if the water was allowed to stand a
would
few minutes a yellowish scum
The house in which
form on the top.
this family lives is supplied with city
water, but in spite of this the family
chose to drink the wator from the old
well simply because it was colder.
howIgnoranoe caunot be responsible,closets
water
ever, for the failure to put
on
the
blocks
business
the
in some of
principal streets. One of these buildings,
which is without modern drainage, contains the offices of three physicians and
the quarters of a club with several hundred members.
Still there are people who say when
told of these things that people do not die
where they exist
any faster in tho district
for some
than elsewhero in the city. But
of the
reason or another, if the flgurees
are
true, people
State Board of Health
at
Biddoford
in
diseases
die of zymotic
an alarm ing

rate._

GOV. GREENHALGE TALKS.
Has

Every Reason to Feel Very Comfort,
able Just Row.

Boston,

September 86.—Referring

tc

caucuses, Gov. Greenhalgi
last night’s
He said
a reporter today.
talked to
Oi
“I feel very well satisfied thus far.
ii
course at this stage of the campaign
would ; be out of the question for me t<
The results of thi
anything else.
say
week have been very satisfactory to me.
“And you do not anticipate much o
an

opposition campaign?”

the face of the present facts
I should say that there will be no oppo
far as the convention is con
sition as
cerned. We aro pretty sure of oursolve;
But of ooursejwi
as far as that goes.
can’t tell what will happen after that
to
reasonable
is
suppose that tho Deny
It
ocratic party will put up a good Ugh
and that tho campaign will be lively
cannot talk today. Tha ;
but of that I
in the future, and no one oan di
is all
anvthing more than surmise about tlv )
You may safely quote me a >
outcome.
I am.very wel l
saying emphatically, that
satisfies the way things are going juS ;

“No,

now,” /

in

plans.

duties.

daring address, dealing in general terms
with the problem that Mr. Cousins Jhad
touched specifically.

Rev. Edgar M. Cousins’s address on the
in
present status of Congregationalism
the State, in its dealing with the problem

tv 1IU11

of the missionary churches,

PRECIPITATED

A

1*11

fliiuamsuu

: A RISING TIDE

VIGOROUS DE-

VJUSJUU}

OF

VMV4-

OPPOSITION

manifest in the audience.
Rev. Mr. Gates, of DenFirst arose
mark, who said that the little churches
were weak because they fsent their best
men to the cities where they built up the
large churches. The little churches 'were
more
in
proportion than the

BATE.
for the

expenditures
In
regard
weakor churches, he said:
For the year endi Dg last June we ex*3,781 was for
pended *32,275. Of this
salaries and expenses of the two secretaries and the treasurer, or omitting the doing
small amount, paid the latter officer, the larger (Applause.)
two secretaries reoeived for executive and
Rev. Mr. Towne of “The Word and
financial and supervision work *3,413,
cent of the amount, ex- Work,” said the Methodists should not be
or about 15 .per
includ- cited.
Nearly every year Methodist minpended The general missionaries
ing the three lady workers received *2,
isters were starved out.
for
churches
directly
pastoral
287 and the
Rev. Mr. Richmond, of Gardiner, also
and student work $16,152 or something
took the ground that the
over 72 per cent of the whole expenditure.
Turning now to consider our relative
LITTLE CHURCHES WERE BLED
status we are confused by the uncertainrelathat
word
with
connected
is
to
ty that
support the
larger churohes. The
directions in
There are several
tive
and strong go to the large oity
young
our
investigawhich we might conduct
tion. We might consider our present status
Contin ued on Second Page.
or as related
our
to
opportunity
as related
..
to the past or in the relative advances
that have been made, but I think I am
in line with tho thought of those whc
I conmade choice of our subjeot when
sider briefly our present status as comthe
pared with those who are cultivating
field at our side. We naturally considei
the three leading denominations in addition to our own in such a survey.
Where we have 239 ohurohes, the Methotm
dists have 213 fields or appointments,
Baptists 244 churches and the Free Bap
In membership we count 21,46;
tists 269.
the Methodists 19,627, ‘-Full Members’
The Baptist!
“Probationers.
and 3.681
18 806 members and the Free Baptists,
to

439.

During tho previous year our lossos oxceeded our gains in membership by 24,
The Methodists gained 22 in probationer:
but lost 153 In full members. The Bap
foi
tists gained 421, an unusual gain
Free Bap
them. Similar figures for the

we havi
tists are not at haud. Where
about 230 ohuroh buildings estimate!r
than
more
to be worth something
million and a half dollars our Method is
friends report 292 churches with a proba
wnere wi ,
ble value of *1,148,000. and
OCX i
have 104 parsonages worth about *200,
the same friends report 155 parsonage
worth *223.000. And whilo our ministers
salary roll is *220,000 inoluding missiouar;
aid and rent of parsonages the same item ,

1
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Unfortunate Accident That Broke Up

An

Newsy Hits From

a

well-known and very popular brand

liquid refreshment.
They concluded to sample

it

and filled
ordinary
their glasses.
Had they left no heel taps
ing in a row reciting tho multiplication
school, it would have boon a caso for a coroner,
tables.
This manual training
but as it was, one ony took a little of
which has beon fitted up at tho expense
tho compound,
and the othor “only a
i:f S. D. Warren of tho firm of S. D.
monthful.”
It
was all they wanted.
scholars
to
tho
Warren & Co., was opened
A second later the guests woro horripublic
of tlio grammar grade of tho

from the flud when the two young fellows wore
schools Monday, and tomorrow
One of
found
to bo in fearful agony.
hours of 10 a. m, to 12 m. and from 8.30
one who got the iarger
the
will
portion
sessions
them,
p. m. to 4.30 p. m. special
in- of tho liquid, exclaimed “I'm burning
be held when the public is cordially
and well might ho say so, for the
\iied to be present. By invitation of the up,”
stuff he had taken was a choerful comschool committee the PRESS corresponcom posod of a slight touch of cardent was present at the morning session pound,,
bolic acid, a largor portion of^uinmouia
of the school Thursday and ho assures tho
time and the balance of potash.
Dublic that they will not regrot the
said tho young folWo’r poisoned,
The room acif they attend Saturday.
at low who only got a taste of the stuff, and
pupils
twenty-five
commodates
of the the thore was confusion generally,tho other
one time, giving every scholar
schools five guosts expecting to bo prostrated in turn.
grammar grade of the public
When
asked what they had taken the
hours’ instruction each week. A separate
and unfortunate
child
young follows could only
each
for
benoh is provided
to tho bottle, and a woman who
of any point
tho envy
these would excite
had boon
cleaning tho house said with
mechanic. They are supplied by Chandler
horror, “That’s the stuffil’ve
& Barber of Boston and are lunishod evident
and
with the latest improved drafting
been cleaning •with.”
lias
Mr. \\ arreu
wood working tools.
The young men were assisted to their
secured Mr. Oswald Eklof as instructor.
before
Mr. Eklof Is a native of Sweden, the homos, and hardly reached there
unconscious. Strong salt
became
home of manual training and has lately they
taken a special course at the Lloyu tram- and water
was administered by friends
iuy school of Boston.
felt
that they “ought to do someHe has instituted the Lloyd system in who
the Westbrook school. This is one of the thing,” and then Dr. O'Neil was sent
systems uev, m
-,-—:
for
and succeeded in saving them, alThis system starts the child at
schools
it was a close call for the one who
though
ot
some
articles
onoe on tho construction
4-1...
^4Ilia dfnff ilftwin
Afc A.
of wooden ware of common use and ho is
late hour last evening when Dr. O’Neil
taught the use and eare of tools, drafting
To
and the like as the work progresses.
was telephoned regarding their condition,
insure interest in the work the finished
to he
or
memento
a
as
replied that they were “coining
to
keep
article is his
^ Accuracy,
neat- round al 1 right.
put into practical uso.
ness and order are espeically insisted upTheir escape was something remarkIn the advanced grade such useful
on.
and it will.be a long time beforo they
able,
hammer
handles,
artioles as toolohests,
clothes hooks, household utensils, etc., will fully recover from the effect of the
are made’by the pupils. The aims, means
fluid they drank. Of course the
The deadly
and conditions of the school aro:
stuff burned “clean down,’’as ono
flury
the
of
pupil,
harmonious development
t he of their friends said yesterday.
giving him by manlial exercises and
The
relief of tho other guests when
Use of the creative .’dustingt such general
training as frill teud.to fit him mentally, they found that it was a cleaning comsubsefor
morally and physically
auv;."
was tho
and pound, and no ginger beer that
Tho aim
quent special training.
of tlio trouble was very great, as
methods are: First, Strictly progressive cause
educational exercises, mentally as wel! it removed from their minds and otheras
physioiailv; seqoud, the appeal to wise
fear of wholesale poisoning.
manyactivitles by ihoafis of a Judicious The present
wornuii wiio had been cleaning the
variety of exorcises, treating the hand
like the eye arid ear as an avenue to the houso filled a bottle she found with the
mind; third, l’rfeo hand work 6r modeling compound, and in somo way the dangerwith the knife; fourth, the malkng and
ous fluid was mixed up with the otherthe use of working drawings; fifth, totm
the
study and the cultivation of the aesthetic wise harmless add refreshing liquids
sense; sixth, an essential proportion be- other guests sampled.
tween problems of thought, ot drawing
and of tool work; seventh, tho cultivation
The Storm Along lUo Grand Trunk.
of habits of
thorough
accuracy and
honesty by the pupils’ correction of his
The
storm yesterday among the mounown mistakes, po concealment of which
tains continued longer than it did here,
can be tolerated: eighth, consideration of
development, to and was a perfect downpour. It extended
the general physical
which a judicious sequence and combina- from Island Pond down, and railroad men
tion of tools may be made to contribute
will make a great change in the asmaterially; ninth, both class instruction say
It was an odd storm in
a
in traction,
true pect of things.
individual
and
both
of
exorcises making
progress
many
respects. W. E. Perkins of Paris
possible evou with large numbers; tenth, Hill, who was here yesterday, said that
The ‘'new education” demands, wherever
rain fell in torpossible, as a means of mental develop- during Wednesday night
ment, the oomplete thought of the phrase rents in some sections of his town, and
instead of the spelling lesson.
not » drop but a little way from whut
In sympathy with this idea the manual
be the.storm belt. Later in
to
seemed
training system employs useful model
tho the day, j£ curiously enough,1this state of
embodied in
and as the exercises
are
based upon
models
pedagogical things was exactly reversed, and the rain
principles so must the teaching be. At fell on the dry ground, while not a drop
present Mr. S. D. Warren shoulders the fell on tho section visited by the rain of
greater part of the expense of the school.
The entire apparatus and furniture was the previous
night. The railroad men
provided at the expense of his private who watched the showers rise and break
Mr. Warren, with friends from
urse.
all
day, said that at times, especially
iassacliusetts, made the school a visit
among tho mountains, it was a striking
yesterday.
Constables
Phinney, Marrinev and sight. Showers formed, and seemed to
Graham intercepted a car sidetracked at
along parallel lines, with a short
go
the Portland & Rochester station in this
neutral
ground between them on which
no
but
found
city Wednesday night,
Illegal goods therein. It contained goods no rain fell, this of course being before
consigned toJEast Rochester parties.
the general rain set in with such tremenMr. Androw Boynton was arrested by
Then cross showeis were
dous
force.
and
tho
Cousons
to
Officer
city
conveyed
rose
that
opposite
observed
up from
He
has
laborbeen
up.
yesterday
look-np
mind points, and mingled at last. Take it all
ing under a derangement of the
in
the
and was making things lively
in all
they never saw a more curious
neighborhood-of his residence on Dunn series of miniature storms rise and pass
street, when the officer arrived.
law away.
and his
S. D. Warren, ,Jisq.,
They had the effect of thoroughpartner Lois Drarfdics, Esq., of Boston, ly wetting down the entire county, howare at the “Blins.”
and will help out the rivers greatly.
Mr. John Neal, clerk in S. D Warren ever,
rather
become
had
& Oo. ‘s office in this city, Is taking a Manufacturers
week’s vacation.
alarmed at the prospect of a low and inMr. Mahlou Jordan ot Cornish visited
water supply.
friends in this city, his former home, adaquate
_*-

yesterday.

as
Mr. William H. Parker is acting
of the judges at the
Cumberland
Fair.
Dr. Oscar Harmon of Somorsworth, N.
H., called on friends in this city, his
forms? home, Thursday.

i>EE.K.I\G.

Bicycle Races at Sanford Today.
havo
Class A men
Tho following
at Sanford
entered for the cycle races
under the auspices of the Young Men’s
Debating Club to be held at Mousam
River Park today:
One Mile Novice—Fred

The committee on entertainment for
the fair assembled with Mrs.Montgomery
Tuesday evening to complete arrangements for a successful display and a hap-

»

py time.
Charles Richardson from Boston,
Mr.
was in own yesterday.
Workmen have broken ground for the
two more new houses on
foundation of
Centra! avenue,

on

the Richardson prop-

erty.

New Hampshire, Vermont and Massa-

chusetts, and wiil be absent a few weeks.
Mamie Clark,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. M. Clark, is now considered by
her faithful phvsician, Dr. Topliif,
out
of
danger, and there is a prolonged rejoicing by her many friends.
a

Mr. William Dodge has begun work for
new house on Alba street, Earlville,

Deering Centre.
A good boarding house is very [much
needed in Deering Centre'ahout this time.
Mr.
Fogg, who.is digging a cellar on
Stevens Plains avenue,near M.E.Moore’s,
finds it much

harder work than ho

an-

ticipated.
Mr.

liged

Vri

Mrtvitti*vflltt

:

_.

Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hcegg started yesfor a business and pleasuro trip
terday
to

Ferguson

W.

.Tnhn
J. E,
Rankins and
Sawyer, William
Greenwood, Sanford; Ed. Somers and W.
G. Patterson, Kennebunk Ned Cross,
Norway; A. H. Cluff. Kennebunkport.
One Mile Open—W. S. Reynolds, Hyde
Park; E. A. Morrill, Amesbury; J. P.
Dorchester; H.
Clark and James Clark,
E. Walton. Boston; Charles R. Newton,
DorH.
E.
Snow,
Stafford Springs;
Worcester; A. T.
chester; J. J. Casey,
North
Fuller, Malden- A. B. Dagg,
Adams; R. W. Pinkham, Dover, N. H.;
I.
Bert
Gerry, SanVViltred Senior and
ford.
One Half Milo for Boys Under Sixteen
Years of Age—Ned Cross, Norway; Ed.
S mere,
S. Boothby, Springvale; Ed.
Kennebunkport; I. F. Adams, Biddeford;
Arthur L. Perkins, Von. E. Gerry and
John C. Senior, Sanford.
R. Nbsod,
One Milo 2.50 Class—J.
Auburn; A. H. Cluff, Kennebunkport;
F. W. Ferguson,
Spr ingvale; K. P.
Borden, F. W. McCann, Joseph Taylor,
and George W. Hayes, Sanford.
One Half Milo Open—H. E. Walton,
Boston ; W. S. Reynolds, Hyde Park; A.
T. Fuller. Malden; Charles R. Newton,
Stafford Springs; J. J. Casey, Worcester;
James Clark, E. H. Snow and J.P. Clark,
Dorchester; H. W. Pinkham, Dover; C.
B. Pike, Norway; A. B. Dagg, North
Adams; Wilfred Senoir, E. A. Ricer, Sanford.
J.
One Mile Handicap—J.
Casey,
North Adams;
Worcester; A. B. Dagg.
F. W. McCann, Sanford; Ned Cross, Norway; A. H. Cluff, Kennebunport; Ed.
Somers, Kennebunk; Bert I. Gerry, SanG.
ford ; George W. Hayes, Sanford; W.
ReyPatterson, Kennebunkport; W. S.
nods, Hyde Park; E. A. Ricker, Sanford;
H. E. W'aton,
Boston; F. A. Morrill,
Amesbury; Arthur L. Perkins, Sanford;
Springs;
Charles R. Newton, Stafford
Frank Stearns,
Norway ; E. H. Snow,
R.
Dorchester;
Dorchester; James Clark,
Senior,
W. Pinkham, Dover; Wilfred
J. P.
Sanford; A. T. Fuller, Malden;
Clark, Dorchester: C. B. Pike, Norway,
Auburn.
and J. R. Nason,
Since Newton’s entry was received he
n.wi

Ira
to

Docke is out agnin but is obcrutches to enablo him to

uso

attend to business.
The electric lights were out for several
hours last night, owing to a hiysterious
the wiles during the thunder
break in
shower.

Col., 65 pounds of giant
powder exploded yeasterday forenoon in
the Belgian mine, five tuiles from this
city, killing six minors and
injuring
Cithers. It.. is
supposed that a miner
accidentally dropped it, causing the
accident.
At Le&dviilB,

Morrill

J. G.

were

appointod

a

com-

consider the question of Sunmittee to
tho
day excursion trains and confer with

Ana

lie was tired of
but now ho must speak.
mon who confessedly cannot livo
about cuton less than $1500 a year talk
ting down the men who are solving the
problem of living on $600 yearly. One

hearing

who had been talking
the
down
spent two

man

a

about cutting
oliurches had

great deal
missionary
mouths

at

Poland Spring this year.
Mrs. Ida V. Woodbury, of Peering,
said she had come in contact with many
of|the feeble churches. Somo could do a
little bettor; but some of the i oldest that
had done much in benovoiouoes for the
Missionary Society in the past, had been

deploted

of

and

best

their

Absolutely Accurate,
Beautifully Illustrated

meeting adopted, with applause, tho fol
lowiug resolution:

she knew of three Methodist olergymen
who had been starved out of the Methodists and into the Congregationalists.
(Applause, laughter and cries of “This

True”).

There was great self sacrfice in
the smaller churches. As Mr. Cousins
had said, there were some ohurohes that
were receiving help that did not need it
but this was not the general way.
Rev. Thomas Williams, of Winslow and
Benton, said that the men who were doing the work in the smaller ohurches
were men as well as
those in the man-

CUL-

to

meet

wants

the

at the minimum of cost.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive
Maps. Many of Them
Double

the conference Thursday
marked by tho usual re
thanks, Westbrook churol

close of

The

evening

was

of

solutions

tee.
THE NEXT MEETING.
Fort Fairfield has been selected as tin
place for the next meeting, which will b<
in September, 1896.
Rev. G. W. Reynolds, tho new mode
rator, has been pastor of the cliuroli ai
He is a natlvo of
Gorham eight years

ion

Il-

of each State
and Territory, of all
Counties of the United
States and of American
Cities with over 5,000
Inhabitants.

was
educated at Amhcrsl
the class of ’77, and Yale Thee

Superb

Population

Sidney and

ii..

j

A Whole Library of Itself,
of vital and absorbing
interest to every member of the household.

Over 400 delegates and others’have reg
with the entertainment commit

istored

CollegoTn

Page.

140 New and
lustrations.

boing*particularly. remembered.

TT.

in

Stewart am
years
preached
Osage, Iowa, beforo coining to Maine.
seven

INTELLECTUAL POWER AND

of

Farmers,
Women*
Students,
Mechanics,
Clerks,
Merchants,
and all who desire a complete work

Especially prepared

The General Conference of Maine hails
with greatest satisfaction the revival o:
eivio righteousness which is occurring it
many portions of our land, and declart
it the high privilege of our ministry ant
do all in thoir power to so
churches to
some like revival in our own state,
cure
And while we would urge the quicken
ing of public conscience and renewec
vigilance on the part of those 7who holt
authority and power In all directions, wi
would particularly emphasize tho neet
of utmost vigilance to guard the Lord’s
Day from desecration, and tho homes of
our state from the curse of an illogal anc
unrighteous traffic in strong drink.

brightest

membors and could not, got along without
the aid of tho Maine Missionary Sootety.
As for the Methodists, JJthe speaker said

is

Up-to-date,

Page.

i

...

S'

ono

r.

other religious bodies^ n Maine with reference to tin)
suppression of the same.
committee for investigating the
The
churches, leaving the old and infirm to proposed Congregational Ministers’ Home
care for the little church in the country.
for New England, report tho present need
Ruv. Mr.
Chapin, of Woolwich, said seems to he met by tho Charitable Sothat almost periodically he had his right- ciety and the National Council MinisFor eighteen terial Fund.
stirred.
eous indignation
Merrill introduced and tin
Rov. Dr.
years he had kept his feelings to himself
Continued From First

and all went well as wedding receptions
aro
apt to do until two young men happened to hud a bottle bearing tho label
of
of

BIG CHURCHES.

vs.

a

Wedding lieception.

Wednesday evening there was a wedof ding reception given near Cotton street,

In one of the light and airy rooms
the Warren school building may now be
seen the novelty of school children seatod
at wood working benches industriously
the
employed with tho hammer and saw,
of pouring
triangle and pencil, instead
over tho
school books or stand-

*

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

A ROUGH EXPERIENCE.

T

has been transferred to Class B-

Tile National

TURE

Teague.

in the cities. There
are all through tho country
graduates of
colleges and seminaries. The people in
the country are fully as apt to turn up

following National League games
wore played yesterday:
At St. Louis—Pittsburgs, 11; St. Louis,

at the preacher as aro tho city
poople. It will not do to go before the
without a thorough
ceuntry audience
knowledge of the uvents and thoughts
of the day.
They must preaoli two or

delphias, 1.
At Chicago—Cincinuatis, 12; Chioagos,

required

is

their

as

well

as

nose

a Sunday, ride
twenty five
miles, superintend tho Sunday sohool,

three times

Bible class and lead the singing.
How much of a manJs left Monday morn
ing. (Laughter and Applause). I onoe
had a clergyman visiting me, and I asked
teach

they who die In the Lord.” (Loud Applause and Laughter.) If there are reforms to be made, let It not be done on
lines. Let it be done by men who
know tho needs of eaoh locality. I oould
very well live on $1700 a year. I had it.
The smaller churches aro building up
the large ones. Do not starve out these

general

of

sources

your

and

power

wealth.

(Loud applause.)
churches,

feeble

the

spoke

of Bethel also

Judge Woodbury
for

telling what

they did.
Mr. Thayer, pastor of the church
Garland for 48 years,

Rev
at

WHITE-HAIRED

VENERABLE,

A

MAN,
had been
that his little church
He himself was
a little always.
eminent for nothing except continuance.
So he had had all the sal(Laughter).
said

helped

he deserved. He began;with $350,
ary
wasn’t
and he
quite up to $600 now.
What could one do
was enough.
That
He could get
with $1000? (Laughter.)
along very well. Ho was almost through.
Only one k ember of the ohuroh as he
started out with it, was left. But they
to the other
had sent out the young
were Brother Curtis,
There
churches.
the Rideouts of Norway, and many others
who he would not name. You would
you had.not suppoor,_unworthy missionary.

those men if

have

not

ported your
He could

oount the members on

now

fingers of his right hand. But thoy
hud said to him, “Stay with us. Select
(he
a

So he had
here in our cemetery.
and they would find him there.

lot

done It,

(Applause.)
As to help, give

the little church back
whom it hadjsent out, and
wouldn’t ask help of any one. (Ap-

the members
it

plause. )
Rev. E. M. Cousins spoke brieSy, saying that he had made tho saino plea for
the smaller churches; but what he had
said had been from
anrl

4.
At Baltimore—Baltimores,

ha

term

1/1

an

nnfc

honest

conviction,

tinlin it; hank.

Thn

Maine Missionary Society would have to

adopt

new

a

policy.

(Applause.)

Rev. Dr. H. S. Burrage was introduced
and cordially received, to speak on

INTERNATIONAL COMITY.
He

began

by

who

the men

speaking admiringly

of

working for $300

or

were

50OO"yoarlyfin the smaller towns, and said
that the Baptists wished their treasury
would allow them to do better by suoh.
on to speak of the work
He thou went
of the International Commission, which

aimed

provent the founding of

to

where

churches

already

there

are

new

all the

can
be
churches that
supported. At
Rumford Falls Is a good example of good
work In this line. For years the Baptists have gone in and worked with the

Methodist

church, Which

was

already

10;

Phlla-

1.

At Brooklyn—The
Brooklyn-Boston
game was called at the end of the third
The
on account of wet grounds.
score was Brooklyns, 4; Bostons, 0.

sible, Is without relief unless he is the
happy owner of a knowledge-satisfying,
pleasure-giving People’s Atlas.

inning

All Countries
Shown.

EARS AND STOVER.

a

him to occupy my pulpit, after he had already preaohed twice that day. “‘Oh, I
should die to preaoh three times” said he.
“I felt like saying, Go die, blessed are

If special information regarding any Nation, Province, State, City, Town or Village
Is desired, the knowledge Is rarely obtainable from a school geography, which necessarily has only a few general facts and the
location of Important cities.
Railroad maps are notoriously Incorrect
and misleading, hance the puzzled truthseeker, where large libraries are inacces-

The

Hiuta

on

venlent

HarvssUns and Feeding—A Con
Arrangetaeut For Storing Corn.

After fo34er:i|s C.ured the sooner it is
hodhed
..tjie more value it is
barn capacity for
their
cffelf and Jet are indifferent, abejlt «heif®efjlg until rains have
destroyed a liiSfte psf cent of nutrition.
Fodder can benandled faster and loaded in the, morning when damp with
slight ISeb W leaf breakage.

or^$e&;|

be out before feeding. With sjSCver fed directly to stock
without cutting, the refuse stalks should
bo tenso-eel from the mangers beforefeeding grain, irbis refuse can be cut in
a hand stalk cottar and fed with whole
stalks. Tools adapted for corn cutting
for cneiltigo and fodder afenow cheaply
obtained, and where used offer an excellent chance for co-operation. Where
much corn is to bo cut it will pay tc
hire a neighbor’s machine and cut the
whole crop at once. Les3 fodder is wasted and the refuse-stalks being but au
inch long are readily decomposed in the
manure pilo snd much more easily dug
out. Fodder cat when wet invariably
molds. When tacked outside, pack the
bundles closely and oap to a point at the

FOR

IO CENTS

for
storing ears as husked will facilitate
handling. Build a square building of
such size as the acreage of corn will
warrant, aramged wftli bins on three
feet wide.
sides, lji;sfBet high by
The flodrrjghckiia be on a level with a
two hor$bjaym wagon for convenience
cad venriiatedd. The receiving doors

WALTER COREY CO.
-x---

exeroljes

V,
passed

according to
Rev. Leroy S. Bean
the
programme,
speaking on “The Relation of theJChuroh
andjtbe Kingdom;’’ Rev. T.*A.Frey,
on the Church aud Sociology ;Rev. Dr. F. B.
the

work of tho American
Webb,
Board, and Mr. William Show of Boston,
on “Christian Endeavor in the Church.”
The address by Rev. Dr. Smith Baker of
Boston, was the principal exercise of the
on

evening

session.

RESOLUTIONS, ETC.
accordance with a resolution introduced by Rev. Dr. James G. Mawill,Rov.
In

K M. Cousins, Dr.Fenn, Rev.T. Williams,
Judge Woodbury, Prot Daato and Rev.

It gives a Classified List of All Nations,
With Forms of Government, Geographical
Location, Size and Population.

Special Features Relating

to tne united

KTETW

Store, Office and School-room.
Every person who reads the current periodical literature of the day needs a concise,
accurate and comprehensive Atlas of the World, for tha purpose of geographically locating the stirring events with which the world teems. We live in an age of intelligence—
an age of multiplied means for acquiring knowledge—an age that condemns ignorance
because of these numerous souroes of information so freely and widely diffused. 11
mind every
you wish to keep abreast of the times, by accurately locating In your
violent upheaval of the earth, the march of contending armies where war exists, the
and accidents
progress of solentiflc explorers In unknown lands, or the happenings
constantly agitating every part of the world, you should have at hand a copy of the
“People’s Atlas of the World." Never before has so valuable an Atlas been offered at
low a price.

PRICE

CENTS.

30
»

PORTIERES.

»

Mai
The Atlas will be sent postpaid to any address on reoeiptof 30 cents.
orders will be filled from the office of publication, causing a delay of severa days
of desired by return mall send six cents extra for postage.
“ATLAS,”
Address all orders to
Office of the Daily Press, Portland, Ms.

©OOOOOOOOMOOOOOOOO*

chould.be largest rapid loading. Slats
should be<nuueS inside the bins. Lighter
slats may be'used inside to complete the

bins, keep a hand sheller in the crib if
other power is not used. It will make
work for a rainy day.
In thovmifM'le a$d oentral states farmera feed earn ’far beef, mutton, pork or
dairy products. Some farmers feed corn
unhusketj to milk cows, using no other
grain, but with such the profits are usually unsatisfactory. See that the grain
is ground reasonably fine. It is better
for feeding purposes. Keep the feed near
the stock. Thd granary should he large
enough for miking uikl storing several
feeds. Clear cornmeal is too heavy a
feed for cows Ifcept for cream. Wheat
bran improves tire ration. The best results of the writer of the foregoing, a cor
rosDondent of the New Enstland Homo

stead,

were

obtained by mixing

pounds of.gab meul, 200 pounds
tonseed mSal and 150 pounds of

500

of cotwheat

bran. Two to three quarts fed morning
and Evening will keep cows in good flesh
and rijaic'fiilM the cream supply. Cows
kept for milk, regardless of cream, eat
more profitably fine wheat middlings and
less
meal combined with cob
meal. If fdtting-e'tock, cob meal is an excellent feed. More meal will bo required
for the same beef than if clear cornmeal
is used, but. the hay and fodder will be
better digested.

What is

$2.50

Maine Post masters.

to

$50.00

people will remember Col.
King, who by the way is an
old Portland
boy, just nominatod by
Democrats for secretary of stato iu
the
New York, ae thej secretary of the Army
in

Potomac,

when it hold its reunion

$8.00

to

$75.00

Per

have carefully inspected

employer,
means

sent to

period.

Lawyer Henry D.

Hyde, by

of a forged ebook, was yesterday
tho reformatory for an indefinite

our

New

-X---

WALTER

COREY

ses22dlw

anil flatulency.
teething troubles, cures constipation
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castoria.

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. Q. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Cantoria is so well adapted to children that
recommend it assupariortoany prescription
known to me.”
..
H. A. Abchsr, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
the real
far distant when mothers will consider
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
soothing syrup and other hurtful

physicians in the children s deport*
spoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although wo only have among our
medical supplies wliat is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the

«*

•*

CO.,

Reliable House Furnishers and Manufacturers,
28 Free Street.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Castoria relieves
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

Pair.

In our New Fall Line of Portieres and Lace Curtains we have
all the latest effects to be found in the market.
You cannot know what there is for Style and Honest Value

Portland.

Tfio Eastport sardine strikers are trying
to get the Lubec hafifls t.o go out. As the
latter make ifra condition that the Blastport people must continue their wages if
they do, they will probably continue to
work.
Albert J. Hosier, the young colored
man who embezzled some $7,000 from his

Pair.

-FROM-

Portland
Horatio C.

of the

Per

New Lace Curtains

cottoned

on

off

Maps.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1SS8 and ie92 by States. List of
All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products. Homestead Laws
and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to 1891. Public Debt for the
past 100 Years* Gold and Silver Statistics. Number and Value of Farm Animals.
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Population. Postal Information, with
Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Information that should be la every Home,

go

barn

ground.

oroft.
The

All the Large Cities of the World, th*
the Village*
of the United States are Given on the

Important Towns and Most of

States Are:

25.—Maine
September,
Washington,
were appointed
fourth-class postmasters
The commission acts as umpire in local
Ira
E.
Aehorn, Orff’s iu the Drapery Line until you
today as follows:
cases of conflict between churches.
Cornor, vice Emily A. Orff, removed;
vice Asa 1’. Ab- Fall Stock for ’95.
The afternoon opening
^pvotienal ser- Charles Chase, Upton,
vice was led by Rev. A. L. Chase of Fox- bott, resigned.
the

Among the Illustrations are the following: The Masonlo Temple at Chicago (tallest building In the world), the Auditorium
Building at Chicago (one of the largest
buildings In the world), the Woman’s Temple (the handsomest building in Chicago),

Its

top.

conveniently arranged

the Face of the Earth

Rivers and Lakes are Accurately Located.

Largsetalfta should

A

on

are

Bartholdi’s Statue of Liberty, the White
House at Washington, the Great Brooklyn
Bridge, Mirror Lake (Yosemite Valley), El
Capitan (Yosemite Valley), Waterfall and
Cave (New Zealand),Jordan River, Murchison Waterfall (Upper Nile), Pilot Knob
(Iron Mountain, Missouri), United States
Signal Service (Pike’s Peak, Colorado),
Giant’s Gap (American River Canon, Colorado), Scene in Tropical Florida, Falls of
Mountain
the Rhine, the Matterhorn
(Switzerland), Scenes in and near the City
of Peking (China), Island of Juan Fernandez, State Capitols, State Seals, etc., etc.

morphine,

agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to

premature graves.”
Dr.

J. F. Kinchelok,
Conway, Ark.

The Centaur Company,

I

4t

Our

ment have

merits of
favor

Castoria has

won

upon it.”
United Hospital

Ailen C.

us

and

to

look with

Dispswsahy,
Boston, Mans.

Smith, Pres.,

T7 Murray Street, Now York

City.

MISCELLANEOUS.

io4 and

pation
book

for consti-

pills

Beecham’s
at your

THE IV. 0. T. E.

25^. Get the
druggist’s and The Twenty-First Animal Convention

by it.

go

at Houlton.

.Annual sales

mors

than 6,000.000 boxes.

Big Demand..

AROOSTOOK

THE SECOND

FREELY BESTOWED.

SUNDAY TRIP
--

THE

TO

White

I

:

Full

White
^
Mountains.
REDUCED RATES.

S&flflAY,

SEPT.

:

29,

:

:

1895.

Hates for
ROUND TRIP.
Train Leaves

fumberlintl
Mills,
Boutin
Bebago Lake,
RETURNING,

1 d' i9 nil
CO
\

8.65,

Windham,

9.0C.
9.08.

I
EH 8
9.13. 'lU B .till

New hall,
White Rook.

|\

v

J
Fabyans
Q. 20.

leave

at 2.30 a

m.

-THE

Maine Central R. R.
OFFERS THE ABOVE.
PAYSON TUCKER.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
V. P. & G. Man.
G«uT P. & T. Ag’t.
sept26fl8t

TRUNK

GRAND

RAILWAY.

SPECIAL
Excursion

Sunday

IS

HOSPITALITY

TO-

Ribbonera
of

are

Enthuaiastic

Address—Elaborate

and

Stevens’

Energy—President

Decarations.

Houlton, September 26.—One hundred
and fifty delegates arrived on'last evening’s train to attend the 21st annual
convention

Women’s

of the

Christian

Fifty arrived this
morning from the northern part of the
The delegates are comfortably
county.

Temperanoe Union.

quartered in the homes of hospitable
people of Houltop. Sessions are held in
the First Baptist ^church which is appropriately trimmed for the occasion with
mottoes on

the

white bunting

walls; orange, red and

being festooned

between

bridge, Natibhal Corresponding Secrethe pillars.
At 10 o’clock this morning tary, Mary T. Latlirop, President Michithe house was filled with delegate?, seat- gan W. C. T. U., Ella M. P. Williams,
World’ W. C. T.;U. and Presied by counties. The programme of the Treasurer
dent Dominion W. 0. T. U., and others.
forenoon was oarried out as fully as time
She also spoke of great gains, numeriwould permit.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, cally and In other ways which had come
U. during the
state president, presided. The conven- to the Maine W. C. T.
past year and in closing urged upon till
tion listened with marked attention to
forward
with DOW
that
tlioy go
present
MRS. STEVENS’ADDRESS.
oourage and consacratioa> ever striving,
her address by
not undertake to

prefaced

saying that^she should
present the work accomplished by the

perance Union. There was carefully reviewed the work of that mighty crusade
and its majority was celebrated
with manifestations of enthusiasm and
gratitude. Today we come together in
Asd fi'omlnWrmeiUate stations and return at the 21st annual meeting of the Maine
rates.
low
Woman’s
Christian Temperanoe Union
Correspondingly
Leave Grand Trunk Depot SUNDAY, SEPT. Closely following the organization of the
B9. a& 8.SO a. m., arriving at Berlin Falls 12 National society Maine fell in with the
noon. Leave Berlin Falls at 3.30 p. m„ arrlvline of States and has kept steady pace
Sugiat Portland at 7.30 p. m.
with the great onward movement whioh
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Man.
has now belted the world. Its foundation
S26d3t
is prayer, its watchword is love, that love
which “Seeketh not her own,” but reachthe
es out to the poor and down-trodden,
tempted and tried, the weak and sinful,
even to those who sit in prison ..darkness.
TO THE
I am very happy to have sefch through
the past year indications everywhere that
the preventive and educational phases of
onr work are
receiving an increased
amount of attention and that parents
and teaohsrs are more readily co-oparating
in our plans and methods.
We are sometimes fitold (that notwithstanding all that is being done there is
...JSyery Day from September..**
The remore social drinking than ever.
sult of my observation, inquiry and study
.«..ioth to October 12th, the;..*
does not bear out this assertion. I Believe
the numDer of total abstainers among refined, thoughtful men and women is continually increasing and the number of
....trill offer....
people who offer intoxicating beverages
to their friends is oonstanfly lessen lug,
and just in proportion as they grQ.w fewer
do we bear more'about those who still
adhere to the dangerous austom.
oo tickets to points in the..*.»
Twenty one years qgo the age of protection for girls in the different States
White Mountain
averaged ten years. At present the average is sixteen and this advance has been
secured largely through the efforts of
AWAtations Portland to &iram inclusive
To lit. Pleasant, Fabyaus or Twin
our society. The indignation oalled forth
Mountain. 83.00
by the sentence of death of Maria Barbori
To JeH»rs6n, Wliitefleld or Lancaster,
3,‘15 is
another pro if of the advancing thought
To JN. Stratford, Colelunpk or W.
This case
3*50 concerning a diffloult problem.
BtewWtstown.
has exoited great interest all over the
Tickets limited to ten days from date of sale.
ask
for the
who
those
and
among
country
PAYSOK" TUCKER, V. P. & Gen. Man.
pardon or the commutation of her senRjE. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
tence are Bishop Potter, Mary Livermore,
dtoctU
*'
;
and
Susan B. Anthony
many other
prominent men and women. I think
that the crime of murder should, under
no oircumstances, be lightly passed over,
Since 1861 I have
but twenty five years ago a murder of

Fare

RETURN.

movement

Only $1.00.

SEPTEMBER

EXCURSIONS

;

■

.Kal

—

WHITE
MOUNTAINS

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
REDUCED RATES

Region.

been}

great

a

sufferer

from]

wmnlrl

aatarrh. I tried Ely's]
Cream Balm and to allt

VlOTTO hoon

fUffflf-

These
ently from what it is today.
tragedies will continue to occur until

there is even a fuller and broader recogappearances am cured.|
nition of the equal standard of purity reTerrible headaches fromf
tbhich I had long suf-l
gardless of sex and that the highest. So
fered are gone.—fV. J. j
long as women are In an inferior position
under the laws of the State so long will a
Hitchcock, Late Major__
in the
IT. S. Vol. <fc A. A. Gen., Buffalo, N. Y certain class of men be encouraged
can treat these women
_

CATARRH

PPSCBEAM ltAUI Opens and cleanses
the Nasal Passages, Allavs Pain ahd Inflammation, Meals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds. Restores tne Senses of Taste and
(tmell. Tile Balm is quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.
A particle! s applied
agreeable. Price 60
mail.

KIY

Into eaob nostril and Is
cents at Druggists or by

BEOTHERS, 60 Warren St.. New York

M.W&Ffnrm
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fbr shortening pastry? What’B
best fbr flying things? What’s

£

C1

S

best for every cooking purpose fbr which lard was formetly used ? What’s best
for health?
for digestion
Thousands of women answer:
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Portland and Vicinity.

Griffith, and De>
Coster respectfully invite you to
of
attend their Pali Opening
The jmsses

TRIMMED HATS and BOHNETTS,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
sept, ay, ns.

BE COSTER,

GRIFFITH &
643

gep2($d3t

St.
Congress
^
_

BULBS PLANTING.
Hyad&ttttts,

Tulip®,

Crocus.

Price List

KENDALL
Federal
ssptSS

and

helping

hoping.
REOOMMENDATONS.

and

Is
His inherent qualities given
of experience in such a
enables him to guide
the health ship through life’s
sea, avoiding the shoals and
reefs of disease, called dyspepsia,
insomnia and nervousness. This
inanimate pilot is always open
to engagements and you can find
him at any drug store. His name
you know— JOHANN HOFF’S

by years
position,

MALT EXTINCT.

o

DuBois, Pa.
fV
I have prescribed JOHANN
MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S
quite a number of times, always with marked success in
evlry case. It has always been
toell borne by the stomach. In
nPtvrmc

ra.CA

feeing entirely

Narcissus.

Free.

& WHITNEY,

’Temple

Streets.
d2w

belief that they
with disrespect and Insult.
The old theory that there is sex in inalmost disappeared. 40,000
tellect has
college in
women are now attending
America, and it is only 25 years sincere
first college was opened to women. If
there was in the old days, any lack of intellectual deevlopment It may have been
only for laok of opportunity. Some believe that there is sex in religion, and in
the ages past women have not os a rule,
not today take
been permitted and can
part in the highest eoolesiastioal deliberations while it is well known that twothirds of the ohuroh members are women.
We have been taught that there is sex in
oourage, but the mother and wife who
“stood by the stuff” at home during
those dark days of the civil war, toiling
amid loneliness and hardship often manifested as muoh courage as he who went to
the front.
If woman lias seemed to lack
courage it may be because she has not
had the chanoe to display it where Jit
would receive recognition.
By and by the world will more fully
the Divine Teacher
understand what
meant when he said: “Let him that is
neithwithout sin, cast the first stone,
er do I condemn thee, go and sin no
It
now
as
it
will
more.” Then
appear
does not that there is no sex in certain
kinds of oriminaljty.
Those connected with institutions for
and
our unfortunate girls and women,
white-ribboners have founded many such,
realize the inequality of punishment and
suffering whioh the girl has to bear while
in so many cases the partner in her shame
fully escapes.
In the beginning we had no franchise
department. The early crusaders never
thought of it and little dreamed where
their steps would lead. The first president opposed it. In the summer of 1876,
while Miss Willard was at the home of a
veteran crusader in Ohio it was borne in
upon her mind that she must speak for
Woman’s ballot as a weapon of protection
to her home and hor tempted loved ones,
from the tyranny of drink and kindred
the national
That autumn at
evils.
convention at Newark, she made hor
famous homo protection speech.
During the last year there have been
many notable gatherings in this and other
lauds, but I will speak of only three.
January 31gt Woman’s Day at Augusta,
the most significant day
was probably
which has over come to the women of
Maine, who are interested in tho advanceNotwithstanding wo
ment of their sex.
were defeated in our efforts to secure tho
we
believe the
ballot
time
municipal
was greatly hastened when there will
be “Two heads in council” concerning
the community and the State, out into
whioh the children have to go as well as
beside the hearth” where they are so oare-

crease

membership.

our

With

4-hn r.tntn<lrwM'l'Oannni]
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Item*

Gathered by Corres*
pendents of the Press.

cf Interest

Cornish*

Cornish, Sept. 25.—The golden wedding
of Elder or Rev. Augustus P. Sanborn,
of Hiram was celebrated at Grange hall
in Hiram, this afternoon and evening,'by
the churoh and lodge of whioh
Sanborn is a worthy member.

Brother
Green

leaf lodge, Cornish, of Free and Accepted
Masons is his Alma Mater and the members are to present Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn
$10 more have
two $20 gold pieces,
beeu added to the purse making $50, as
one of the slight tokens of brotherly love
ami affection and also that gold In the
year A. D. 1154, In California (Nevada
City) was not expected to be worth any
But
more than “chips” at this date 1895.
it still holds out to be
Salmon

good
Falls.

Salmon Palls, Sept. 25.—There is a sevefe case of diphtheria ;in this place.
Carl, the little son of Charles Noyes has
been dangerously ill with the disease during the week, but is improving now.
The family i have been quarantined ; so
there is little danger of the disease spread-

f he steamer Santa Maria is [done running for this season.
Prank Richards, of JPalmouth Corner,

•• — —

Tho highest temperature during any Octowas 83° on the 1st and 8th, 1879, and 1st,
1881.
The lowest during any October was 26° on
the 21th, 1839.
Average date on which first ‘’kinging’
frost occured (in autumn) October 16ih.
PRECIPITATION (rain or melted snow.
Aveiage (or the month. 3.87 inches.
Average number of days with .01 of an
inch or more, 10.
The greatest monthly precipitation was
7.47 inches in 1888.
Tho least monthly precipitation was 1.23
iucheo in 1874.
The greatest amount of precipitation
recorded in any 24 consecutive hours was
3.90 inches on October 7th, 18*j.
The greatest amount of snow fall recorded in 24 consecutive hours (record extending to winter of 1884-5) was two inches on
October loth, 1834 and 1836.
CLOUDS AND WEATIIEIt.
9.
Average number of cloudless days,
1'.
Aveiage number of partly cloudy days,
11.
Average number of cloudy days,
WIND.
winds have been from the
The

prevailing

north.
The highest velocity of
46 miles
any October was

HOOD’S
Biliousness,
A

pleasant

PILLS

the wind during
the 31st, 1875.

on

cure

Indigestion,
laxative.

All

Liver Us,
Headache,

Druggists.

NEW A

DVERTISKTWEXT5._

|

yawAPVgBWSEMENTS._

in their
store.
They were profuse
thanks to Mr. Kahler for tellng them how
For sale
to cure a bad cold so quickly.
by Landers & Babbidge, Druggists and
C .B. Woodman, Westbrook.

NEW

WE HIT THE MARK
public approval by buying what people need and selling it at a price within their reach. Deceive nobody. Tel! the honest truth about every
article we offer. If we make a mistake,
and who dosen’t, let us rectify it.

OF

fi■■==^xoxz±£r:"..

=~~

| MEN’S

=i^=™r-=?

FALL AND WINTER SUITS, f j
3

For the greatest suit in the city we offer one lot at $5.98, equal to any suit
Suits at
sold for $8.00. We give this suit to the people as a stunning bargain,
of
the
substantial
made
are
most
goods put togeth$8 and lO for all sizes, that
Nowhere cah you get such vulue in suits as
er with a view to serve as wearers.
we offer for $10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 23 and 25.
^re marvels of workmanship. Our
fill the stylish patterns selected
froiP
made
Suits
Men’s
superb line off Young
with care from

HUNDREDS OF SAMPLES,
and the choice lines

only bought. Our lUies cannot be approached in style and
make, patterns and workmanship.

See the

Following

All Wool Suits at $6.00,8*00, 10.00, 12*00,
goods show a superior finish on examination.

15.00,

MEN’S FALL AND WINTER
and attractive styles to select
Still finer
ments at $3.98,5, 6, 8, lO, 12.
20.00, 23.00, 25.00 and 30.00.
AllZthe

new

Prices
18.00

:

and

Our

20.00.

OVERCOATS.

Durable, handsome gargrades at $15.00, 16.00, 18.00,
from.

MEN’S ODD PANTALOONS.
Men’s Working
Hundreds of Pants to select from.
Dress
All Wool Pntnam Pants at $2.98, others ask 4.00 for the same thing.
Pants, $3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 6.00, 5.50, 6.00 and 7.00.

Headquarters

for these

goods

for

Men’s, Youths and Boy’s.

Pants at $125, 1.60, 1,75. 2.00 and 2.50.

Boys’

and Children’

Clothing.

This branch of our business is advancing in popularity more rapidly than we had any reason to expect. This is
gratifying to us and establishes the fact that a first-class CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT is appreciated by the people.
300 Children’s Suits, age 4 to 14 years, at $1.69.
Children’s All Wool Suits, age 4 to 16 years, $2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00, 7.00 and 8.00.
Little Giant Suits at $5.00, warranted not to rip.
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, all wool, at $4.48. Finer grades at $6.00, 8.00, 10 00, 12.00, 15,00 and 18.00 a Suit.
Children’s Short Pants at 21 cents a pair. Odd Short Pants at 55c, 65c, 75c, $1.00,1.25, 1.50 and 1.75.
100

pairs

Boys’ and Children’s Ulsters, Overcoats and Reefers at Low Prices,

Furnishing Goods*

Fall and Winter

100 Dozen Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers at 23 cents each.
100 dozen Camel’s Hair Shirts and Drawers at 45 cents each.
50 dozen Fancy Ribbed Shirts and Drawers at 45 cents each.
150 dozen Contoocook A Shirts and Drawers at $1.08 each.
200 dozen lined T Bach Gloves 19 cents a pair. 100 dozen Suspenders at 8 cents a
Ties at 19 ceDts each.
Goods cheerfully shown and any person purchasing goods that are not perfectly satisfactory are
them and receive back their cash. We shall make every effort to please you.

pair.

100

requested

to

dozen
return

WE INVITE COMPARISON-STORE OPEN EVENINGS.

EQUATOR
FURNACES.
MANUFACTURED

.■—....

1

~XOX

I—.—

■

.III

.11.

■

BY

WALKER & PRATT MFG. CO.
Boston, Mass.
FOR SALE BY

HIR11FERNALD,
448 Fore Street, Cor. Union.
Repairing, Kitchen Furnishing Goods, Oil Cans, Tanks. Ship
Stoves and Ware. Sheet Metai Goods

Also Furnace

a

Knowing

ENGLAND
—AND—

to Order
nished.

in

lie Way to Market. It Depends Chiefly
How and Where to Boy.

as

for sore eyes.

_
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MAINE TOWNS.

met with quite a severe accident at Gray
last week. He had (under his care the
horse Raymond entered for exhibition at
ing secretary, made by Mrs. S. L. Cram. the fair and was in the habit of sleeping
“Star
near the animal at night.
Wednesday
The report of tho treasurer and
in the Bast,” was made by Mrs. M. C. night the horse got cast in his stall. Mr.
auditor
of
the
noise
ent-to
investhe
v
The
Richards
MoDowel.
report
hearing
also made. Miss Clara Stinson of tigate, and in the darkness received a
was
conblow in the face from the animal’s flying
Houlton, who attended the world’s
vention of the W. C. T. U., at London, heels. There were two bad cuts, one very
convenof
that
a
made
uoai
uuo
June last,
report
tion and incidents connected therewith, sary to close the wound.
with deep interest.
There is to be a harvest supper atjthe
which was heard
The report was ably written delivered in Presumpscot Palls obapel next week.
Several
manner.
forcible
and
Wendell has removed to Deerlng.
clear
Mr.
a
convenMr. Arthur Thompson, of Bridgton, is
gentlemen were presented to thothe
Rev. stopping at Mr. George Oobb’s.
tion at this point, among others
of First Baptist
C.
E. Owen, pastor
Buxton.
one or the
Chas.
Hon.
Dunn,
church,
The
Aroostook
county commissioners.
West
Buxton,
Sept. 25.—Rev. Mr.
convention adjourned at 5,30.
of Buxton Center, occupied the
Turner,
for
83
Tears.
Average October Weather
pulpit of the Free Baptist ohurch, SunWeather
The Chief of the
Bureau day.
Hon. Cyril P. Harmon and wife are on
directs the publication of the following
Conn.
a visit to their^son in Coventry
of
the
record
obserfrom
data, complied
The foundation ot the mill of Saco
of
month
taken
October,
vations for the
River Woolen Co. is being rebuilt in a
at the Portland station for a period of 23 very substantial manner.
The repairs of the dam are nearly comyears.
A new bulkhead has been put in.
It is believed that the facts thus set pleted.
The Saco is very low, not enough water
interest
to
the
of
forth will prove
public, to run the saw mills.
as well as the special student, showing as
they do the average and extreme condiWhile in Chicago, Mr. Charles L. Kahmeteorolotions of the more important
ler, a prominent shoe merchant of Des
the
and
within
range
gical elements
Moines, Iowa, had quite a serious time
whioh such variations may be expeoted
of it. He took such a sovere cold that
to keep during any corresponding month*
he could hardly talk or navigate, but
TEMPERATURE.
the prompt use of Chamberlain’s Cough
Mean or normal temperature 47°
Remedy cured him of his cold go quickly
The warmest October was that of 1879,
that others at the hotel who had bad colds
with an average of 65°.
The coldest Ootoberwas that of 1888, followed his example and half a dozen
with an uverage of 43°.
persons ordered it from the nearest drug
__l
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

ctrofom

proper

effort wo oould easily double our numbers
In many places.
5. Mothers’ Meetings should he held
and care should be taken to secure the attendance of women who have but little
opportunity to gain such knowledge as
wa seek to Impart.
6.. We should carefully consider the
advantage that it is to our society to have
center of our aotive
a place which is the
The purchase of the* desirable
work.
property at 150 Free St., Portland, has
proved to ho no mistake; although we
have been unable to pay for it, the receipts from rental of rooms provide for
all the running expenses and furnish us
with good offices for State Headquarters.
We confidently expect to bo able to report
before long that money has been donated
to enable us to fully own the place, thus
in
giving us an income which will help
the extension and building up of our
work.
7. Each Union should take an Interest
in procuring subscribers to the Union
Signal and to the Star in the East. No
white ribboner can possess the knowledge
she really needs unless she is a reader.of
these valuable papers.
8. Local Unions should hold publio
meetings at which the work of our many
departments should be presented.. The
evil of cigarette smoking and other forms
of narcotics should bo often presented in
this manner.
9. Do not fail to direotly teach and
preanh total abstinence and prohibition.
It is true that now as in the beginning of
our work We are committed to thesb basic
principles towards which so much of our
department work tends.
The appointment of tjie various committees and reports of the Cbunty presidents followed.
At the afternoon session the minutes
of the morning session were read and the

Plain

as

debilitated

and
the patient quite anaemic, it
1. I recommend that we continue our
worked wonders in a sfeort time.
a
Reformatory Prison 'for
thirty State superintendents under the efforts for
for Munioipal Suffrage, and to In convalescence from Influenza,
Women,
heads of preventive, education, evangelis- raise tho
Age of Protection for girls.
especially elderly women, it has
3. I recommend that each county shall
tio, reformatory and legal endeavor, since
work
of
by
a
missionary
helped to put them on their feet
be
plan
the superintendents will
given oppor- adopt
small
which each local Union, however
than anything I have
tunity to make reports and also to speak or remote, may receive au joubu uuu vjbju quicker
ever used before.
•*,
in the evening.
a
one
this
some
from
making
annually
H. G. Scherer, M. D.
She spoke in part as follows:
special object.
3. That wo make earnest efforts to inLast
November at Cleveland, 'Ohio,
the young people in our Ask for the
there was observed the 21st anniversary of terest more of
genuine JOHANN Hoff’s
the National Woman’s Christian Tem- work.
Malt Extract. Avoid substitutes.
4. That we steadily endeavor to inMrs. Stevens

NKff

THE WAY TO SUCCESS

_

GORHAM or BERLIN, N. H„
AND

nurured. Another great gathering
was the Polyglot Petition meeting in
Washington Feb. 15. This is the largest
petition ever secured for any object, and
the first petition reaching out to all the
world by signatures and purposes. If the
one
names on the petition wero written
to each line with names of all the endorsers it would occupy a space 53 miles
long. Wo cannot estimate tho amount
of righteous sentiment created by its cirthe
culation.
Missionaries tell us of
awakening which has como in foreign
lands upon tho great questions it involves
against the liquor traffic, tho opium trades
the gambling den and the house of shame
The petition is now in England and will
soon be on its journey around the world.
I shall not speak at iongth of the great
question of capital and labor to which
but we
our attention is so often called,
oortainly should study tho relation of
fact
The
to
the
problem.
tomperauco
that tho needle woman under the sweating system (shame that such a system
exists in our country) toils in her cheerless attic to earn enough to barely feed
and scantily clothe her children, while in
the samo city a man spends $7000 to give
a dinnor to his friends plainly shows that
the Golden Rule is not yet applied to
custom and society. Speaking of only
one point, I must reiterate that to turn
into right channels the two thousand
million dollars.# spent annually in tho
liquor traffic in the United States would
do more toward tho settlement of tliJ5
vexed question than all the Coxey Armies
and strikes which have ever taken place
Mrs. Stevens spoke in memoriam of
those who had died since the last convenShe allOded to Mrs. Mary A. Woodtion.

I

MEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

fully

Specialty. Estimates

Fur-

eodSt*

IRA F. CLARK &

CO.,

The One Price Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
26 and 28 Monument Sq.,Portland,, Me.
ep26dlw

—

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

cratic

bolts

sometimes

do

amount

to

something.

—AND—

MAINE STA1E PRESS.
.Judge Pratt of the United States couit
at Toledo has decided that the blacklistSubscription Kates.
Daily (lu advance) *6 per year; S3 for six ing of employes is
illegal, that' any
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
employer has exhausted his rights when
The Daily is delivered every morning by
he has discharged an employe and that
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
any effort to prevent him from obtaining
charge.
Woodfords without extra
like omplyment elsewhere is illegal. The
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
case
was that of a conductor who was
te oi $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published employed on the Lake Shore railroad,
for six months; lie struck
cry Thursday, $2 per year; $1
along with others and was a
cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial suosciip- member of the grievance committee.
Ho
■

■

c

of six weeks.

u

or
Persons wishing to leave town for a long
of their
short periods may have the address

Per

changed as

often

os

desired.

Advertising Rntes.
first
In Daily Press $1.60 per square,
Three inserafter.
week
cents
75
per
week,
Every other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
than these
advertisements, one third less

refused reinstatement after the strike
over.
He sought employment on another road but found that he was blackwas

ales.

THE PRESS.

listed,

and
could get work nowhere.
Finally he had to go to work as a policeman at about half the salary he had’beeu
He sued the Lake Shore for
receiving.

damages,
claiming

cient

or

incompetent

punish him for the part
27.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
It

looks

__ac_

as

jit_tn

Tii(1 nf(ir(1

and

It seems that in Mr. Perry Belmont's address id’the Democratic convention as it
was given out in advance to the newsof third
papers, there was denunciation
terms, but in the address as delivered

nothing of this kind nppears.

Perhaps

Hill prevailed upon him to strike this
out in the interest of harmony.
We fear that Mr. Finnerty will have to
develope a more intelligent campaign for
"

than any set
forth in'his|Chicago speech before the contributions will pour in. The
average
Irish-American is not so easily fooled as
he was once, and now wants to know
the liberation of

Ireland

to be done with his money before
what
he contributes it.
is

The Now York Democrats affirm that
are for taxation for revenue only. If
declaration they
are sincere in that
cannot next yoar go in for the continuance of tho present tariff law for that is a

they
they

protection as well as revenue—
protection too of soma of tho biggest

tariff for
and

monopolies in the country. But the
country lias been taught by experience
that Democratic platforms do not commit
the

I

I

IS IT A

I

I

SUSTAINER?

I

man, but only to
he had taken in

1
M

bookkeeper

gf
b

§
H
p
»
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party^to'anytliing.

STREET

§
If

fall
15

as

HEADQUARTERS

h

his work was no
less than 1005 foottons, and his food
consisted entirely of

||

i
P

§

Great Bargains in Boys’

jf
1

pubic

serves.

STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST-

A young Swede naniBd Emil Bergstrom
instantly kiled by a falling rook at
the Moosebead slate
Tuesday
quarry
Ho was a single man and
morning.
leaves no relatives in this country.
was

§
1

if

I lot all wool, fast color, Black
ONLY $6.50, regular $10 quality.

Suits,

rare

bargains,

The above goods are thoroughly reliable in every respect and are offered at less than manufacturer’s cost.

WEATHER

PREDICTIOHS,

Are uncertain but we are positive that you
will need a pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers for
Fall and Winter wear. Now we are constantly
receiving our lines of Fall and Winter Footwear, comprising the latest, and newest styles,
and remember we are selling them at the lowest

offered in Portland.
Call and see our Children’s School Shoes.

prices

ever

F. C.
480
septl3dtT

WHITE,

Congress
°

St.

sep20

Middle St.
CO.,~

We take

pleasure

in

announcing that the latest

FALL STYLES of

CARPETINGS and DRAPERIES
ready for inspection. In
every grade of carpetings our new patterns are
extremely attractive and are exclusive to us for
Have arrived and are

Maine.
In BIGELOW AXMINISTERS alone, we show
over 25 distinct designs, carpets that are unexcelled for style and colorings and fully deserve
their reputation as beautiful carpets.

WILTONS,

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

AXMINISTERS.
ORGANS WILTON VELVETS.
ENGLISH and AMERICAN BRUSSELS.
TAPESTRIES.

***““

to remove.

Senator Hlil did not 'succeed in getting
complete harmony at tho Syracuse convention. He failed to reconcile the State
Democracy and the Tammany Democracy,
and the latter packed their grips and de-

parted for home. The State Democracy is
not a very large body, but it numbers in
its ranks a good'many of the most prominent and respectable of the Democrats of
New York city. Hill undertook to reconcile the two factions by giving every
State Democratic delegate one-fifth of a
vote

and every Tammany Democrat fourNeither faction thought it got

fifths.

The water in the Kennebec river is not
high as it might be, and the mills
which use it for their water power service
are not much encouraged over the present
prospects They have as yet experienced
little difficulty, but if the drouth continues it will booome a serious matter.

as

cratic protectionists and Democratic free
traders—that is hy constructing a platform that the 'people who are for open

rumshops

Sunday can say is
tliatjtho people^opposed
on

favor and
can construe

in their

to them
not hostile to their ideas.
The provision that each city shall decide
for itself is doubtless favorable to the
former, hut the latter can get some comfort out of the proviso that local option
shall be ; granted under restrictions that
shall be in thejinterestjofjthe whole state.
as

Hill evidently is as cunning as ever, and
he is more conciliatory than he used to
bo because no doubt he was taught by the
fate of his friend Maynard that Demo-

HASTINGS’.

In the case of Harry Villiers, King of
Tramps, the good he did is living after
him. It has been discovered that for several summers be shovelled gravel upon the
Somerset road when it was being constructed, moreover that he was the hardest working of the entire crew he was
witli. This fact Villiers concealed very
carefully while he was alive.

MATTINGS and LINOLEUMS.
WINDOW SHADES

a

Melvin May of Poland was bound over
by Judge Mitchell of Lewiston for the

abduction of

Louise Duclos

in the sum

Local sportsmen are finding very few
woodcock. C. W. Curtis of Lewiston is
ono of the few who have worked neighboring covers with good success.
Ohio, City of Tolf.do 1
Lucas county.
)
Frank J. Chenery makes oath that he is
tlie senior partner of the iirm of F. J. Chenery
& Co., doing business In the city of Toledo.
County and State aforesaid, and that said
firm will Day the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLAR’S for each and every case of Cattarrh that cannot be cured by tbe use of
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENERY
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence,this Gtb day of December, A. D. 1SS6.
State

of

{ SEAE }

A. IV. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
me system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. .LCHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Druggists.
7oc.
Sold
by
ty
——

Correspondence

EVENING,

THE FIRE PATROL.

ggssa

^

aug8

A
ALL SEATS

Bl IT

"**

*

SAT.

WATER CO.
DATED JUNE 1, 1885.

91 DANFORTH ST.,

o’clock p. in.
Election of officers and any other regular
business that may come before it.
Per order,
W. P. CHASE. Secretary.
Portland, September 25th, 1895. sep26-4t

MISS M. R. FIELD,

Teacher of Piano & Clavier,
BAEBMANN, BOSTON,

will resume lessons September 23d.
89 CARLETON STREET.
sepl7d2w*

Holders of above bonds are hereby notified
tbat. In accordance with the terms of the
mortgage, their bonds are called in for payment October 1. 1895, upon which date Interest will cease.
We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued Interest at any time on presentation.
Havlug been awarded the new Issue of 30
year 4 1-3 per cent gold, first mortgage bonds of
this company, wo are prepared to furnish them
to holders of the old bonds upon favorable
terms If applied for at an early date.

GIFFORD

Will return from abroad the 1st of October
and will resume bis classes In the same manner
as last year. He will teach the new Rosenthal
Melsterschalt System for those wishing conAlso inversational French and German.
struction given according to anv method desired. He will be glad to reeelve advanced
Duplls wishing instruction In «ne literature of
these languages. Special attention to beginners and children.
Apply at 42 Pine St. alter
Oot. 1st.
septlSeodlm

FRANK BURNHAM,

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKHRS.

sep5

SOUTH

Portland and Rochester Railroad.
Annual Meeting.
Siookholdeis of the PortlMiid &
Rochester Railroad are hereby notified
that their annual meeting will he hold at
the office of GEU. P. WESOOTT, 101 Middle
street. Portland, on Wednesday, ilie second
day of October next, at ten o’clock in the
to
aot
upon the
following
forenoon,
articles, viz:
1—To bear the report of tne Directors qnd
act thereon.
2.—For the choice of nine Directors for
the ensuing year.
3.—To elect a ulerk of the corporation.
that
4.—To transact any other business
may legally come before ihnru.
WM. H. CON ANT, Clerk.
sepl7d2w
Portland, Sept. 17, 1895.

THE

T.

KILBORN

dtf

PORTLAND, Maine.

4's.
Payable from 1903

$1,550,000
$40,000

Issue,

Browns Block, Room 27.
sept22dtf
AIR. GEORG V. W1EREN,

&

WOODBURY

Teacher of the German language
and
literatur. For references and terms address Chadwick Houaa.
ssp23-sod2m*

TAXES FOR 1895,

MOULTON,

XIAKKS1XIS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange
July 31

Sits.
dtf

A Complete Orchestra,
Landon Konald, conductor.
A brilliant nnscellaneons progamrae concludthe third act of Gounod's
with
ing

“FAUST”
with costumes, scenery, etc.
Tickets, *2.50, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00,according
to location. Now on sale, (or ipailed) at Stock*
bridge’s music store.
HALF FARK (to all holding Melba tickets)
on Maine Central and Grand Trunk railroads.
Late trains after concert on both roaas.
C. A.

sep26dlw

fllHE regular rehearsals for the season will
-I- commence Monday. Sept. 30th, at 7.30
p. in., and a full attendance is requested.
Copies of the work, “The Holy Clt.y»
Gaul, can be obtained of the Librauan.

sep23-d(d

ELLIS, Manager.

Gilbert’s Dancing Glasses.
Obildien, Saturday. commencing Septemcomber 23tb; Thuisday afternoon class
mences Ootober 3d: Evening class Mondays
;ind
commencing Ssptember
Thursdays,
50th. For furtnor particulars please call or
send for circulars.

septHtf

Respectfully,

__

M. B. GILBERT,
SALES

Residence, No. 10 Sawyer St.,
Woodfords.

shall sell on Thursday, October 3rd at 3
j’clock p. m., the 2Vi story wooden house and
itable, No. 10 Sawyer St.
House has 12 finished rooms besides bath
tnd ball, electric lights, modern plumbing. In
fact, first class in every particular; was Built
lie present season by the day hi the most
ihorough manner; lot about 6000 feet.
Immediately after the sale of house, lot of
land adjoining; the above property contains
5000 square feet.
Terms easy and made known at sale. For
further information Inquire of the auctioneers.
dtd
sep27
We

BAILEY &

F, O.

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

CONSOL. 4*s,

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Treasurer's Office,
1
September 10, 1895. J
Is
that
tax
the
bills
for
given
\TOTICE hereby
XI the year 1895 have beeu committed to me
with a warrant for the colleotlon ol the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the oity a

Concert Company,

under direction of C. A. ELLIS.
Only appearance in Maine of the peerless Prima
Dunno Soprano, MME. MELBA,
accompanied by Mme. Scaloni, the greatest of
operatic Contraltos, Mile. Banermeister, Mezzo
Soprano. Sic. D’Aubigne, Tenor and Slg. Cam*
pauari. Baritone.

lesirable

to 1905,

Total Debt including this

ST.,

±±AjU±j.

3y F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Assessed Valuation

DUE 1912.

KNOX & LINCOLN R T.

Discount of One Per Cent
win be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all
taxes paid after Oetober 31st Interest will be
charged at the rate of 6j>er cent annum.
GEORGE H. LIBBY.
Treasurer and Collector,
dtd
sepll

THIRTY YEAR 5’s,
Guaranteed Principal and
Interest bv the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

FILES OF ALL KINDS I GEO.
--

FOR

DUNCAN,

F.

42 Exchange Street.

—.—

WE GOT

Filing

LETTERS AND INVOICES.

Casco National Bank

In gold frames,
“
silver frames,
“

PORTLAND, MAINE,

sep25

Portland,

St.,

me.
eodtl

IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
\TNTICE
Lx subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the ostate of
DANIEL HARDY, late of Portland,

Incorparatsd

1824.

CAPITA!. AND

SURPLUS

on

favorable

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law aireets.
having demands upon the estate of said
exhibit
to
the same
ueceased, are required
and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL MASON, Adm’r.
Portland. Sept. 11,1895.

terms.

TVOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
Lx subscribers have been duly appointed ex-

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Prssidnl
MARSHALL & GODIN ], CasVei

Septl3dlaw3wFri*

the will of
SOLOMON POOLE, late of Westbrook,
n tile County of Cumberland, deceased, and
lave taken
themselves that trust
upon
All
is
persons
the
law
directs.
laving demands upon the estate of said debased, are required to exhibit the same; and
til persons indebted to said estate are called
ipon to make payment to

wstf&*vrui' }"«•
Westbrook, Sept. 17,1895.

sept20eow8wxrt

^

Interest

allowed

Correspondence

on

Time

Deposits.

solicited from Indlvidu-

sis. Corporations. Banks, and others deli ring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

Jt'

Jftn4

Autumn

Ei-

cursioiis

b y

lilt.

Co.

S.

S.

ileameri. Return tickets good
for 30 days.
Low rates to ihe
1 nany
through points.
sep24

what

your

»pla

or

Myopia, Hy-promolropla, Presbyopia, Astlien.
Astigmatism.

E. S. PENBEXTER,
561 Congress St.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Cnrrwt AoconuU received

matter

trouble.

195 Middle St P. a Bu 1198.

CO., STEVENS HONES
C0„
24 Free St.
3ep23dtf____

frames,

fact the finest line of
glasses you will find In
flt
and we
Portland
them

FREE OF CHARGE

-OF-

&

208 Middle

steel

“

Our Leader is the

'EM

Glasses that will flt yon.

dtt

TH2

ecutors of

HAYDN ASSOCIATION.

20c.

ACUXION

FOREST CITY FILE.

W.

ADULTS

Wednesday Evening, Oct. 2, at 8,

no

association
annual meeting of this
held at the Board of 'trade
at 4
on Monday, September 30tb,

10c.

Mr.

d2m

537 CONGRESS

CHILDREN

MELBA

First Mortgage 6’s,

CHILDREN.

Portland, Maine.

PRICES,

t

Operatic

MASS.,

FRAMINGHAM,

GIRLS,

HALE

_

POPULAR

10,20 and 30c.

Solicited.

NOTICE.

Day School

DEPARTMENTS FOR

SPECIAL

specialty.

THEwill be
rooms

Deposits.

on

»pr2_

RUGS.
Portland!! holesale Grocers’ and Flour

*40,000

YORK.

HNEW

CITY

Reopen Wednesday, Sefct. 18,’95.

EXTRA SUPERS.

Healers’ Association.

recognition enough under the arrange- of $S00.

ment and the scheme fell through. Hill
did however succeed in harmonizing every
body on the excise question in much the
that Democratic conventions
same way
out in Ohio used to harmonize the Demo-

W. P.

$100,000
$100,000

Capital Stock paid In.
Stockholders' additional liability,
Surplus and undivided profits,

MATINEE,

o SHARES OF

Choice Investment securities, Including high
home bonds, constantly on hand.

dim

VIOLIN AND CORNET.

CARPETINGS.

S ROYAL

-AT-

...

Hour, and half hour lessons,

THIS

TO MORROW

warrant.

TEACHER OF

24 Free St*

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland ss., Sept 19th,
A. D. 1895.
is to give notice thaton the 18th day of
September A. D. 1895, a warrant in Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of
DOMINICUS E. HAMLIN of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on
of said Debtor, which petition was
led on the 18th day of September, A. D.,
1895, to which date interest on claims is to be

FIRST CLASS
1ST O
P I

tends to intensify, the evils which it claims to desire

Will

CLARENCE

W. T. KILBORN &

meiienger’i Notice.

TRUST
COMPANY.

PORTLAND

Depositors are offered every facility willed
tlieir balances, business and responsibility

LESSONS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN.

255

RICHELIEU.

JOHN I WATERBURY,
hen Ay w. cannon,
T. JEFFERSON COOLIDGE Jr.
ReoganJzation Committee.
•eplOddt

I

Standard Clothing

THOS.

SB Spring St. grade,

or

and

Boarding

PUPIL OF CAUL

STRICTLY ONE PRICE-ALL GOODS AS REPRESENTED.

*°'NICHT.

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

FROM Address,
$2.50.

One lot Boys’ Cape Overcoats,
LAST season, OFFERED AT $1.00, regular price
Large lot of Outing Flannel Waists and Blouses,
regular 25c quality, 10c each.

MR.

Signed,

Instruction.

FOR
only

interest wili be allowed after October
X, 1895.
No

Interest Paid

MISS E. W, THORSTON,
Violin

G. E. LOTHUOF. Lessee and Manager.

•Invested in Government Bonds.

EDUCATIONAL.

414 Congress S.t,

single breasted
only 85.00 PER

CARRIED

Setltiou

participation
up| bitter

IlylTdtf

....For Terms Apply to

One big lot of Fauntleroy Suits, for Boys 4 to 7,
$1.50 AND $2-00 PER SUIT.

Some weeks ago Itjwas announced with
a good deal of circumstantial detail that
ex-President Harrison had announced to
The Rockland Star saysIf anybody
his friends that under no circumstances supposes that the position of port surgeon
and
phsyician in Rockland is a sinecure,
would he allow his name to-be presented
The books will
It is a great mistake.
at the Republican national convention. show that there is scarcely a day passes
not
new
been
are
had
there
in
which
The story
patients to be computed.
hardly
published
number will
when it was authoriatlvely denied. It treated and sometimes the
That the payment of any debts to or by said
reach as high as tour, as on one day last Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
is announced again that Mr. Harriweek.”
property bv him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
son has withdrawn and named Mr. McDebtor, to prove their debts and choose one or
Kinley as his legatee. W’e may confidentmore
assignees of his estate, will be held at
Charles
to
A terrible acoident happened
at Probate
ly expect a denial of this story within a Greeley’s little boy at Brewer’s Mills the a Court of Insolvency to be holden
in said Portland, in said County of
Court
Boom,
very short time.
other day. Mr. Greeley was going away Cumberland, on the 7th day of October, A. D.
and when he started to go, the child clung 1895, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Tho Massachusetts ReDublican caucuses to the back of the wagon. When he supGiven under my hand the date first above
C. L. BUCKNAM,
continus to show that tho A. P. A. cam- posed the child had let go, he started the written.
as Messenger of the Court of
horse up, and the next instant the child Deputy Sheriff,
said
pagn against Gov. Greenlialgo is destined
for
of Cumberland,.
Disolvencv
County
came up over with the wheel, breaking
Oct20&27
to be a failure as it richly deserved to be.
his leg and the bone protruding thrugii
This outcome will, we have no doubt, the flesh.
The leg was terribly mangled.
put a very serious eheck upon the proin Massachusetts.
The Odd Fellows of Machias have regress of this order
While doubtless the majority of those who cently bonded the lot south of their present block for the purpose in the near
belong to it are drawn there by hatred or future to erect a brick building for busiA
a
fear of. Catholicism,
good many proba- ness use.
bly have joined thinking that it might be
road to political preferment. Their
a
The continued drought and intense heat
overwhelming defeat at this time will nave completely tinea up me gruuuu auu
knook that idea out of them and with it parched the vegetation in viewport and
The dust in the highways is
Very Fancy or Plain at
their connection with this secret order. vicinity.
three inches deep and during the day is
It is not desirable that this order should driven along in great clouds that are al114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.
grow or that its influence should extend. most suffocating to the travelling publia, NO.
The inevitable effect of its
n
polities is ■ to “stir
religious strife, which only

H. M. PAYSON ft GO,

Portland Theatre,

September 17th 1895

NOTICE is hereby given that on October
lit, A.D. 1895. the undersigned will recertificates representing Second
deem
Mortgage Bonds of the New York and
New England Railroad Company, deposited
for tlieir account with the MANHATTAN
TRUST COMPANY of New York or with
the OLD COLONY TRUST COMPANY of
Boston, and entitling the holders to receive
for the bonds so depospar and interest
ited, on surrender of such certificates. The
be
must
presented at the office
certificates
of the Trust Company issuing the same, to
issued
by the MANHATTAN
wit, those
TRUST COMPANY at its office corner of
Wall and Nassau Streets, New York City
and those issued by the OLD COLONY
TRUST COMPANY at its office in the Ames
Building, Boston.

-FOR SALE BY-

sepl4

As
Oatmeal.
an ideal sustainer, H-O meets
every demand.

g

re-

Long Pant Saits.

Two lots, I double breasted and I
Suits, regular $8.00 suit, offered at
SUIT.

H-O
g

6's.
Town of Dexter,.
Town of
Ma ne. 4’s.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 41-Zs.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5’s.
City of Ashland, Wlsoonsin, 6's.
Boiough of Braddook, Penna., 41-2 * and 5’s.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5’s,
Portland 4 Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

Pittsfield,

Boys’ Blue Cheviot Reefer Suits, ages 4 to 7, a
markably good one for the money, $2.50 each.

I

eodtf

investments;
Maine,

I large lotof COO D WOOL SUITS FOR BOYS 6 TO 14
years, at only $1.00 PER SUIT, regular price $2.50.
1000 pairs Odd Knee Pants for Boys, sizes 4to 16,
50c. 65c, 75c and $1.00. Stout, strong, durable, reliable,
double seat and double knee-

150 miles,
(g
hours, we calculate ]|

§

ME.

Jly26

RARE BARGAINS NOT EAST TO FIND.
We Offer Today:

!

CO.,

53 Exchange Street,

Clothing Extraordinary.

Values in Good

in 60

g

BONDS

NORTHERN BANKING

For the Boys.

|

to 20 tons.

In Weston’s recent
walk to Albany,

WHITTEN.

(Bangor commercial.)
The statement made by Hon. Charles
R. Whitten, ex-State bank examineer, regarding the affairs of the Granite State
Provident Association, which appears in
the Portland Press of Monday, contains
many points of interest to Maine people.
In this matter the Commercial has only
words of approval of Mr. WhittenVcourse,
believing it to have been right and just.
In the matter of.thia company it is plain
that Mr. Whitten acted in a thoroughly
oonsoieutious and high-minded way', realizing the responsibilites devolving upon
him. and discharging them in a manner
to protect the great interest committed to
him by his commission and oath of office.
The people of the State will approve his
action.
(Oxford Democrat. )
The summary turning down of Hon,
Charles R. Whitteen as Savings Bank
Examiner at the end of the first term is
bringing some rather sharp critioism upon our Governor.
Why a really efficient
and faithful public officer in this important place should be thus ignored does not
appear upon the face of.tlie returns, there
fore we must look upon the back. At
this distance it appears to smack more
stongly of politics than of Interest to the

RAILWAY

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

||
M

may
low as from

Boston,01^' }

and carefully selected

f|
fg

CURRENT COMMENT.
UOOI) WOKDS FOB SIB

5s,

FOKTLAND,

How much manual %
labor do you think M
you do in a daypfi? 1
A post-man averages about 353 footAn ordinary i
tons.
laborer 350 tons.
||
A very hard day’s
m
work would be 400 j§
tons.
A clerk or
1

th(1

time of typhoid
prevalence there at this
fever, were in part at Least, attributable
to'the unsanitary condition of the city.

COLD

strike and deter others from striking.

a

big death rate from

if the

I

§

AMUSEMENTS.

Yew York and Yew England
OHIO BONDS,
Rockland Water Company.
REORGANIZATION.

was

and
the company demurred
that it bad not exceeded its
week
Half square advertisements $1.00 per
right of self protection. But Judge Pratt
week.
first week; half price each succeeding
decides otherwise and remands the case
a
colof
width
“A Square” Is a space of the
for tiial. Judge Pratt says that the right
umn and one inch loag.
one-third ad- of the employe to obtain work cannot be
Special Notices, on first page,
taken from him, any more than can the
ditional.
Sales. $2.00 per right of the employer to hire laborers.
Amusements and Auction
Three insetious or less, This right to sell his labor is the one
square each week.
thing which stands between the working$1.50 per square.
and man and
starvation, and it is against
Reading Notices in nonpanel type
15
cents
per
classed with other paid notices,
public policy for a number of employers
ue each insertion.
to combine to prevent the exeroiso of this
matter type,
Pure Reading Notices in reading
right by any man or body of men. If a
26 cents per line each insertion.
and similar adver- man leaves, or is discharged from the
Wants, To Let, For Sale
in advance, for employment of any person or corporation,
tisements, 25 cents per week
adver- it is not for his former employer to say
40 words or less, no display. Displayed
and all adver- whether or not he is a fit
person to be
tisements under these headlines,
be
tisements not paifll tin advance, twill
employed by another party; that is a matter to De determined by the new employer
charged at regular rales.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square for himself. Judge Pratt’s decision is
for
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square
just and sensible. Blacklisting is simply
each subsequent insertion.
to sub
boycotting, and boycotting has been held
Address all communications relating
the courts to be illegal.
ccriDtion and advertisements to Portland everywhere by
Publishing Co.. 97 Exchange street, The purpose of the Lake Shore in putting
Portland. ME.
this man’s name on a blacklist was not
to warn other rairoads against an Ineffi-

day

1

FINANCIAL

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

dtl

Portland,

--

Maine.
dtt

aug22

Iewis;
$3*00.

*

Accident Insurance

-ShoesThe best wearing, moat stylish, and
the greatest value of any $3.00 Men’s
Shoes on the continent.
Best calfskin, dongola tops, so1 id
leather soles, with all the popular to^j,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for $100, good for
GO days.
Wear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
once and you will never change.
The
insurance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis*
Shoes.
Sold by Center &

McX^welk

new advertisements.

1700

ABOUT
Have Been
Past

MAINE

WHEELS

Sold by Portland Dealers the

Season—About One Third of Them
People—Might Have Sold a

to Portland
Third

as

CENTRAL

RAILROAD.

The Animal Report of the Past Fiscal
Year.

Many More But Couldn't Get
An

Them From the Factories.

of

Increase

#98,837.81 Over 1894 in
#86.594.84 in

1’alance—An Increase of

beaten
Net Earnings, and #184,176.03 in Total
The past season has certainly
of
the selling
all previous records in
Earnings.
bicycles in this oountry. or the world
The fiscal year of the Maine Central has
either. The record of Portland dealers
been
their
changed from September 30 to June
sales
have
not
will snow that
only
30.
Consequently the pamphlet report
for
been large, but it has been impossible
months.
at hand covers only nine
them to secure enough wheels front the just
those nine months with the
factories to fill their orders. The PRESS Comparing
of the previous year
ones
reporter called upon the dealers yester- corresponding
the results show:
day. At H. W. McCausland’s he learned
Increase
1594.

that they had sold about 400 uew wheels
if the
and could have sold 100 more
factories oould have supplied them. Of
these about half were sold to Portland

Passengers,

F?e?gnt,

$1,179,160
2,109,330

$ 42,657
207,333

Other sources,

199,do7

parties.

Total,
Other income,

$3,485,047
37,09J

$253,334
1,445

$3,525,140
2,193,772

185,^38

1,332,367

$62,590

"$5io00

*$9,500

1895.

At the John P. Lovell Arms Compay’s
Total gross,
agency it was learned that they had sold
about 260 wheels. 300 of them in Port- Operating expenses,
Net,
land. They might have sold a third as
many more, if they had had the wheels.
Tuxes,
At the T. B. Davis Arms Company they lien tu is,
Interest,
had sold about 350 wheels, most of them
New
Maine,
Total deductions,
scattered
throughout
Hampshire and Verrnont and very few of
For stock,
them in Portland. They were able to fill Dividends, 6 per cent,
their
orders.
of
only about two-thirds
Surplus,
Haggett Bros, have sold 130 wheels, all

In this city, and might have sold 33 per
cent more if they could have had them
from the factories.
F. O. Bailey & Co. have sold about 200

over

485,803
449,440

44,253
52,831

$1,057,243

*$17,008

$375,124

$79,658

233,860

$51,234

eaoh other to keep off the
shouting
beets, pointing out onions and maki ng
sure
you do not confound them with
the neighboring carrots, thumping cab-

t

$j9,u51

♦Decrease?
The general

balance sheet for June 80
shows current liabilities and quick assets
as follows :
Liabilities. Assets.

wheels.
$863,304
$120,000
Notea,
An estimate of the sales of other dealers Unpaid coupons, etc.,
26.066
about
299,418
of
a
total
Audited
bills.
added to these foots up
Companies und individuals, 2.615
92,167
1,700 wheels sold by Portland dealers iraffle balances,
78,085
A rrunla1 □n/inilll tu
1 1 it MQQ
during the past season.
Cash*
412,483
The buying of bicycles has been a per1,191,703
$816,833
Total,
fect craze all over the country this sumBesides, on the asset side are items of
mer, notwithstanding the faot that the
$245,831 for new rolling stock, andnearly
bicycles have been made so light that
material on hand.
in $800,000 for coal and
sacrificed,
been
has
especially
strength
President Wilson in his preface to the
there
been
has
before
never
and
the tires
report says:
so much need of repairs.
whioh has pre“The business revival
Already the factories are beginning to
vailed .to some extent throughout the
snake heavier tires and there will surely
has been felt in a gratifying debe a reaction next year from this craze country
the ; last six months upon
during
gree
the
of
for
light wheels, regardless
The inthe Maine Central
system.
durability.
dustries which our company has done so
The above 1,700 wheels averaged in
in turn
much to foster, and which have
value perhaps $80, which would make a
so much to our prosperity
contributed
total of $136,000 worth of whels sold by
less prostrated
but have been more or
Portland dealers.
the past few years, have again beBesides these which are all new wheels, during
of
come to a noticeable degree centres
there has been a large business in second
and new plans and schemes for
activity
hand wheels.
the development of the natural resources
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
of the State are being pushed on
every

bago hoads to show their solidity, asking
if all their last letters have been received
and
whon they will bo answered, stopping the whole procession to sprinkle
handkerchief with colonge carried
your
bottled in one boy’s pocket, telling ranks,
who is going,home, who has
gone, how
much money
they have and what they
to buy, insisting that you go
to
earth to smell the carnations, dragging you here to see a diminutive pea
live in an isolated bed, or there to look
at a cricket hole, bringing you back to
admire a lovely rose, while you gasp out
thanks for the tomutoes and narturtuims
pressed upon you, and then just as you
can go no further, suddenly turning upon
you and begging for a story. Eaoh boy
was quiet and polite, still there were 29,
and they were all alive.
Master Frederio Harte has picked over
90 roses from bis garden this summer,
He shares
and has been given the prize.
it, however, with nine other boys who
had the garden in common with him, and
ten boys are rich with 50 cents eaoh, but
richor in the love for flowers they have
acquired this past summer.
Joseph Beseau has had the care of the
sweet peas, and he has brought many a
pail of water up the hill for his thirsty
He has been most jealous of his
pets.
flowers, too, except for the few frionds
he holds near and dear. They are lavishly
supplied, and Mr. Skillings was made
glad by a box of blossoms while he was
in the West on his vacation.
Albert Warner deserves credit for his
about the house, as do
care of the lawns
all the boys for their interest in and care
for whatever belongs to the place.
We
hope more prizes will be offered
for
gardens next year. The boys are
ready to work. Why can’t they send some
work to the State and county fairs?
A FRIEND OF THE BOYS.

going

are

JUDGE BOWERS

——

SENTENCED-

———

_

He

Gets Sixty Hays in Jail for Assault
from

Judge Bonney.

Readers of the PRESS will remember
the oase of Judge Bowers, a trial justice
at Baldwin, who,
passing an orchard
where some men were in an apple tree

gathering fruit, conceived the idea that
they were insulting him, and consequently drew a pistol from his pocket and fired
at them. The particulars of the case were
fully set forth at the time.
the
In the Superior Court yesterday
judge, who had been^oonvioted of assault,
was brought up before Judge Bonney for
sentence.
that this

The judge said:
respondent is a

I understand

magistrate,

a

part of whoso duty is to see that other
The
magistrate
obey the laws.

men

should most certainly obey the law.”
J udge Bonney then wrote the sentence
hand.
on the papers and passed them to the
“No portion of the State has failed to
Thomas E. Shea.
clerk, who read it to the respondent. The
feel the influences of the improved conwas given sixty days in Portland
Shea
judge
E.
Mr.
Thomas
apBast night
dition of business, but probably the most
The judge took the sentence very
peared in the drama “The Slaves of marked progress is noticed in the extreme jail.
and apparently without emotion.
Sin, and the great audience—lor it filled eastern section of the State, where the quietly
almost every seat—considered it one of
of tlie Messiah AnniBangor & Aroostook railroad is this year Y, F. C. U. Churcii
the best plays they had ever seem There
the construction of its Ashland
versary.
by
addiug
in
are five acts and the scenes are laid
branch 42 miles to the 172 miles conThe Y. P. C. U. connected with the
Naples. It is replete with interesting and structed last year. Iu the western portion church of the Messiah (Universalist)
and
earthduel
the
situations,
thrilling
of the State the Rungeley Lake region observed its seventh anniversary in the
quake scenes being easily first. Mr. Shea has been reached by extension from
vestry of the church Wednesday evening,
was very effective as Count Eabio Romani,
Rumford Falls, opening up a wide area September 25.
The vestry was
very
as
excellent
Testa;
Mr.
Henry
of valuable timber land and affording prettily decorated in the national colors,
Andrea, Mr. Jere McAuliffo amusing as new attractions to the health and pleasAt
blue and white, and with flowers.
Albert Hustleton, Miss Nesmith pleasing
It is only reasonable to sup- the front, over the decorations, were the
ure seeker.
both
as
as N ina,
and Miss Greene good
pose that the construction aud operation letters Y. P. C. U. in gilt and the plates
Nilletta and Theresa.
of these lines of railroad, together with 1888, 1895.
The exercises opened with
Tonight Mr. Shea will appear in the the promised improvement
most
in
“Onward Christian Soldiers,”
singing
of
Richelieu.
great character
the followed
branches of business, will add to
by prayer by Rev. H. A. MarkMel be.
Miss Myra L Russell,
volume of business of your road.
Addison.
of
ley
for
the
There is already such a demand
“We have upon more than one oooasion secreatry of the Union, gave a report of
grand concert to be given by Mme Melba
during this season of businoss depression the year’s work. Short addresses were
at City hall next Wednesday evening, that
been disappointed in a promised perma- given by Rev. F. M. Nelson of Deering,
should
seats
secured
not
those who have
but it would Rev. G. E. Leighton of Westbrook, Rev.
nent revival of business,
Stockboard
at
The
be about it at once.
seem now that if n o disturbance
upon Mr. Markley and by the pastor, Rev. W.
bridge’s is very heavily peggod.
the subject of the currenoy should occur, M. Kimmell, interspersed with singing
The Melba Operatic Concert Company
and the
State
we may reasonably hope for a permanent
by three young ladies,
promises to be the musical sensation of healthy condition of affairs.
Our road
for the Boston convencomposed
Song,
no
has
rival
the coming season. Melba
is in good condition for business, ani if tion.
'J'he exercises closed with singing
in her art and her company is composed
we get it we stand ready to carry out “ Coronation,
and benediction by tire
of artists of the highest rank. More enfor the permanent improvement of pastor, after which a social time was enplans
offered
than
been
have
already
gagements
oar property, which adverse
pecuniary joyed when chocolate and cake were
can possibly be accepted.
conditions left in abeyance.”
served by the members.
Notes.
reFor those who would compare the
Katherine Rober will play a star enat Portland theatre in Novein- sults for tlie full twelve months with the and practical, and the secretary’s report
preceding twelve, the report furnishes the showed that the Union was in good
Mary Smith Robbins will be at Port- following statistics:
condition.
land theatre on Wednesday and Thursday
Twelve months from July 1 to June 30:
evenings of next week in “Little Trixie.’’
Doyle Improving.
Increase
Miss Harriet Shaw will be the harpist
1894-5. over ,fJ3-*94.
John Doyle, the liackman, who was so
at the great concert to be given by the
Buffalo, N. Y. Symphony orchestra, in Passenger earnings, $1,328,693.18 *$ 28,186.15 brutally assaulted and cruelly hurt in
206,o40.73
2, *10,042.18
Preignt earnings,
that oity, in December.
Andy Egan's rum shop at the corner of
74,2G0.0iJ_
Mr. M. H. Andrews, the well known Expiess,
5,503.24 Fore and India streets, is now rapidly
92,b82.9.
j^xtra baggage,
uao uuuj^jwovu.
“iuivu,
luuoicjau,
JDclU^,Ul
287.35
172,043.05
-bails,
two step, which is attracting much at92U.85 improving at the Maine General hospital.
25,3UU.uu
irack rental,
tention and favorable criticism from
He said yesterday that he remembered
the
manuexamined
people who have
abusive name
another man an
$i»4,581.18
calling
is
ex3,j36,563.84
new
exp.,
of
the
Leas
The
opeiatlDg
piece
style
script.
and was struck but one blow on the chin.
ceedingly lively and blight, and will, Net earnings,
$86,594.*4
$1,703,194.54
when published, catch the popular taste Less int. unci rents, l,oi«9,63?,46
*13,333.91 He was neither thrown down or kicked
quickly.
and there was no attempted robbery.
famous
the
Wilton Laokaye,
Svengali balance,
#98,834.81
$393,659.08
One of the best officers on the force and
of
the Palmer “Trilby” company, and
♦Decrease.
of long
a man
Miss Evans of the Sam T. Jack compaexperience, who was
for the same
said
ny, were married at Council Bluffs, la.,
that
on that
«-*

afternoon._

Sunday White Mountain Excursion
were a great many people took

There

advantage of the Maine Central low rate
of $1.60 to
Fabyans and return on acWhite Mountain excurcount of their
There were, however,
who were unable to go,
request another has been
next Sunday, train leav-

sion last Sunday.

quite
and

a

Operating expenditures
periods compare as follows:

1894-5.
$188.836.10
Maintenance of way,
Maintenance of equip-

Total expenses,

number

by special

arranged

for

ing Portland at a 45 a. m., arriving at
Fabyans at 1 p.m., and on return leave
Fabyans at 2. SO p. m.,and arrive in PortThe price of tickland about 6 o’clock.
ets is $1.50.
The ^foliage has already commenced to
turn and to many the contrast btetween
the greens and the bright reds is more
beautiful now than after the foliage has
Picon all of its autumnal hues.
nio lunches may be taken or dinner can
be Abstained at the Maine Contral cafe
at
Bartlett or at the Crawford House,
Fabyan House, or Mount Pleasant House.
taken

1,184,683.34

uimit,

Conducting
“ transportation,
General expenses,

700,458.43
4o3,596.U8

$3,136,563.84

formerly

beat,

yesterday
the worst place that

saloon was
had come under his observation in this
been
more drunken
city. There had
more
had
brawls there and he had

Egan’s

Increase.
$15,893.67

73,135.40

trouble because of that saloon,
*3,391.34
11,854.35 other place in his experience.

than any

SUPERIOR COURT.

$9«,581.18

♦Decrease.
The results are a gratifying reflection
of tho industrial
improvement in the
admirable
and the
State of Maine,
physical and financial condition of the
property reflects great credit on President
Wilson and Vice President and General

Manager

Tucker.

Some

Boys’

To the Editor

of

BEFOltE JUDGE

and costs.
Michael Driscoll, sentenced to pay a
fine of $100 and costs for search and seizure.

Flower

Gardens.

the Press:

Last year Hon. Waldo Pettingill, then
member of tho Executive Council, and
a
visitor for the state to the Reform
School, offered a prize of $5 to the boy at
the
cottage who should have tho best

a

flower garden in tho summer of ’95. Tho
gardens were planted in the spring, and
The
on Sunday wo wont up to seo them.
had been to church twice, and
boys
about 4 o’clock they went out to show
First wo must look at the
around.
us
vegetables. Fancy being shown a garden

BONNEV

Tuesday—Judge lionncy imposed the
following sentences:
William J.Harkins, nuisance, paid $400

Committed.

Michael Coffee, search and seizure paid
$100 and costs.
Hobert Costello, search and seizure paid
$100 and costs.
Matthias A. Conley, search and seizure
paid $100 and costs.
Elate vs. Bert E. Perkins.
Selling
obscene literature. Law on demurrer.
mate ves. Arthur E. Bowers. Assault
and battery sixty days.
State vs. Catherine b inch, search and
seizure. Law on demurrer.
State vs. Catherine Finch. Search and
seizure. Paid lino of $100 and costs.
Slate vs. John MoShea. Breach of tlio
in jail.
peace. Six months
Search and
State vs. Silas F. Harlow.
and costs.
seizure paid $100
Nuisance.
State vs. Silas b. Harlow.
Paid $000 anil costs.
Moran.
Nuisance.
Edward
State vs.
Paid $000 and costs.
State vs. Thomas Brownrig. Two cases
Paid $100 and
of search and seizure.

Being led carefully along
by 29 boys!
the steep
path, the crowd urging about
you, bidding you to look at the pump,
kins and expatiating on the ’’putopkin”
in eaoli.
pies already eaten, plucking at your coat costs
State v«. Hebert G. Thompson. Search
call attention
to the
and
gown 2t0
Law on demurrer.
seizure.
and
beans, poking among the cucumbers
State vs. Henry F. Conwell. Sentenced
in
and
costs or six mouths
viues for
you to admire cucumbers in to pay $600
jial.
of
and
shades
all
greenness
yellowness,

^
_

UNITING COLONIES OF BEES.

WEDDINGS.

Expert’s Plan For Uniting Weak Colonies In the Fall.
It often happens that some of the col-

An

Causes Postponement

of

the

Smith—Hunt.

West

A quiet wedding oocurred Thursday
afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H- Bead, No. 23 Ocean street, the ocThe Rain I)1S Not Keep People Away— casion
being the marriage of.Mrs, Bead’s
The Show To Be Continued Today—A daughter,
Miss Blanche Agnes Smith
Cist of Yesterday's Premiums.
to Mr. Henry I.ouisJHunt of Gray. |The
ceremony was performed by Bev. E. P.
Cumberland Fair yesterday enThe
Wilson in the
presence of the immedi-

Cumberland Fair.

the same ill fortune that has
ate relatives in a very impressive manattended every fair held in this vicinity
The bride was becomingly(attired
ner.
the present year and as a result of the
and carried bride roses .while
in.blue’silk
unrain the programme was postponed
house was prettily decorated with
the
til today.
potted plants, ferns and cut flowers.
Despite the fact that there was very Lunch was served immediately after
ittle going on about the grounds quite a
the ceremony, followed by the departure
crowd of
people passed through the of Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, accompanied by
gates and the majority of them apparent- the best wishes to their future home iu
ly had no difficulty in killing time.
Gray.
The hall exhibit seemed to be the'oenter
The numerous
wedding gifts were
and
was really deservDf
attraction
countered

handsome and appreciative.
ing of the attention'received. The variHarbor News.
ous displays in the hall arelarrauged in
most artistic manner and reflect great
There was quite an unusual arrival of
credit upon Mrs. York, Mrs. Dyer and fresh
mackerel yesterday and they were
Mr. Merrill, who have charge of the de- the handsomest fish of the season.
partment.

The

events inolude a 3.45 and a 3.34
for each of whlob there is a large

Today’s
•ace,
RolH

rare

of

nnt.rifis

And

finnm

fncf.

mnrt is

to be seen.

During the shower yesterday Prof.
Bristol's horse tent blew down and the
frightened animals went tearing about
;he grounds in all directions. It was far
from an easy task to oapture them and
it required considerable skill and pasience.
Fortunately none of the horses
were

injured.

The following

preimums

were

awarded

resterday:

--

Wednesday

the bad weather.

to

Matohed steel’s—1st, S, Traoy, Deering;
3d, A. F. Winslow, W. Falmouth.
Threo year olds—3d, J. M. Leighton.
Two year olds—1st, S. Tracy.
Calves and yearlings—1st, A. F. Winslow.
Fat oattle—1st, Win. Merrill, Cumberland; 3d, C. G. Morrill, Cumberland.
Matched oxen—1st, J. L. Whitehouse,
West
Falmouth; 2d, Wni. Snell, West
Falmouth.
Fruit and Honey—Best exhibit of apples, 1st, Otis Mountford; 2d, John Peter-

Cornelius

McDonald,

Portland, Capt.
brought to W. T.

average over two pounds apieoe,
many weighed two pounds and one-half,
several three pounds. They were worth at
least
25o apieoe to the fishermen, .which
would

tvuuiu

uittita

a

ui

iuuai

uu,

n mu ti

Isn’t bad for two night’s fishing.
Tho S.H. Pinkham brought 13 barrels
and
the Caroline brought 13 barrels of
maokerel.
D. L. Fernald & Co., received 800 bis.
of big muckerel that were caught oft
Monhegan. They wore worth to the

fishermen about $96.
the successful mackerel
yesterday that he had
in his small boat $600 of tho
caught
beautiful, valuable fish this season. He
has given it up now, because he can not
go far enough a way in his samll boat.
Last summer he received from 5 to 8
Phil

La

fisherman

cents

Winter apples—1st, R. B. Morrison; 2d,
Seo. T, Rowe.
Fall apples—1st, Mrs. H. P. Morton;
3d, Herbert Bha’.v.
Best apples for use through the year—
1st, N. D. Farewell ; 2d, Robert Leighton.
Fancy basket fruit—1st, Mersrs. J. Hallett.
Cranberries—1st, Mrs. Wm. Prince.
Gropes—1st, Sewall Whltner; 2d, Mrs.
J. H. Hallett.
Jellies—1st, Mrs. Bert Whitner; 2d,
Mrs. Pearson.
Canned fruit—1st, Mrs. Pearson.
Cake—1st, Mrs. M. W. Pearson.
Butter—1st, O. A. Merrill.
Gertie
Rieme, N. YarBread—1st,
mouth ; 2d, Annie May Soper, N. Yarmouth.

cents a

WORSTED AND FANCY GOODS.

of

Studley of Commercial wharf, about 650
big. handsome fish, that were oaught in
two night's dragging off Monhegau. They

son.

Picture throw—1st. Harriet S. Merrill,
Cumberland Centre.
Lamp mat—3d, Carrie M. Haddock, W.
Falmouth.
Pin cushion—1st, Mrs. Maggie A. Haddock, W. Falmouth.
Skirt—1st, Mrs. A. Harris.
Silk quilt—2d, Mrs. A. Harris.
Apron—2d, Mrs. A. H. Farris.
Embroidery—1st, Mrs. R. S. Thornes.
Sofa pillow and table cover—1st, Mrs.
C. F. York
Afghan—1st, Mrs. John Colley.
Pillow slips—2d, Gertrude L. MorrilL
Toilet sot—3d, Mrs. L. fi. Merrill.
Table cover—3d, Mrs. Frank Merrill.
Dolls—1st, Emma Merrill; 2d, Katherine Merrill.
Towels—1st, Mrs. L. H. Merrill.
Large Afghan—2d, May Morrill.
Fancy wood work—2d, Ada Morrill.
Moss house—2d, Mrs J. M. Leighton.
Sofa pillow—3d, Angie M. Clough.
Photo frame—2d, Gertrude L. Rowe.
Edging and insertion—2d, Alice Chasa
Crcoheted shawl—1st, M. A. Clough.
Crocheted skirt—2d, Mrs. N. A. Rowe.
Tidy and curtains—1st, and 2d, Mrs.
H. K. Staples.
Table mats—2d, Mrs. M. J. Hicks.
Apron—2d, Edith Legrow.
Tidies—1st, Miss Cora Leighton; 2d,
Mrs. F. G. Moulton.
Table cover—2d, Mrs. O. W. Rolfe.
Writing desk—1st, Nellie Wilson.
Silk quilt—3d, Eva Loring.
Lace—2d, Mrs. Fred W. Blake.
Pin cushion—2d, Mrs. E. F. Huston.
Fannie
Jewelry case and tidy—2d,

sloop Nettie,

Ruo,

said

pound,
pound for

a

now

they

are

getting

12

them.

The Pathfinder brought 35,000 pounds
of
the Unique 25,000, the
mixed fish,
Nettie May 6000 and My Fanoy 4000l
The schooner Annie Kimball landed
258 barrels of herring from Indian Harbor at Webb & Sheppard’s fish house.
The schooner Planter brought 3200 live
from Indian Harbor to Lewis
lobsters
McDonald.
There came

from New York recently
enoouraging news as to the prospect of
selling House Island to the New York
Should the present prosYacht Club.
pects materialize it cannot fail to be a
good thing for Portland. A Club House
the New York Yacht Club on House
the big steam and|sailing.
with
yaohts from the Metropolis constantly
coming and going, much more than at
present, could not fail to largely increase
Portland's importance and popularity as
of

Island,

resort
The island is now'owned by Mr. George
W. Trefethen, his two sisters, the heirs
of Henry Trefethen, and Mr. Alpheus
G. Sterling. The fathers of Che Trefetha

summer

Alpheus Sterling purchased

the
island in 1803 from the Walden heirs, for
whom Nathaniel Doering was adminis-

ens

and

trator.
Mr. George Trefethon said yesterday
that if the New York club should purchase the island they would probably
house on the highest
club
erect tho
point, exaotly on the site of the old white
rhat

nnrrr

old

fish
wharves
course be removed
Display of Colors

on

cfanria t.Viurn

and

H'ha

sheds would of

Lighthouse Vessels.

circular has been issued
by the Treasury Department relating to
the display of colors o lighthouse vessels:
All lighthouse vessels when under way
shall display the national ensign at the
peak or flagstaff when in sight of other
vessels, towns and stations. When lying
at depots or at anchor near the same no
Leighton.
colors
shall be shown except as menHead rest--Mrs. M. S. Winslow.
tioned below:
Toilet mats—1st. Alice Hussey.
national holidays
On Sundays and
Shell work—1st, Mrs. A. Jacobson.
colors shall always be shown unless the
Bert
Whitney.
Stamp plates—Mrs.
Whenweather be suoh as to prevent.
Toilet cushion—1st Mrs. Augustus Se- ever an officer of the
lighthouse establishwell.
ment or a member of the lighthouse board
Worsted skirt—1st, Mrs. Perez Babbidge is afloat in a vessel of the lighthouse esSilk quilt—1st, Mrs. Elizabeth Dyer.
tablishment tho lighthouse flag shall be
Log cabin quilt—1st, Mrs. Eliza Dyer.
No other
shown at the mainmast head.
flags shall be shown by vessels of the
Trains for Rigby.
lighthouse establishment except for the
The Boston & Maine railroad will sell purpose of dressing ship upon proper ocoolors shall be hoistround trip tickets to the Rigby races casions. VVhen shown
and hauled down at suned at 8 a. m.,
next week at low rates of fare. Regular set.
At such times all persons in the
who may be present
trains
leaving Boston at 7.30 and8.30 lighthouse service
shall salute by facing the colors and rea.m., will stop at the park,and returning
hats.
their
moving
Light vessels shall
leaving Portland at 5.15 p. m., will
display colors and lightnouse flag to all
for
interDover
for
and
passengers
stop
vessels of war and vessels of
passing
Also train
mediate points.
leaving the lighthouse service.
Portland at 6.00 and 6.05 p. m., will Jit op
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
at Rigby Park for passengers for Boston
intermediate stopping points. Ail
and
suburban trains running between KenThe papers have much to say in regard
nebunk or Biddeford and Portland will to the death of Yilliers, the king of the
tramps, but Bijah Tripp of Gardiner still
on above dates stop at Rigby park,
survives him and they bore the relative
as that
of Robin Hood
social relation
MARRIAGES.
For several decades
John.
and Little
it
has
toured
throughout the states,
Bijah
In Deerlng, Sept. 26, by Rev. Edwin P. Wil- but
generally returned to Maine forjhis
son, Henry L. Hunt ol Gray and Jliss Blanche summer
There was always
vacation.
A. Smith of Deerlng. (.No cards.]
humor abo it Bijah
In Gorham. Sept. 26. by Rev. E. C. Harmon, such a rolicking good
welcome
he
was
that
to the dingenerally
William O. Carr and Miss Hattie B. Allen, both
ner which ho was invariably solicited.
of Gorham.
In Brewer, Sept. 25, David W. Kalin of Knox- Unfortunately for Bijah,
according to
ville, Tenu., and Miss Antoinette Goday, of the Gardiner Reporter, is to spend a short
Brewer.
vacation
in
the
Augusta jail for vagranIn Ellsworth, Sept. 18. George W. Murcli of
Ellsworth and Miss Lessie M. Hopkins of Tren- cy.
ton. liUli, Patrick O’Connor and Miss Elizabeth
Marlow, both of Southwest Harbor.
Th
Calais Times notes an interesting
In While field. Sept. 28, Arthur E. MnCurdy of
Jefferson and Gertrude M. Cheney of White- coincidence in the fact that the sohooner
lield.
Polly, 84 tons, built in 1805, and sohooner
In Vinalbaveu. Sept. 21, Richard Williams and Hiram, Oapt. Hatton, built in 1810,
the
Miss Maggie V. Hassou. both of Vinalliaveu.
two oldest vossel in the merchant service
In Norway. Sept. 21, Leon Russell of Norway of the United
arrived
at
that
both
States,
and Miss Nettle Tuayer of Paris.
port Saturday last. It was a crew in the
Polly, it will be recalled, that captured
the British
DEATHS.
brig at Machias in the war
of 1815.
These vessels attract attention
In this city, Sept. 26. Mary M., widow of wherever they go.
Rensellaer Cram, aged 86 years. 23 days.
The jury at Trenton. N. J., in the case
[Funeral services Saturday at 9 a. m., at her
late residence, No. 116 Daufortli street.
of Kuser,
Robinson, Krauttler and
at
Bridgton.
[Burial
Ileintz aocusod of conspiracy in
conIn Stroudwater. Sept. 26,Miss Hannah Walker,
nection with the State printing contraot,
aged 82 years, 6 months.
vordict
a
yesterday afternoon of
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at 2.30 returned
o’clock at lieiklate residence. Stroudwater.
aoquittal.
In Lewiston. Sept. 24, Daniel Callahan, aged
A dispatch from Buenos Ayres
says:
75 years.
The Argentina Senato lias approved the
In Brewer, Sept. 24, Mrs. Elmira C. Moore,
tho
made
modifications
Senate
by
of
the
of
Hampden,
formerly
aged 7b years.
United States to tho treaty of friendship,
In Lincoln. Sept. 23, Mrs. J. F. Pickering.
In Augusta. Sept. 22, Miss Carrie M. Libby, commerco and navigation
between the
daughter of Hon. William H. Llbbvtwo countries.
In Ellsworth, Sept. 22. Mrs Patrick Bresuahas
Ira
E.
been
Achorn
appointed postlian, aged 82 years.
vice Emily H.
Ill Surry, Sept. 18. Mrs. Lydia C. Morgan, master at Orff’s Corner,
aged 85 years, 10 months; 19th Mrs. Edna M. Orff, and Charles Chase at Upton, vice
83
16
da>'3Chatto, aged
years, 3 months,
[ Asa F. Abbott.
The

following

too weak in numbers, and the
to unite two or more colonies
In one hive. There are many plans for
uniting bees, but G. M. Doolittle, a successful New York apiarian, prefers the
following for fall use. He says in The
Amerioan Bee Journal:
In the first place, the queens in a part
We will take it for granted
of the oolonies are to be taken away and that
you have purchased your new fall
disposed of in some way, either by sell- dress.
them. Having the
or
onies

are

remedy is

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE
or an

destroying

ing

to
queens disposed of, wait three days
a week, so the colonics may realize their
queenlessness, for some cool, cloudy
day, when it is a few degrees colder than
the bees desire to fly in, when you will

find the bees all clustered compactly,
something the way they are in winter.
When taking the queans away, take all
the oomhs from the hive but three, unless the aqjony is too large, leaving only
those wh^oh cqntain the most honey.
The combs left are to be spread apart
from three-fourths to an inch, setting
them ont twu or three inohes from the
sides of the, hive, so that the bees may
all be clustered on these combs instead
of hanging to the sides or any part of
The hive which is to receive
the hivq.
these bees and combs is to be also prepared brforghaqd by taking away all
the combffbfit three or four, those left
being the ones having the most honey
in them, yaid combs being placed close
to one tide of the hive.
When the deg arrives, light the smoker and put ou your bee veil. Now go to
tho hive having the queen and uncover

You will

naturally

mere

ask-

small expenditure of
as a “valuable considmoney, just
Umeration to bind the bargain.”

ing and

WHAT NEXT?
Course.

Linings of

The first will come
the latter

Umbrella.

and
to you in duo time
for the
you can get here
a

brellas were never so cheap,
thensuch good material used in
11
construction as at present, as you
our
stock.
on
find
inspecting
never

buy them
the greatest assortwant to

where you can find
ment to select from.

equally as good
cheap here, a good
more than you
one costing hardly
an Urabrells,
for
formerly paid
Mackintoshes

are

and almost as

Our lining department is our especial
pride. You can at all times find everything needed for dress, waiste or skirt
linings. We have all the new things
as soon as they are brought and our
prices, as are well known, are such as

UMBRELLAS.
26 inch Gloria

Umbrellas, natural stick,

only 75c.

Gloria Umbrella, fine materimetal
ring handle, $1.25.
al,
Read the list of
26 inch Gloria Umbrella, excellent covstock.
er, strongly made, $1.50.
Many recent arrivals now shown for 26 inch Gloria Umbrella, natural stiok,
the first time.
Dresden knob, $1.75.
26
inch
Gloria Umbrella, natural stick,
Waterproof Facing,
$1.98.
Satilines,
26 inoh Gloria Umbrella, queer shaped
t'
QiiMnllO
_V_t
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bone handle, $2.50.
them quiet, and leaving the hive open
Rustling Cambrics. Children’s School Umbrellas, 50c, 76o
so that you o%b set the other frames
and $1.00.
Heavy Barred Crinoline
right in without any hindrance. Next
Ladies’ Cotton Gloria Umbrellas, 69c.
colors.
in
staple
go to one of those you took the queen
69c, 98c, $1.25.
from, blowing smoke in at the entrance English Silesias,
hive.
the
while
uncovering
freely
quite
Cabelincs,
MACKINTOSHES.
Blow a few puffs of smoke around the
Padded Linings,
smoker
the
when
oombs and over them,
is to be set down and the front fingers
Fibre Chamois. Inverness Mackintoshes, stogie texture,
placed between the first two frames near
black and
in
one cape,
blue,
Silkolines
New
Rustling
their ends, the large fingers between the
$2.98.
in both plain and moire effects.
second trnd lagt frarpes, while the third
Inverness Mackintosh, single texture,
and little fingers are placed beyond the
Royals.
2 capes, in blue und black, all sizes,
third frame. Now dose up with the
•l

WM

vw

MWW*

Manor*

For Sandy Soil.

There are two defects in sandy soil
whioh require manures to remedy. One
is a lack of vegetable matter, because as
sandy soil does not hold water it is alUJ B

JAIUI,

«OU

TTWULVUVA

TtJLIHUiV

matter it may have is quickly decomposed. Green manure is the best, as it
But
is the quiokost remedy for this.
there are many places Where the best
kinds of plants to plow uhder for green
manure will not grow. This is owing to
lack of mineral plant food, chiefly lime
and potash.
Wood ashes contain both,
and they ought always to be used liberally on sandy land. The potash helps to
relieve the dryness of sandy soil. It
will dissolve the sandy particles, making a true soil of them, and thus retard
iug too rapid filtration through it.
If clover will not grow, at first sow
rye or some othef large grain, and plow
This will make
the first crop under.
humus in the soil, and that will secure
a clover catoh. So soon as clover can be
made to grow there will be no further
trouble. We would not advise plowing
under the olover at first. Gut it and feed
It to stock. Save all the manure made
from it and apply it to growing more
olover. When grain can be top dressed,
there will be no difficulty in getting a
catch of clover or grass, however poor
the soil may originally have been. All
applications of manure on sandy soil
should be on the surfaoe. The manure
will leaoh down fast enough without
being plowed under.—American Culti-

carry In

ah

Canvas,

$3.98.

Inverness

Hair

Cloth,

Lincoline,

Grass Linen,
French Linen Muslin.
and
black
double cape, in
nav»
French Hair Cloth —best finish—
blue, $9.08.
indestructable—white, black and gray, Inverness Mackintosh, double texture,
blue, single cape, lined throughout,
English Wool Moreens,
$11.50.
Plain Crinoline,
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture,
Cross Bar Crinoline,
navy blue aud blaok, plaid lining(
single cape, $14.
Taffeta Rustle.
Athol Inverness Mackintosh, double
f aced

Euglish Silesias,

Double

Inverness

Gros Grain

tary

Glove Finish Cambrics.
10c yd.
Good English Silesias,
Fine Cambrics, black and colors, 3c

$15.

Antique Watered

in

our

Linen

Brown street side

may

attractive

be

goods

:—
following
Ronnd Thread Royal Dresden

St.
»ep24eodtf

White
on

Store

School

Suit,

best

earth for the price, $5.00. Ask

for it.

$1.00 up.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

WHITE STORE.
516

Horses

Contest for

Congress

Street.

Portland Provident Association.
Portland
annual meeting of
the
Provident Association will be held at
its room, city building, on Thursday, Octoi»«>r Jd. 1895, at 7.80 o’clock p. uj., to elect
officers for the ensuing year, to see if it
will vote to amend Art. VII. of Constitution so that meetings of the managers snail
be held from -October to A pin inclusive, instead of Sentembor to April, and the transaction of any other
business that may
properly Come before said meeting.
W M. MARKS. President.
PHILIP F. TURNER, Secretary,
dlw
aep?

THE

$21,000.00
—AT-

RIGBY PARK,
Oct. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ANNUAL

Last

meeting and the racing

THOMASTON AND ROCKLAND

event of’95.
Large field of starters.

-VIA-

All the noted horses entered.
i

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
=r=

a

EXCURSION
TO

—

ON

good horse, enjoy

hot race, desire to witness the

SATURDAY,
September 28.
Also offering an opportunity to visit Rockport and Camden by means of electric railroad
from Rockland.

Trains from Union Station at Tickets gtod for return
Monday.
13.30, 1.00, 1.30 and 3.00 p. in.,
Traiu Leaves
A. M.
returning after the races.
Portland
7.00
dlw
sep27
Yarmouth
7.30
7.40
Freeport
Brunswick

LAJTISON,
Violinist,
Temple

$9.00.

Art Linen—for drawn work. Dresden Art Linen Stamped Doylies—
beautiful designs—the very latest designs in fancy work.
made
Hand
Spachtel Art
sizes and prices from
Squares—all

CARL

5

MEN’S MACKINTOSHES.

Black ond blue Cheviot Mackintoshes,
cemented seam, worth $7, for $5.
found the Black and blue Mackintoshes, box coat,
velvet collar, worth $12, our price

Portland

Studio,

Mackintosh, navy blue, milihood, plaid lining,

cape and

Department—

smashing of records and see the
crack-jacks fight for their winMISS MINNE ANNE PLUMMER
returned from Europe where ter’s feed don’t miss Rigby this
liaseen studying and would inform
trip.
friends that she will receive

High School of Music, Berlin,

cape in tan, $12.50.

full width.

a

from the Koyal
Germany.

cape lined with

Percales—plain and rustling.
Fancy shades in Cotton Surahs
for linings for evening dresses.

If you love

piano pupils for the coming season. All
correspondence will reach Miss Plummer
at her Studio No. 542 1-2 Cong. St., room 0
near Cressy Jones & Allens Music store.
septlOeodSw*

Mackintosh, single texture,
silk, $4.98.
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture
single cape, navy blue, plaid lining,
$5.98,
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture,
2 capes, lined with light checks and
plaids, $7.50.
Elite
Mackintosh, double
texture,

Sovereign Twills,

vator.

lias
she

we

VW VVU

—Vf

thumbs and all of the fingers, thus lifting the frames and duster of bees all
out of the hive at once, when they are
to be oarried to the open hive where
they are to stay and set down in it all
together dose pp to the frames of bees
that are in this hive. Go baok and get
the smoker, and blow smoke enough on
the bees to keep them down, when you
can arrange the frames, division board
and hive, as you like, without very
many, if any, bees flying.
Should a few bees stick to the hive
you toSk the frames cut of, bring the
hive to the one having the united oolony
in it, and brush them out on top of the
frames, as they will be pretty well
chilled by -.his time. In doing this you
will have to smoke those in the united
colony pretty well, or many will fly at
you, for these partly ohilled bees will
throw their poison out on their stings
so that the scent of it will anger the
bees of that colony that are in the
united hive. If you fixed all as it should
be when' taking the queen away and
preparing for uniting and smoked the
bees as told, there will be only now and
then one that will -require this last
operation, as all will be snugly dustered
on the combs. Close the hive as soon as
you have things fixed to suit you, when
everything is to be removed from the
stand of the oojony that was united
with the other. "Some bees will fly or
hover over the old spot where home
was, but not finding it will return to
the united colony, having marked their
new location enough on flying out to
know where to go, seeing the old home
is not found.

TV

what

_I_A*
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24 inch

to attract attention.

MILLS,

PialiO Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Muste Store 431
Congress Street.

Sept7

eodtf

Rates.

I *1-6°
1.26
1.00

1.60
Returning—Regular trains for Portland, Lewiston, Augusta auil all intermediate points leave
Rockland at 1.30 p. m. and 9 p. in., leave Thomaston 1.45 and 9.15 p. m., and Special Train for
Lewiston, Augusta and way stations will leavo
Rockland 3.16 p. in., Thomr.ston 3.30 p. ni.
PA YbON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
d4t
sept24
Lewiston

H. E.

S.oo
6.50

until

'*

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

EXPLAINED.

THOU

THEIR PRODUCT
IN
SHAKERS TO MAKE
AN UNUSUAL OFFER.

CONFIDENCE

FED THE

People of this flay anfl generation aro not
theredisposed io give things away. When
fore the Mount Lebanon Shakers recently
bottle of Dia
stale tbut
one could get
any

at their
gestive Coidlul by calling in person
New York office, it excited a groat deal of
tails.
Ouo of tbe leading dailies of the Metropowl.at was
lis sent a reporter to lind out
in
meant. It developed that the preparation
in so large a
question has proven beneheial
of the
majority of cases that nine-tenths to call
anxious
people who a*e sufficiently
that they
for a sample, find eo much relief
and tell their
conliuue the product’s use
friends about it. Asa result a very large

demand has been created.

success
Shakers have a long record of
medicinal
inventors and their various
a high repuproducts have always enjoyed
not only
tation. The Digeetive ’Cgrdial is
bb*.?it digests other
nourishing in Itself airoQted.
I
foods when taken 89
the ejea and
Sl«eple9s nights, spote galore
lo89 of
a 8ene,e of hea viness
**ro among the
we Li ht and^general wt?akta©88
which it:
common symptoms of indigestion
is gratifying to
it
and
promptly relieves,
harmless
know that such a positive and
should have j
remedy as the Digestive Cordial
at least been devised.
lu orderto find whether the ohaker Digestive
a smalli
Cordial is adapted to vour case try sale
by
Its effect is immediate. For
bottle.
nearly all druggists.

The

as

"Sire, this man has belonged to the
Armies at the North, of the Moselle. Ho
fought at Toulon. Afterward he joined
Ho did
the troops of Sambre and Meuse.
threo years of Italy and three years in the
Grand Army. He’s a Veteran brave.”
Napolepjj paled- He already recalled
his injustice of yesterday.
“And bin wounds?”
“I can answer that, your majes^f,” said

;

LOVEST ME.

Thou lovest me—by many a hidden sign
Thou teaohest me to think that heart is mine
But though I see
The precious secret still with fond delay
I dare not ask thee that- one word to say,
Thou lovest me.
Thou lovest me, and yet—it might befall,
Were I to stake on one chance word my all,
And urge my plea.
Some evil trap might make thee answer “Nay”
Despite thyself—although ’tis clear as day
Thou lovest me.
—New Budget.

the surgeqp.
He seized the bedclothes and threw them
baok. Watrln was a lean man, with piuscles strong as hawsers, and the scars which
seamed bis baljy flesh proclaimed at opce
Musket biSls, lanoe thrusts,
his glory.
fragments of shells—he had made the acquaintance at all of them. It seemed that
wounds had rained upon him like the
stings of angry hornejts. They wore on
the heal}, on the nec|t, on the thighs, in
the loink on the hips, and the last, which

A CHEVALIER.
The evening before they had fought, aland victorious. Throe
divisions of Qudinot’s grenadiers, St. Hilaire’s division and IJassouty's cuirassiers
were bivouacking.
It-.Vas 1 o’clock in the
morning. The men had hung their shakos
upon their crossfed bayonets, they had laid
aside
in the grass, and all of

ternately "defeat *d

darted uponjbim his eagle gaze.
“I make "you a chevalier of the

wounded?” "uttered a voice.
At the word “emperor” there was silence. A §0$ of fascination seemed to
hover about them.
A veteran, whose
grimy forehead and big, bushy beard were
all of him that was visible, fell to laugh“The shorn one is

Leather and Rubber.
TN order to protcet the general public a»
well fas ourselves the PORTLAND bHOS
ASSOCIATION (repretrade
senting the retail and wholesale shoe that
of tbi* city) begs to inform tha publle
in
advance
the
there has been a sliong
of leather, notably
prloe of various kinds stoca,
ana that it is
sole-lent her "and upper
lor the
impossible to sell the same goods
Either the
heretofore,
bmiuo
money as
cm
must be advanced or
shoo
of
the
price
inferior shoe sold.
The.details of the advance in price as
manufacturers
given by one of the leadingrollowa:
note <5
of Massachusetts are as
cents, inaufc 3 cents, heels 8 cents, counters
2 cents, calf vamp 8 cents, welts 2 cents,
rands 2 cents. filling 3 cents. Total increase
This for
in price of stock 29 cents.
medium grade shoe, tyM«e grades a trifle
leas, sorno^efii.deftinBore, so that it is absolutely uecessaryTor reliaule upalers25 toto ad50
vance the prlpe of ea{Jfc4>airAroni
cents, and purchasers ffiay Oh quite sure
th$t if any dealers offers to Bell exactly the
sfcthe shoe at the sa/ne price as heretofore
the chances are he is tahTpg it out of the
value of the shoe.
Rubber goods also, the hist day of October, will be advanced to the retailers and
jobbers 5 ti*»r cent, consequently the conon
sumer will have io pay a small advance
some kinds of goods.
H.
A.
WARDEN, President.
A. ff. BAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer.
dlw
sepi6
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Holmes & Co.
Broadway, New Vork.
Members of the N. Y, Stock Exchange. Eepeive Accounts and Deposit, of Firms, Individuals, eto., and allow interest on daily balances.
Buy and Sell for cash or carry on margin at
lowest rate of interest on the New York. PhllaJelphi'i, Boston and Cnicago Stock Exchanges
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton, eto. Branch office
35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
eodl3t
sept9
61

such
tho

Aijad,

wH&pg its11

look you, even

Wj&Hijs.TJio

Staff, silently aoeompaujln* bitoi stood, muffled and motionIt

He was dressofficer, with a green
white waistcoat. He was recsmallness of his stature and
«£ his «scprt.

lea?, f*«; tawrear.

ed

iSA^g^ialsintt^

tuflloaifiSV

bf“the
the gfeMuefe
“How.ls Jnb appetite—good?”
the
ognized

year’

Nap^lepn bfgke into a laugh.
the humor of his
spiders.

“Listen, my men,” be said, speaking
rapidly. “Wo fought yesterday. We will
fight again tomorrow. Let every one who
has a claim to the 'Legion of Honor or to
promotion come forward now, on the spot,
and deolare himsolf.

stepped

A »aa

What

is y»ur

“Watrln,
not.”

out of the ranks.

carffe?”

s\rc-ygrauadier

under Oudi-

“And you desire?”

“The doga!”
Napoleon looked at him. It was his
custom at an evening to stroll among the
bivouac fires, questioning the soldiers, correcting in this way the ill will or the neglect of the regimental chief, awarding
recompenses upon the spot.

said the emperor, “speak.
What have you done to deserve the cross?”
Watrln sjopa at “parade,” motionless,
in th« attitude of the soldier without
arms, almost like the rigidity of death.
“It was I,” he said timidly, “it was I
who, in the desert of Yafa, presented you
with a watermelon when the heat was
enough to burn the hair off one's head."
The men burst out laughing, why no
one knew.
Napoleon himself smiled.
he said, “but the
“I renew my thanks,
gift is not worthy of the cross. Let us
wait, both of us, for a better occasion. I
hope that tomorrow”—
"Tomouow, as at the other times”—
said the veteran.
The merriment,
No one heard him.
waxing louder, sent its reverberations into
the distance, reaching other bivouao fires.
There was hurry; there was running.
Torches of strpw flared up in the night.
Those words: ‘!The epjperor! The emon every side.
peror 1” already
Napoleon, meing dean pell ed to
quitted Watrin, and, followed by the staff,
was swallowed up jo the multitude.
The dawn of the 9Bd of May.
The arobduke renewed the attack and
strove to'pierce the line between Essling
and Aspern. A division of oulraesiers
Messana yelled,
the enemy.
flew at
“Grenadiers, thero’s fun over there, and
we’re not in it!” and away he rodo, his
saber in hand, Where the bombs offered
him “distraction.” Lannes rushed for-

“Come,”

WIT AND WISDOM.
Prepared.

Tom—Is yer a-goin ter do yer doable
nnunsrset now, Sul?—Life.

respundod

No new thing, but an established, reliable
article. Effective and invaluable. That Is what
Pond’s Extraot is and always will be.

Manhattanite—“Honestly,

now,

don’t

you-

fLud it a Duisance walking to and from the sta
tlon In muddy weather?”
Suburbanite—“Yes, just about as much of a
nuisance as you must find it walking up and
down stairs, to and from your flat on the twentietn story, when the elevator is out of order.”
—Truth.

Baby was sick, we gave her Castorla,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castorla,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
When

%

PRESS PORTFOLIOS.
obtained a
The following portfolios can be
the office of the PRESS, or by mail as specified
under each:
BREHM’S LIFE OF ANIMALS.

translation of Brehm’s faon animals.
It has been
parts of 20 pages each,
all of which are ready. Price 10 cents per part,
postage free. Orders will be received, for any,
or all the parts as desired, for a limited time.
This is an English
mous German work
Issued iu 29 weekly

STANDARD COOK BOOK.
This Is the latest Cook Book out, contains 320
pages, 1200 receipts 186 illustrations and is
Sent, postpaid to any address or will be delivered to any one who calls in person at this of15
cents,
Is
for
cents
if
3
Hce, .for
Vent
postage, book is sent by return
aiafl from this office.
Otherwise it will be
mailed from office of publication in Springfield,
Ohio, casing a delay of several days.
THE
PEOPLES ATLAS.
The Peoples Atlas of the world contains nearly 70 maps and 140 illustrations with descriptive matter. The pages are 11x14 inches. An
Immense amount oi statistical matter is given,
sample list of which would fill this column.
It is a handy atlas for ready reierence and a

marvel at the price. Price at this office or sent
i»y mail to any address 30 cents. Orders by mail
filled from pubacation office in Springfield,
Ohio. Those desiring it by return mail lrom
this office must send 6 cents for postage.
AV1L1J FLOWERS OF AMERICA.
A series of IS portfolios each containing six
teen colored plates of American Wild Flowers.
are ready,
Price lf> cents each. All the parts
s
binding in cloth add leather. with name
*n
£1.50.
Outline
gold.
series, 10
j-iawp^d
cents per part. Contains same figures as colored series, but uucolored.

KelCoiapons
firth c above.

He loved

necessary tor any

proceed,

ward at full gallop, without troubling
himself to 6ee if ho was followed, ana tne
Old Imperial Guard, u»mu;tzled, threw itself, tooth and nail,'upon the Austrians.
In one hour the arobdnke’s army had molted away In the sun. It crystallised anew,
however, and the guard received it with

Once more It paused, affrighted. Bessleres, enraged, ordered the double
quick. Decisive charge! The enemy fled,
and, returning, fled again. These counter
strokes caused the viotery to waver, like
the billows of the ocean, but for lack of
Demont’s, Tharother food St.
reau’s and Clapatedrs divisions of infaneven to
try gorged themselves with glory,
the point of repletion. VThe combat had
lasted 30 hours.
In the evening there was rest, and the
made
emperor, according 'to hjs custom,
the round of the,hospitals.
As he was passing along tjie rows of
wounded a head that he recognized caused
him to stop.
he said.
“It’s my man of
A surgeon was there.
“Is this man’s wompd a grave one?
The bandage blight even be

grapeshet.

yeftgrday,”

“No, sire.
taken off.”

was
The emperor did ,not. reply. * Watrin
cleft
sleeping like a post. His face was
from ear to qai'.
“Let ClajiiU’fida.be summoned..
An offioer Vanished, and the general soon

appeared.

“Tell me about this man,” said the em-

peror.

questions of
Claparede, accustomed
the
this sort, sent for his adjutant and
roglmeDtal records.
of the
The wounded were all oousclous
relief,
sinister
in
emperor’s presence
covtheir figures half emergqjl above tholr
The adjusilent.
were
and
thciy
erings,
tant came.
Clapnrodo motionod to him,
and the adjutant, taking up a passbook,
to

—-

read:

in

“Watrin, born at Romany, Vosges,
171)7”—
‘ius
“Omit that,” said the emperor. ^
this man received any pufcishiuehts?
the general.

Cressey,

Eor 20 years superintendent o
Steinway & Sons Factories.

&

Jones

Allen,
eodtf

MUSIC HOUSE .538 COMPRESS STREET.

sep 5

and

reference

envelope. Manager,

Box

furnished loom
up one
flight. Bath room conveniences. Z307^Cum27-1
herland street, corner of Elm street.

stamped

P, Chicago.

27-1

TOOK—Parties holding Granite State Provi^ dent Association stock which they may
wish to dispose of for cash, can learn of a purchaser by addressing P. O. Box 1536, Portland.

I>

descripcopying
TYPEWRITER
tion done at short notice, and
very
Will call after and deliver
lowest
every

prices.
work. Address P. 0. Box 1-1‘J, South Port26-1
land, Me.

LET—Pleasant,
line
rooms, desirable location
TO nine
street cars, partly furnished for

EXCHANGE—50 new sleighs, any kind,
any price, for real estate or personal property of any kind. Property out of repair bought
at fair prices.
RICHARDSON LAND CO.,
25-1
478 1-2 Congress St.

FOR

in

same

PIMPLES, BiOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
CATARRH. MALARIA,

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

newly furnished parlor
Congress street.

a

Rheumatism
anti Scrofula

MnaiWT- nT*—'* ■■■—*»"——4

P. P. P. purifies the blood, h«UI#* VM
and
the
weak
debilitate#, glvei
strength to weakened narYes, expel#
diseases, giving the patleht health afttt
happiness Where feiekness, gloomy,
feelings and lassitude flrB^prevaltdfr.

yours,

,Jb all mbom i* jnoy confirm I

*0.

Will SOUU (KJSipniU

to

here^

(111

iua

no

man

personal

your medicine from my own
knowledge. I was affected With heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism fcF
35 years, was treated by the very best
physicians ana spent hundreds of dollars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done memorb
than anything I have ever taken.
can recommend your medicine to all
sufferers of the abovo diseases.
MR9. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.

food

AfONEY

to

loan

machinery,

Sumner Court, very convenand clean, with nice
low
priced rent in town. $10
yard. The best
to right family. H. II. SHAW, 92
3

North^SB

1

Mac BRIDE

C O -A. Xj !

the shorn one, fatner and
mother of the soldier!’’—From the French
For Short Stories.

“liong li^e

A. R. WRIGHT GO.,

60 Pleasant street, Deerine,
7 rooms, hath, hot
cold water: open grate; furnace heal;
in
electric line; one of 'he best locations
the city. Inquire of T, B, PERCY, 141 Com33-1
mercial street.

LET—No.
TO
the lower rent of
and

fllO LET—A convenient rent of 7 rooms at
Eor particulars
A Mo. 1 Munroe Place.
inquire at 117 State street.23-1
LET—A pleasant furnished room,
healed, lighted, set howl, hot and cold
use of bath room.
Apply at 17 Dow
21-1
streot, right hand bell.
mo

A

water:

of house No. 9 George
heated bv hot water;
stablo room; ripbago water and garden. Enof
No. 180 Middle
H.
W.
WALDRON,
quire
21-1
street, Portland.
LET-Lower half
TO street.
Deering;

RENT—Two-story frame house with
tive rooms on.each floor and hath; wl
be pupin good repair for desirable tenant
steam heat; situated at upper end of city
BENJAMIN
street,
Dear
Cumberland
21-1
SHAW, 51 1-3 Exchange street.

FOR

RINGS!

mort1st. and 2d.
Notes discounted on
CARR, Room 6, Ox-

oarried upon the fide out into an adjoinlng marsh. When the waters receded from
the swamp, the big fish was grounded
among the weeds and marsh willows and
easily captured. After being dressed for
the market, and before the head was removed, he Was weighed and found to tip
the beam at exaotly 312 pounds, being 19%
pounds heavier than the famous “New
Orleans whale.” which was captured in
1865. I have never seen figures on the
length of this pig Cairb fish, but the data

persons in

want

of

PHYSICIAN

Forty words inserted under tills head
3Q« week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

I
!

TIME THAT

IirANTED—A

for general Iiousawoman
reference
family of one;
riven and required. Apyly in the evening
iQtweon 7 and 9, at 99 Pleasant street, city.
27-1
work in

jlplldtf

treef.__26-1

paper for

second girl.
1X7ANTED—A
Apply on or
*
*
after October 1st at 61 Deering street.

recipe for “American dry hash,” a most
forbidding and unfamiliar title, and the
reply comes as follows: I do not know
this dish by name, but is it anything like
the following, both real American dishes:
Chop a pint of pnoooked potatoes and stew
them for five minutes with a pint of water.
Now add a quart of cold eoo*ed beef chopped fine and a little more water, if necessary; then llft^t'aff the fire, stir into it 2
whole, well beaten eggs, a teaspoonful of
Turn
salt and 3 dashes of black pepper.

___26-1
IVANTED—Reliable Danish girl to do the

work of small family, good cook and able
take charge of the house or as waitress or
eamstress in private family. 4G WARREN ST.
ear house.
If write state salary.25-1

o

Protestant girl to do genhousework. Call at 336 Brackett

|X7ANTED—A
vf
eral
street.

TO

a gUlof gravy or stock,
it all with another layer of mashed
potato, smooth the top over with a knife
dipped in milk and bake In a moderate
oven till nicely browned—about half an

ter, moisten it With

hour.
American housekeepers will smile to
discover that oi^r simple breakfast hash
has reached the dignity of a formula.—
New York Times.

MORE CLOCKS

BUY PURITY MALTINE BREAD.
_

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
Label attached to every Loaf. Presentaall the Land.
tion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

GrOUDY db

K.E3KTT,

Comer Pearl & Milk
SOLE

Givo it a
has cured her sound and well.
tlio
trial and you will be surprised at
and 60 cent
36
affords.
it
relief
prompt
Babbottles for sale here. Landers &
bidge, Druggists, and C. B. Woodman,

ftWiffWif'- ram through .the *eoA Westbrook*

Clocks for
lian all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
'very House, Office, Store or Hall.
)5e up. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

septSdtf

rg ®
DR||N’§

--

Streets,

MANUFACTURERS PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.

GEORGE LIBBY,
and Counselor at Law.
STEPHEN BERRY, Attorney
Room 27-28-29,
Danforth Block.
BOOK AHt> JOB PRINTER, 98 Exchange St,
Portland, Me.
aig.

mI

Vl

37 PLUM

FPEESaL

sepl7dlin

FOR EITHER SEX.
This remedy being; applied
directly to the seat of the
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail $1.00.
Sold only by J. H. Hammond,
Cor. Free and Center Sts., and

TB* L. C. Fowler, Cor. Congress

U JtiLifSflaiui

Lafayette Sts

Portland

Maine

A

oodtf

gep7
A. M. Bailey, a well known citizen of
Eugene, Oregon, says his wife has for
diarrhoea
years been troubled with chronic
and used many remedies with little relief
Chamberlain’s Colic,
she tried
until
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which

with heat and

LE'i—Furnished room
at 90 High streeet.

11-tf

gas,

lots 2,500 feet each.
FORby SALE—Cottage
Peaks Island, for
survey,
new

on

from 2 to 10 cents per foot: may He paid for
by installments of from 50 cents to $2.50 a
month. Immediate possession given. Title
Last chance at these terms. Subperfect.
scriptions for one or more of these lots may
be left with S. M. WATSON, 413 Congress
street.
27-1

a
fni* fumilv

WAioh

nsn'

B
C

frtffs Bnno-Ositig.

Splendid curativei akent f<?r Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
for Rheu.special or general Neuralgia; also Acid
Dysmatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders,
for Alcoholic
Antidote
Ana;mia.
pepsia,
and 50 cento.
10,

Thousand

Solid

Gold

Forty words inserted nnder this

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

TIT ANTED—A neat, active man for church
sexton, salary $350.00. In applying give
nge, occupation and references. Address T.
27-1
B. D., P. O. Box 1635, Portland.
young man,
situation
WANTED—A
anxious for
do office
store

20,

age

as

a

is

bookkeeper,

clerk,
furnish good references and
work hard. Address, WORK, this office. 24-1

a
Emeralds, Pearls. Opdls, Rubles, Mooft Stones ami
hmefi in any Kind ef a setting. Engagement Best
Larjrest Stoek.
v adding Rings a stfteclalty.
3oods. Lowest FrlcdB.
MoKENNY, the deweier,
augiuou
Monument Square.

call.
27-1

FOK SALE—Horse,(wagon

and harness cheap

for cash or will trade for a good bicycle.
KEELEY INSTITUTE, Morrills Corner.
25-1

EXCHANGE—House lots and
in city of Deering, on line of
If you are not satisfied with the
rent you now occupy, come in and see about a
place of your own. Monthly payments. RICHARDSON LAND CO., 478 1-2 Congress 8t.
26-1
Olt
pORSALE
new houses

electrics.

TfOR SALE OR TO LET—New brick houses
I Nos. 19 and 21 Thomas Street. These
houses are now completed and ready for occupancy. JAMES H. WAUGH, at The Twitched, Cnamplln Co., or No. 331 Spring street.

aeptlO-4

TtOR SALE.—One top buggy, as good as new,
Jlust painted. Price $80. Address, S. P.,
DAILY PRESS OFFICE.23-1
cheap

pot«
E. SWASEY & CO., 273 Commercial
FORat SALE—Damaged
foot of Croaa.23-1
flower

street,

SALE—Wondfords,
F)R
large bouse of four tenements In

on
electrlo line,
perfect
repair Inside and out; rents for $500 per
annum; large lot with stable; three minutes
bast
schools and church;
to postoSice;
W. U.
in Deering for
$3,500.
bargain
WALDRON & CO,, ISO Middle street. 21-1

School,
TtOR SALE—Tickets for Dancing
Beginners’ course commencing FRIDAY
Children’s Class comNIGHT, Sept. 27th.
Sept. 28th,
mencing Saturday afternoon,
Thatcher Post Hall,
Manchester, teacher.
Tickets at Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Congress
street.sepll-8
Homestead of the lata
near Stroudwater in Deerwith good house. On
minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
SALE—The
FORThomas
Quinby.

a

location

as

there is in

Deering.

Apply

to

1ly27-tf

Two good Second-hand
Furnaces will he sold cheap
for cash If applied for at
once.

May he

seen in our

base-

ment.
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
_dti

built
room

fioor with ample
and kitchen on
chambers good stable and 11,000 feet of
land; close to electric cars; prioe $3,000. W.
H. WALDRON, & CO.. ISO Middle street,

or

work.
Can
is willing to

21-1

SALE—First class residence of
TiOR
Jl fourteen roomy, two tenements; steam
heat; batli rooms; hot and cold water; one
of the most desirable locations in the new
W.
western part of the city. Price $5,500.
S. W ALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street. 21-1

FORGE WORKS FOR SALE.

WANTED—Two bright, intelligent young
man

fur

nnr

nntciHo HpiiHrtmPTit

Rltai.

easily and quickly learned and pay
good. Must be able to give good references,
(irately & O’Gorman, 47 Middle street, Port21-1
land.
ness

ED—Temperate. reliable rnan, aged
\irANT
**
wants a situation in office

31, married,'
exHave
bad several years’
store.
good
perience in office work, and am
Can
furnish
and
stenographer
typewriter.
Address, M. H. G., care
good references.
21-2
Portland Daily Press.
or

AGENTS WANTED—Good book
ladies and gentlemen, to
through the
Gems.
The
handsomest book ever published. Apply to
<1. W. MORRIS, Harris Printing office. 118
Exchange street, between tl and 10 and 1
21-1
and 2._

I~*OOiv
canvassers,

«ake orders In the city and
State for Maine and its Scenic

man

to

take

an

office and

re-

manufacturer $50 per
WANTED—A
present
Address, with

week:

tion, Mass.

16.2

a

stamp,
capital required.
MANUFACTURER, Box 212, Concord Junc-

small

WANTED—SITUATIONS.
words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

education
LADY of refinement and
as
desires a position
companion,
at 43
or
Inquire
housekeeper.
governess
27-1
Deering stieet.

A

as
housekeeper,
TT7AN TED—Situation
Address
VV
plain cook or seamstress.
26-1
H., Monmouth, Me., Box 116.

experienced

nurse,

had hospital training, desires
WANTED—An
treatment.

a

having

position

Best of
massage
give
references given. Address Box 125, Gorham,
20-1
Me.
can

lady
STENOGRAPHER—A
competent and experienced
bookkeeper
rapher

who is
young
stenogto make a
wishes
and
change; is quick and accurate and can furAddress R. E
nish the best of references.
23-1
L., this office.
a

October

black feather boa, either on Oak
between Oak and Casco,
Finder will he suitably
or on Casco street.
on
rewarded
leavingi it at 15S Dan forth
21-1
street.

LOST—ACongress,
or on

SUMMER BOARD.
words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty

newly
rglnE WKNT W OKTH—HavJnsr been
JL
fitted up is now opened and has nicely

Fiifct
furnished rooms, single or en suite.
Parties
class table board in connection,
can be accommodated.
l4o
For terms enquire at the House, No.
Spring street.

desiring table board

at

2.30

the

p.
assignees of the Eastern
ON premises,2d,the
will sell at East Deering,
m.,

on

Forge Company
Maine, the entire plant and real estate of
said Company situated at East Deering*
These works aie located on tide water
substantial wharf, and have rail connection with the Grand Trunk Railroad.
Area of land in connection with plant is
The plant consists of a
about 22 acres.
forge shop, two machine shops, scrap house.
And other buildings.
The forge shop is 220 feet long by 70 feet
wide, constructed entirely of iron.
New machine shop built two years ago, 150
with firefeet long by 75 feet wide, brick,
proof rooting.
Old machine shop 136 feet long by 36 feet
wide, of wood, covered with iron.
The scrap house has a large capacity, and
stole*
Lhere are besides, office and several
with

houses.
The forge shop contains the following:
6 ton double acting upright hammer.
6 ton single acting upright hammer.
2 ton helve hammer.
2 ton upright hammer.
2,500 pound upright hammer for smithing

purposes.
'Die now machine shop contains the following:
73 inch lathe, 41 foot bed.48 inch lathe, 25 foot bed.
36 inch lathe, 31 foot bed.
48 iuen slotter.
18 inch slotter.
6 foot by It foot planer.
4t inch by foot planer.
Radial drill and boring mill.
17
To drive this machinery is an engine
inch by 42 inch.
There is also in this building a lo ton
alectric travelling crane.
and
The works have also electric light,
for these purposes there are 3 dynamos.
The old machine shop contains the follow*
ing:
1 18 inch slotter.
1 29 inch by7 foot lathe.
1 ::2 inch by 8 foot lathe.
1 28 inch by 14 foot lathe.
3 cutting-off lathes.
1 axle lathe.
,A
Engine in this building is 10x18.
The 8-rap house contains the following:
1 plate shear.
1 alligator shear.
1 Nc. 7 Hilles & Jones ehear.
There are:
2 truck scales.
1 team scale.
Two dwelling houses

TOST AND FOUND.

one

Klims,

1 400

move

REAL

a

_

WEDDING RINGS.
A

Tn

first

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.

1.000

ESTATE—Houses, lots and farms
bough;, sold, exchanged and let;
suburban and seashore property a specialty.
Kents collected and property cared for. w.
28-1 I
SI. WATSON, 413 Congress street.

sept!7

anol other excesses. Price,
Effervescent.

151 S. Western Avenue,
Sold by all druggists.

from

also other horses that can
low
Please
well:
along
prices.
ITtAFTON & CHAFFIN.

pounds;

thorough
SALE—Oakdale,
FORhouse,
purior, sitting room, dining

WANTED—MALE HELP.

75c.

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
ill others, only 76c.
cleaning, *1.60. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY, the
janl8dtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

good

FOR

ihree connectstore on

rooms over

Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water; large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARKABEE,
24(5 Middle street.7-tf

34-1

MAINSPRINGS

the mixture into a baking dish and bake
Another
30 minutes in a quick oven.
recipe known as Boston brown hash is
For this
more like our shepherd’s pie.
cover the bottom of a well greased pie dish

cover

do general
No. 5 Grant

a

The valuable
Sale—Real Estate.
A.
the Charles
property known as
Bradley’s Corner,
Bradley Homestead, at
twenty
(20)
Deering: containing
about
acres of land, with the buidlings, is offered
for sale.
Call on L. M. WEBB, Executor,
98 Exchange street.
13-1

LET—Dress making rooms;
TO ing
the X. John Little

to
t

a

with cold cooked potatoes passed through
a potato masher, then on this nut a layer
of cold oooked meat (any remains of meat,
roast, stewed, etc., will do If finely minced), then a layer of Stale bread crumbs,
sprinkling it all with' salt and pepper.
Place over it some small morsels of but-

a

HORSE !

He may be a hummer. AU kinds of Horse Timers,
Laaorest stock, Best Watches,
#7.50 to #150.
Lowest Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
MrKRNNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

If

WET
lady wishing to make
"" ANTED—Any
some money quick and needing steady
•ruployment sbonld work frr me selling
M. DAM,
Address A.
Medicated wafers.
27-1
(I. D., 212 Columbus avenue, Boston.

doing

ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.

trunks

WANTED—FEMALE HELP,

Abroad.

room

fine

or to

from which tpe above was compiled says
that ‘‘he wa6 square up 14 inches between
the eyes.”—St. Louis Republic.

SALE—Dining

ford Building, 2d floor.sept!3-4

to
HfR. SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared for
1TA
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf

office, 350 Commercial St

house lots in the
or trade
would
for other
prefer small
property;
house in suburbs. If you have any property
P,
'u trad* call and I will make an offer.
Ii. DEERING, 478 1-2 Congress street. 27-1

ing. Four acres of land
line of street cars; 10

B. &. M. R. R.

home call imme-

exchange
IiORcityHALE—Or
of Deering; will sell cheap

ONEY TO LOAN—On
Hf
1TA

MONEY

English

34-1

mo LET. Large furnished room, with closet,
J. sun all day; steam heat, and gas. Terms
reasonable. Inquire 223 High St. Eight hand
23-1
bell.

sep!3-4

UTANTED—All
Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard aud Free Burning Coals care- 593 Congress
street, one door a^ov© Shaw’s
VALLEY
Genuine
Ll'KENS
use.
fully screened for family
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
GEORGES
MINING
can
therefore
and
BORDEN
CO.,
and
give bottom prices;
FRANKLIN
CREEK,
Largest Mississippi Catfish.
trunks repaired. Open evenings.12-4
CUMBERLAND.
or
river
catfish,
The largest Mississippi
to
want to bny $5,000
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
bullhead, ever captured of whioh aoourate COAE. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
Wood BICYCLES—We
$10,000 worth of Bicycles, new, old, damsome
of
toils
at
the
the
Call
record was kept fell' into
highest price.
aged or broken. Pay
of all kinds cut to order.__
Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No business
negro fishermen at a point two miles below
done on Saturday. M. BERENSTIEN.
It
of
1890.
the
cummer
Cairo, Ills., In
augl6-6
was known in the neighborhood that the
to take my teams,
wanted
a
certain
in
was
monster
bayou
‘‘using”
office, furniture ana practice.Address,
for several months before his oapture was
PHYSICIAN, Box 143, North Conway, N.
edtl
534-2.
bad
mar9
TEXiEr'ISONE
27 4
different
H.
persons
finally affected, and
tried to shoot the giant with their squirrel
TO LOAN—On first mortgages
estate in any amount on oneon real
rifles, kaowiM that It would be useless to
third value at 5 per cent; over that at 6
attempt to ‘“string him in” with the reguper cent. Loans on second mortgages and
lation hook and line. At last nature aspersonal property at fair rates. A. C.LIBsisted in the wbtk of capture. Immense
BY, 42 1-2 Exchange sireet.29-4
freshet
for
the
were
made
preparations
lirANTED—To
buy from S1000 to $15,000
""
whioh wae known to be coming down the
worth of cast off clothing. I pay the
the
as
“Whale
for
ladies’ dresses,
when
cash
bayou,”
prices
highest
river, and
rents’ and children’s clothing and gent’s
home of the giant “oat” was known, was
or address
letter
Call
winter
overcoats.
flooded watobfjil fishermen took it upon
Dr postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle 6treet.
9-3
themselves to see that the “whale” was
on

&CO._25-1

TOBIE.

on furniture, organs, pianos,
horses, diamonds, watches,

gages, real estate.
favorable terms. W. P.

with blood, reaped himself in bed as if a
bomb bud exploded under him, and, drunk
with pride, flourishing the imperial oross
in the air, rqepened his wound by the violent effort of ffls'Jaws as he shouted:

W. F.

house
of 5 rooms.
BET—Cottage
pleasant and convenient, nearly new,
L. H.
has sun all day, 13 Becnett street.

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style ot setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
septSdtf
Square._

door, bUV\31pparede was right. Watrin,
terrible and appalling, his head smeared

rooms

mo

2-1

floor._
RINGS!
RINGS!

LET—A pleasant sunny rent of five
Apply to
at 239 1-2 Congress St.

TO

confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
LOAN CO., Room 6.185 Middle street, second

Uptmss’s Block,Bavaan.lt, 6A

a

cars

LET—No.
TO ient,
sunny, bright

ness

PROPRIETORS,

If you want

on

second story flats, six rooms each, more it
convenlaundry,
wanted, nice bath and
iences. at price you cannot afford to miss.
Call and see them. WILLIAM BURROWES,
26-1
187 Vaughan street.

life insurance policies, first and second mortgages, real estate; also notes discounted. Busi-

SJPPMAN BROS.

42

26-1

i-2

a new
one

round
candy maker.
C. Co., Box 1, Bridg-

1"

stores, etc.

diately: $400 ran remain for five years at 6
478 1-3
per cent. RICHARDSON LAND CO.,
27-1 ;
Congress street.

Washburne
block
sale or exchange—At j. a.
LET—In
For
minute from-electric
Trafton’s stable, Cumberland
Mills,
TO
avenue,
Two
carload of very nice horses; well broken
pleasant
and live from Union Station.

Pupils,

ton, Me.

ALL BBUGGI8T8 BELL IT.

at

mo RET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
X furnace heat and use of bath room at
26-4
457 Cumberland street.

from

all
WANTED—An
Apply to the M.

M i Blood Diseases Mien Frei

newly
suite,

change

in the City or Suburbs, desiring a method which cost me
$100 per quarter, for 75 and 50 cents per lesson. Call or address Mr. or Mrs. Charles H.
21-1
Toby, 69 Neal street.

Attorney at Law,

m.

p.

LET—Downstairs rent at No. 5 Laurel
street. Price $15. Has seven rooms and
cellar, spacious
room: gas. cemented
Exyard. Apply to A. C. LIBB1', 42
"6-1
street.

■

WANTED—Piano

FOR

X

know that .J. G.
is at 137 Clark
bells of all
and
tubes
street.
Speaking
kinds put into hotels, private houses and
work warall
notices
steamboats at short
21-1
ranted; orders by mail attended to.

^1ilr^nbMin?;?i.¥oore

SALE—$950 ccttoge house, 5 rooms,
of
and 10,000 feet of land in the city
Leering, 5 minutes from steam and electrics,

mo

public to
WANTED—The
CURRIER, bcli hanger,

Eositlve,

Pianos for cash or
129 Pearl street. 27-1

FORbusiness, good location, investigation
solicited, good bargain, reason for selling,
sicKnene. For particulars call on N. S.
27-1
1«5 Middle street.
ladies GARDINER,
2G-1

bath

has spent
Raymond Hpring, and will
hunting season up to Nospend
vember 1st, would like for any lover of good
good
shooting to join him in the chase: a
bird dog; wairanta plenty of partridge and
woodcock. Address C. E.2.SMALL,, North
23-2
Raymonl, Me.

^SrfaaaA,

for
to 8

or

summer at
now
tho

£

7

West street.

the

ail'yjtuilafc

an

floor,

near

23-1

nn TVXACKEY, a young
JL« ItX New York, who

r

%

on

rooms

uuuna

learn this art.

"Tl

%

primary, secondary and tertiary . ng'Ki train, until ¥. P.*P."wsi useS,
syphilis, for blood poisoning,
rial powon. malaria. dyepbjHjm, ana. e
in all blood and «Klh maeagfes, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcer*,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
x'SkAa Cancer Cured.
eczema—We may ear, ^mthoni fCof
contradiation, that y. P. P. ie thcbest StyHmony/rom the Mapor of Sequin,Tott
blood purmerjo. the world, an# makes
Smjpra.T'BX., January 1*. 1898,
jipiiwy add permanent cures
ilEssas. Tjppman Bros. , Savannah,
lall cases.
dtnttemen-l have triad yonr P.
.g*.: fosa
disease of the akin, usually
S. p.
Ladles whose systems are poisoned Knownfie
skin cancer,of thirty years*
and whose blood lilft an Impure condiand found great relief: It
Standing,
tion. due to menstrual Irregularities,
purifiesHie blood and removes all lr*
are peculiarly benefited by tb© wonf Station from the seat of the diseeee
Bud pffi'vents shy spreading of the
tsores. I have taken five or all bottles
Boot and Potassium_
And feel confident that another oourae
.nlllttteota cure. It has also relieved
Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 189§o
—I can speak la the highest terms pf
For

having

writes to

let.

BOARD—Pleasant,

AND

FOR SALE—Emerson
easy payments.

Also a
lnqure at 118
26-1

in
furnished rooms, single
Rooms
bath room, to let with board,

employ-

of

you
position
more pleasant and more
paying business/
In every large city in the United Elates
there is an unlimited demand for shorthand
writers,'.both male and female. Persons who
Reporters,
master this art are wanted as
Private
Amanuenses,
Court Reporters,
Newspaper ReVerbatim
Secretaries,
lucrative
positions.
porters and many other
Any person of ordinary intelligence can,»by
devoting a portion of their time, write iroui
four
50 to 90 words a minute in three to
It is not a fact well known but a
months.
majority of the successful phonographers
of this country have acquired their knowledge of shorthand with no other instruction
the
It is only for
that a printed boot.
student to decide to do what thousands
Benn
the
of
books
text
have done. The
Pitman system put the subject before the
manner.
student in the simplest possible
it
Starting with the simplest rudimentsmore
to
the
leads the student insensibly
difficult parts of the study. .Send $1.2» to
Company,
the Boston Educational Book
P. O. Box No. 1381, Boston, Mass., and we

V-

Aberdeen, Brown County,
Capt. 3. D. Joknston,

out

you

eluK/tte

Seapaotfuliy

office.

or

Are entirely removed By P.PA
—Prlokjy Asb, Poke Root and Potae*
greatest blood partner oa
?
1891 v

in Blood Poison

from which he will
recover.
Wiese men are but simple felOften I hear my soldiers say: “A
lows.
wound, more or less, what matter? A
bagatelle pour 1’Autre.’ Watrin judges
you somewhat after his own plan and
thinks himself more honored in having
saved your lifq, by relieving your thirst,
been wounded in your
than in
servioe.
You are their emperor, but, first
the head of the soldiers’
of
f amity.”
The emper<jff took a step toward the

one

to

or

dissatisfied with your present
ment
SHORTHAND-Aro
and would
prefer to engage in

KIDNET TROUBLES
anil DVSPEPSIA

Makes
Marvelous Cures

thousand wounds

Some

Pleasant

house lor other hoarders.

on one

able business.

of

on

can

dren!”
“Ah,” said tjjie general, “a watermelon
when one is perhaps almost dying of thirst
has a greater importance in bis eyes than

National

tenement

sunny

Congress
table board of two persons.

of

a

Give me the cross.”
The emperor unfastened his own trom
his breast.
“Here, stubborn fellow! Are you sure
now that you have it?”
Watrin seized it with a grip that would
have orqshed the pommel of a saber, and
Napoleon said to Clapayede: “I asked this
man yesterday what he bad done to merit
this reward, and he answered that he had
presented mo with a watermelon at Yafa.
On my word, I command an army of chil-

Oar

small

_

’—

Dish

and

LET—Large

TO

0031S

Aj Tinfurniabod rooms to rent in Lines
nearly
Building, No. 542 Congress street,
opposite Ly»es Brothers’ dry goods store.
bo
to
reliable
furnished
wiir
Looms
parties
ho desire to rent tor u long time. Inquire
Store.
at LINES BROTHELS’, Dry Goods

Me.__26-1
of

LET—A

TO

square
I>OOM
A with two cJoaote, steam heat,

inclose

furnish
party who
only. Apply at 2 to 4
reliable and profit- ROOMS—Three
WANTED—A
$3000 capital for
at No. 239 Cumberland street.
Address Box G, this

“The cross! I want only the cross I”
“But ypu hpvp.it, since the cross, the
title and the endowment go together.”
“What have 'they against me?” murmured the grenadier. “I want only the
cross.
I ask for the oross.”
He did npt budge from this idea. Doubtless titles Were meaningless to him. As
for the mpney, those who have never had
any despisa.it. Watrln oould see nothing,
knew nothing but the cross, the red ribbon, the star.
“The onoss, emperor. I want the cross.

I

KROEGER,

HENRY

travel;

to

person
WANTED—Trustworthy
salary $?8U and expenses;
self-addressed

one

ut

em-

“The oross”—
“I add an endowment of 200 francs

a

grenadier,

“Yes, emperor,” said
What’^ iii the soup?”
Austrlaii

SUPESRIOR..

NO

P. J. GILDEMEESTER,
Many years managing partner of
Chickering & Sons.

pire”—

proof against death!”

perfectly and
grape^i^;r|ote»jzo $imhat
they dare
skip*ow'j(®h«6C%i9r*l&s
not «9u°h/ iT^ktJpvdnt”—
Su^&ni^.iMwerful »olce interrupted
thp sp^JHtr, and Jh'e sentinel oried:

H-A-TTIES

wund|ged
conflnuipg

thelr/haes

them, barefooted, in "fatigue caps, overflowing with enthusiasm for their emperor,
were talking aii«i boasting at random
around the simmering soup pots.
“Who was it sa|d that the emperor was

“What yarn is that, W^trin?”
“Great <jH>di You know what I mean.
Is ho neft always in the front rank? Why
do the bombs leave bija alone? You Can
do tjie reopening yourself. In a full dqzen
years tkut man S#s sees thousands of victories end has^?even’5had a buttonhole
burned To bis coat. Isn’t It plain enough?
The h&ujps AP°W him well—better than
we do, oyca^t-by^jls white horse, 'his little
grqon rhaafle, nt J blazing eyes. Woe to

Upright

he hacPfeoeived that very day, splitting
his month in both directions, had enlarged
the dlarna^or of his smile by a foot.
“That wyi dq," said <®e emperor.
At that moment Watrin awoke.
to the ceiling, and,
His eyes
the dream from
as if he'were
which
hp had been aroused, he murmured:
Thepross I Tfhe cross!
Napoleon took'nne step toward him and

ing.

advance in

81MIIKSTEJ .4 KROEGER
Grand and
Pianos,

SALE.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in ad ranee.

Forty words inserted nnder this head
week for 35 cents cash in advance.

Inserted ander this head
words
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

FOR

TO LET.

WANTED.

orcL

^

occupied

by

em-

besides all the neccessary fur'J’h® tools
naces and tools for such a plant.
in the new machine shop have been bought
The
machinery is all
within a few years.
in excellent condition.
is
sold
This property
subject to mortgage,
u’iven to secure the first mortgage bonds of
the Eaa'ern Forge Company, issued July 1.
1893, to the amount or $75,000. which bonds
the
are pledged as collateral security for
lotes of the corporation, amounting at face
lor
o about 365.000, also subject to taxes
he present J ear.
The assignees will also sell at the same
book
ime
and place,
all uncollected
accounts belonging to the estate in their
rands.
sep2o-dtd
There

are

:

Salefatus
t>@5i/fe
Spices.
Ameri’cnRus»iall@12 Cassia, pure.... 17@19
100
Mace.
Galv.5Va37

H.C.1
Gen.Russial3Vs014

....

Nutmegs.05&65
Pepper.I4<5jl6
Licht.26027 Cloves.14ratl6
Mia weictit....27028 Ginger.18^19
Starcb.
Heavy.27@28
Leather
New York—

Quotations of Staple Produets in the
Leading Markets.

to choice mixed at 3 70@4 25: choice
assorted 4 15.34 25; light 3 7084 25; pigs at
2 00®4 10.
Sheep—receipts 13,000: steady; Inferior to
choice at i 60®3 60. lambs 3 ou§4 75.
common

iJomeluo

Marino--

(Ky Teleeranh.i
SEPTEMBER 26, 1896.

Good d’ma.2<>S27 Laundry.4Vi(^5
Union backs.. .40042! Gloss.6Vfe@7Vfc 1 NEW TORK—The Clour market
reoeiots
Tobacco.
Am. calf.... yogi.15
17,678 packages; exports 13,033 bbls and 8,780
Pest brands... 60(^60 sacks: sales 12,300 packages; firm with a fair
Lead.
Medium.30a4o demand.
Sheet.6‘A®7
Common.26^39
2 1582 50;
ifine.6V*®«
r lour quotations—low extras at
.60^70 city mills extra at 3 8o®4 00; city mills patents
Natural leaf.
Zinc.7YS@8V2
4 00®4 25; winter wheat low grades at 2 16a
2 50 : fair to fancy at 2 6083 20: patents at 3 30
§3 50; Minnesota clear 2 6082 90: straights
Grain Quotation*
do at 3 0083 26; do patents 3 20SJ4 10: do rv
mixtures 2 60®2 80; superfine at 2 1082 25:
CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRAD*.
fine at; 2 06®2 20.
Southern flour tirm and
Tuesday's quotations.
quiet; common to fair extra 2 00@2 70; good
to
choice 2 80®3 00. Rye flour quiet and firm.
WHEAT.
quiet
May- Buckwheat flour S1 90®2 00. Oornmeal
Sept.
Wheat—rebut steady. Rye dull, nominal.
Opening.
S.f?»
55,611 bush: sales
6J
ceipts
205,700
bushsexports
h
Closing.....
8,000 bush; dull and steady; No 2 Red In store
CORN.
elevlat 65s,4c; afloat 66c; f 0 bat 6634c: No 1
May- Northern66%c. Corn—receipts 94,250 bush:
Sep.
2S*
exports 43,901 bush; sales 67,000 bush: quiet
Opening.
-9^4 and steady; No 2 at 38 in eiev, 39e afloat. Oats
Closing..
—receipts
19,200 bush: exports 27, 89 bush;
PORK.
sales
flrmiwhita Vac lower;
Jan. No 2 39,000 busli;mixed
July.
at 2444c; do White 27c; No 2 Chicago at
261/4: No3at23Vac; Whlta do at 2fic; Mixed
Western at 24®26c;do White and White State
at 25831c; Beef steady and quiet; beef hams
Tnursdav’ auotatslons.
Inactive; lierced beel aotlve and firm; city ext
WHEAT.
mess $17 ;cut meats are quiet and steady; pickMay. led bellies
Sept.
12tbs at 6%, do shoulders at 6; do
hams at 9®944c; middles nominal; Lard quiet
Opening.59
64 A
Closing.60
and Arm: Western steam closed 6 20; cltv 5 96
6: refined in moderate demand; Continent 6 70;
CORN.
May. 5 A 7: compound 4 Vs(86c. Provisions—Pork
Sept.
Butter29Ve dull and steady; mess $9 6089 75.
opening.31s/*
29*» fancy steady: demand moderate but prices are
Closing.32 V*
at
12§2oc; do cram
unchanged; State dairy
PORK.
Western dairy at 94s® 13c: doerm
Dec. 21V3822; do
Jan.
factory at 8012440; Elglns 220.
13@22c;
Opening.! 9,47
Cheese firmer and fairly active; State large 6*4
9.62
Closing.
@80 ;do fancy at 7% @8c; do small at 0@84y.
LARD.
Petroleum Is quiet and steady: united at 1 21.
sept. Coffee—Rio steady, and dull. Sugar—raw Arm
July.
and quiet; the refined market is quiet and firm:
Opening.
N06 at 444 04 6-16c; No 7 at 3%®4 l-l«c;
Closing.
No 8'ht 3 13-16®40: No 9 at 3%@3 15-160;
No 10 at 3 11-16*3% : No 11 at 3%®S 13-16;
Wet.
Stock
Portland Dally Pres.
No 12 at 8 9-16®3%c:No 13 at 8%c; off A at
Corrected by Swan * Barrett, Bankers and 4 1-16@4 6-16,Mould A 4 ll-16@4*/s :standardA
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
4 7-164*40; Coofecttoners’ A at 4 5-!6®444c;
cut loaf and crushed 6 1-16®644 c: powdered
blOCKS.
4 13-1604% e; granulated at 4 7-1684% c;
Par Value, Bid. Asked at
Description.
Cubes 4 ll-16@4%c.
120
Canal National Bank.100
JJ8
to Liverpool quiet, nominal—grain
Freights
700
102
Casco National Bank.. 9*
38
39 by steam 244 d.
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
98
100
11VAVV~1UC
Chapman National Bank.100
Wheat100
102 quiet and steady at previous prices.
First National Bank.100
118
114 No 2 Spring at 60@61%c: No 2 Bed «iy,@
Merchants’ Jlatlonal Bank.. 76
Oats—No
100
100
32Y.
102
2
at
Corn—No
62V«c.
@32c.
Bank....
Traders'
N ational
102
104 2 at 19ys@19%c: No 2 Bye at 39c. No 2 BarPortland National Bank.... 100
110
112 ley 42c. No 1 Flaxseed at 98%c@l 04. ProPortland Trust Co—.100
85
90 visions—mess pork at 8 12%@8 26. Lard 6 80
Portland (las Company. 60
118
100
120 @6 82% ;short rib sides 6 12% @5 25.|Dry saltPortland Railroad Company
100
106 ed meats—shoulders &76ffi6S7ya; short clear
Portland Water Co.190
sides 6 62y«@5 75.
BONDS
Receipts—Flour, 9,200 bhlsi wheat. 70.000
104 aush: coni.
Portland aty 6s, 1897.103Vj
309.000 bush mats. 410.000 bush:
122
Portland 6s. 190T.12o
2000 busli barley. 126,000 busb.
rye.
104
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
Shipments—Flour 4,500 bbls: wheat 17,000
108
Bangor 6s, 1899. B B. aid.106
bush: corn. 104,000bush: oats 270,000 bush:
118
Bangor as. 1906, Water.116
rye, 000 bush: barley 26,000 bush.
106
Bath 6s. 1898. R. It. aid.104
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
102
Bath 5s. 1897, Municipal..100
103 unchanged; patents at 3 06@3 16; extra fancy
Bath 4Vi s, 1907. Municipal.100
2
80@2 90; fancy 2 66@2 76: choice at 2 60®
102
Bath 48,1921, Refunding.loo
106 2160. Wheat higher: Sep 60%c. Corn higher;
Belfast 6s. 1898.K K. aid.104
oats—Sept lower: others higher;
100 Sept 27%.
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.. 99
101 Sept 18c bid, Froyislons—Pork, standard mess
Calais 4s, 1801—1911 Refunding.. 100
76.
at
8
Lard—prime steam at 6 67%@
65@8
110
Lewiston 6s. 1901. Municipal.108
Baeon—shoulders at 6; longs 6 4 ; short
104 6 76.
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
clear
ribs
ribs
6%
;
6%.Dry salt meats—shoul101
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
108 ders 6% ; ribs at 6 25; clear 640.
Maine Central R.•• K. 7s.1898.lst mtglOG
••
2,300
bbls; wheat 40.000
18?
Receipts—Flour
7s, 1912, cone. mtgl34
«
104
106 busn;|coru 37,000 bush; oats 66.000 bush; rye
“4Hs
*
bush.
108
"gee, 1900, eitens’nl06
102
Shipments—Flour 9,100 bbls; wheat 11,000
“4Vis. 1906, Skg FdlOl
102 bush; corn 3100 bush; oats 13,000 bush; rye
Leeds Sc Farmington ft. R. 6s. *896.101
bush.
108
Portland Sc Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
106
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.104
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 66% ; Ne 1
102 White at 66%. Corn—No 2 at 34%. Oats—No 2
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
White 24e.
—

•.

New

York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOKE. Sept. 26.
Money easy at lVs @2 per cent: last loan
lVa per cent, closing 1V4 per cent. Prune mercantile paper was quoted 4% @614 per cent.
Exchange was weak, with actual
Sterling
business In bankers bills 4 87V2*4 87% for
60-day bills and 4 88Vi@4 88% lor demand;
postrd rates at 4 88@4 89; Commercial bills,
Government Bonds
60-days 4 86V4@+ 87V4.
firm. Railroads higher.
Bar silver 66Vt.
Mexican dollarsB3V4.
Silver at the Board was neglected.
At London to-day Dar silver was
SO 916d 1? oz. and quiet.
Railroad Eteceip

quoted

ft.

PORTLAND. Sept. 26
Receipts by Maine Centra! R. H.—For Pori
«nd, 130 tars miscellaneous meronandlse: for
e lUicctUig roads 146 cars.
Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland nn rkel—cut loaI at 7c iconlectlone:s
7c j pulverized. —e; powdered, 6c; granulated
6c iOOftee crashed. 6Vic; vellow. —£60.

>

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Sept. 26. 1895.
Tlie grain markets were higher to-day, with
firm
at
Flour
quotations, Sugar firm.
Tneiollowiagare to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
urais-

Flour*
Superfine A"

@72
Wlieat, 60-lbs.
@44
grades.2 9033 10 Corn, car....
Hein
Corn, nag lota..
Spring Wneat Dak@46
ers.cl and st3 40®360 Meab bag lots..
Oats, car lots
28®30
Patent Sprue
@.5
Wheat... 4 00*4 10 Oats, bag lots
Cotton See cidlcb. str’gnt
car lots .00 00*20 50
roller.... 8 7638 85
bag lots 0000322 00
clear do.. .3 80*3 66
Backed Br’r
fctLouU st’gt
car ots.816 00*18uO
rooier... 3 7508 85
ban lots..§18*21 00
clear do.. 3 60*3 65
Middlings. .818320 00
Wnt’i wheat
00
3
86(34
bag ota. .820322 00
patents
Fish.
Coffee.
Cod—Largs
Shore
.4)7oft5 26 Rlo,roasted22 @24*.
small do. 2 6038 26 Java do....... 28®80
Molasses.
Pollock ....2 26*8 26
Haddock... 1 6002 Ou Porto Rico.27333
Make..1 50*2 00 Barbadoea.27*28
33*38
Pancy
Herrlne.box
Tea*
Scaled....
9@12c
...... lT@2o
Amoys
bi
Mackerel,
f.. 14@50
Extra Is 00 00®*00 Congous
snore is 822 oo®*26 Japan.18@35
snore 2e *l» 00®*20 Formoso. ••••.. 29@b0
Sugar.
Ued.s s.*16 00®*17,
lareess 16 000*1$ 00 Standard Gran 4 13-16
t Kx-aual’tv floe
Bananas.
\±v&
1263160 srramilatea..
No is.
4 7-16
76c«l 00( Extra C....
No 2s.
Seeds.
Mediums. 1 oo®l 20;
Red Top—recleaned.... 16 Vi @17
rrsdnss.
(jflil2’/i
good.
Cape Cran’Ds*6i5O0*7
Jersey ,ct 0 0000 00 Tlmotny.. .$6% @6 20
Clover.. -.10 013 Vic
NewYork
Provisions.
Pea Beaus 1 8601 90
Foreignaol 8632 00 Pork13 60014 00
clear..
20
Yellow lives. 2 16*2
ral. Pea-2 1602 2S backK... 13 50@14 00
012 06
2
L
No
26
lrlsn Potars. bbi
•Horicutl3 50@14 00
Vint. oweets2 6032 75
251
do ,ierset3 0003
do Vineiana— 0001 Beel.fam. 9 60010 00
Dlate. .1000&10 50
Onions—
Native,bbl 0 00@1 65 ex-plate 11 00@l 160
$
BnelessVfrblOGai
w
Bermuda-16316: Lara.tDs. com5V4 <1*6*4
Sp Chickens.
7
@7V4
tubs,
pure
Turkevs.i5®l0ci
12«14cl tcs.comp'nd SVitoOVa
Fewls_
7
(ok7V4
tlerces.pure
Apples.
_s
$66*4
New. 20003 26'. palls,compd 6
08*4
Fair to enod 1 760*21 pails, pure 8
9l409s4
8®9c I pure If
tvap »tb.
OlOVa
flams ....10
Lemons.
@HV*
8 00® 900; aocov'rdli
Messina,
low

__

■

...

■

■

Oranges.
o o0«0 00
Calllornia
000@0 00
Florida
do 714s, o 00@0 uO
’3 000.3 60
Messina,
•'

Bees.
Nearpy.
Easternext..

20®
19®00

®18

Fresh Western.;

Butter.
Creamerv.fncy.. 2402 6

Gilt hate Vr’®t.l8S20

Choice.16317
Cheese.

N. Y.ltct’ry. 9V4®10
Vermont.. OYaWlO
8age .....HYh012

kers.... 4Ya ®5Vs
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & hds—
Mol. city. 1600176
Bug.count’y 86001 00
Country Mot
bhd snooks

Pratt’s Asuai ..1214
Devoe’s brilliant 12V4
In half bbls lc extra

Raisins.
Muscatel.60 lb bxs3@5
London lay’rl $2@2 26
undara iay’r.0
@0
0
Valencia.
@0
Coal.
Cumberland.4 00@4 50
Chestnut....
ug5 25
..

7 26

£5 25

1H,1H&2-In

Saps.
Squares,

*28«*30

*36@*38

m.Nol&2 *34@836

2-yb, 3 &4-ln|40@*45
S’th pine_*253835

7ys@8’4

Manilla Don
rope-!.... 00*9
Russia do.l7ya®18
7
@8
Sisal......
Hriurs and Dyes.
Aeld Oxalic... .12®14
Acid tart.?3®36

Ammonia.10®20

Asnes.pot... -6%® 8
Bala coiiabla.. .48*65
Beeswax.87*42
Bleb powders... 7®9
Borax.9®io
Brimstone. .2 @2Vi
Cochineal.40*43

Copperas.l¥a®

N01&2. l-ln$32®*35
Saps.1-in.
*26@*28
Com’n. 1-ln *23@*26
1H, 154&2in. Nol&2*33@*35

1-lnNo 1&2 *35@»36
IV*,lVi & 2-

Bug hdSEin 21®23
Hoops 14 ft. 26*30
13 ft. 2**28
,,
*•
8 t. 8 *0
Cordage.
Amer’n»lbl014ail

Manilla...

Ligoma.10V4
Centennial.10V4

Cypress—

24026

n

9*4

Lumber.

Bread

M

fir ts

Lehin.....

sq.ey»_

hhd hdg ml

Oil.

Franklin....

Pot Bup... •6Ya@7:V4

do
Ci ao

■

Kerosenel20

2

2:1?

iSffiSE::::::::::-

x iuui

Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 29*32
Ex logwood.
.12®lb Lime.IP csk.l OOOl 05
GumaraDic.. .70®1 22 Cement.... .140@1 50
Matches.
Glycerine
14¥a@67i
65
Aloes cape.16*26 Star,IP gross
@65
Camphor.65*70 Dirigo.
Metals.
82*66
Mytrb.
Omum...»2.00®3 oo l Copper—
Shellac.46@50l 14@48 com.. ■.00014
22
Indigo.86c®* 1 Pollsnea copper.
35
iodine.4®s 4 25 14x48 planished.
14
Ipecac.160*1 70 Bolls.
12
sheathM
Y
Licorice, rt-16®20
12
Lac ex.34*40 YM Bolts.
90
.22@24
Bottoms
1
Morpmna... 70*1
10@11
Oil bergamot2 76*3 26 Ingot...*
Nor.Codllrer2 25®250' Tip—
16@17
Lemon.1 76®2 26i Straits....
Olive.1 00®2 601 Kngllsn.
Peppt.300*3 26 Char. L Co..4 76@5 00
Wlmtrgree nl 7 6®2 oo] Char. 1. X..6 00@5 25
Potass br'mde. .46*47' Xerne.6 00@8 60
12@14
Chlorate.24*28 Antimony...
Iodide.2 88o 3 u*'| Cok* .6 00@ 850
600455
4
68*62
Quicksilver.
Spelter....
Oufnlne. ..3414*3714 solderYa * v- 14ya@15
Nalls.
Bbeubarb, rL76c*l 60
Kt snake.3o®40 Oask.ct.base 2 400250
wire..265@2 76
Saltpetre.8 *12
Naval Stores.
Senna.25*80
4®5 Xar^bbl. ..2 76@3 00
Canary seed.
tar... .4 75@6 00
Coal
Cardamons 1 00@1 76
Soda, by-carb3%*89i Pitch.2 7503 00
Wll.
Pltcn. 2 750 3 00
,-al.2%®S
Supbur.2; @214 Rosin.3 00@4 00
Sugar lead.20®22 Tupentine, gal 33043
@8
White wax... .60*65 Oakum.... 7
OIL
Vitrol. blue.... 6 *8
Vanilla.bean.. (10*131 Linseed.44@49
Boiled.47@52
Puck.
06@76
No 1.33 sperm.
No 8.20 Whale.B0@60
No 10.14 Bank.33@38
8 ox.IIMj Shore.28033
10 oz.13Va Forgie.30@36
45 @65
Oun powder—Bhot.
Lara.
3 60®4 00 Castor.i 00@J 10
Blasting
4
5Eo@7o
50
Neatsfoot
60*6
Sporting.
Drop snot.26 Its 1 30 Flame.<81
Buck. b. SB.
Paints.
T. TT. F.1 65
LeadPure eround.5 50@6 00
May.
Pressed.*14@16 Rea.6 50@G 00
03 Vs
Loose Hav
$14@$16 Ena Ven ited.l
straw, car lots .*9*10 Am Zinc.... 6 00@7 00
Iron.
.2 ya
Rochelle...
Rice
Common..,. ls4@2
4
Rellnea.1%®2>4 Domestic
@7
Salt.
Norway.314 @4
Cast steel....
8*10 Tks Is.lb ha2o@18 00
German steel.®S1,a Liverpool
loogi 60
Sboesteel.@214 Dia’md Crys. bbl 2 SO
Salerattu.
Sheet Iron—
■

..

...
■

■

...

..

....

■

COAL.

started from New York light Monday. Tuesday
morning about 2 o’clook, when southeast of
Wood’s Hole, he was run down by an unknown
schooner, which also sustained considerable
damage. He was on his starboard tack and
close hauled, wnich gave him tbe right of way.
Besides suffering the loss of headgear, a hole
was stove in liis port bow. his windlass spit was
broken, and other damages sustained. It Is
that the unknown schooner with which
e
came into collision was the Ernst T Lee,
which arrived in New London Tuesday, also
badly broken up. The Willard will probably
receive temporary repairs at Newport and proceed to Bangor for permanent ones.
Greens Lauding, Sept 24—Sch Addle E Snow,
Capt Pinkhain. is at Greens Lauding loading
stone lor New York. Two cargoes of stone are
now on the way to New York in other vessels,
and after their departure it was found that live
large pieces of stone designed for tbe bottom
tier of the work undergoing construction, which
had been left here, would be needed first. The
Addle E Snow was cnartered to get these stone
there as possible. She will fill out her load with
other stone,
Boston. Sept 25—Soli City of Augusta, which
collided with and sunk the sch A Heaton, off
Nausett, Cape Cod, recently, is at Marquand’s
shipyard. East Boston, to repair the damage shea
sustained by the collision. She will require
new jlbboom, cathead, martingale, and part of
bow chocks, beside having stem rebolted, and
other repairs made.
Barque Edward Kldaer, of Searsport, Capt
Gillespie, from Juin for Hampton Roads, with a
cargo of nitrate, which put into Valparaiso
leaky, will have to discharge part of her cargo
and undergo repairs before proceeding. Tenders
for doing the work have been solicited.
Pulpit Harbor, Sept 24—Sch PUaselus of Gloucester, loaded with general merchandise, bound
for Dyer’s Bay, ran ashore pn the bar off Webster’s Head and filled.- The cargo was taken
ashore and stored. The vessel was gotten off
Saturday and lowed into the harbor, where site
now lies at H W Beverage’s wharf undergoing
repairs, and will proceed on her way in a few

A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and

Srobable

forge use.
Genuine

Lykens Yalley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

Boston stoosc
the following were to-day's quotations at
stocks In Boston:
Mexican Central 4s. 68
Atchison. Tooeka A dtanta Fe it. 22%
Boston A Maine K.176
do pfa.156
Market,

Maine Central.
New York and New England it.
Union Pacific. 14%
American Hell.
201%

OFFICE:

Sts.
7b Commercial & 70 Exchange
M.W&Ftf
ap8

JAMES L RICE, Grocer,
Jet. Congress & Portland
SAYS

Cash
National
Resister bought of you, all you
and
am well
for it,
claim
pleased with the system.

Domestic Ports.

104

BOSTON—Ar 26th, sells Jas A Webster, Pasowisou,

vxeeiis

Quotations on Stocks and Bonds
(By Telegraph.)
Tlie following are to-day’s closing quotations
ol Bonds:
Sept. 26, Sept. 25.
@111%
New 4’s ..@111%

New York

4’s

New

coup.@112%

United States 2s reg. 96%
Central Pacific lsts.102
Denver A It. G. 1st.116%
Erie 2ds. 80%
Kansas PacificConsols. 78
Oregon Nar. lsts.111%
Kansas Pacific lsts.107%
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 39%
Closing Quotations of stocks:
Ytehlson, 1st asst, paid.... 22%

Adams Express.147
Atntncan Express....113%
Boston A Maine.176
Centra: Pacific. 1B%
Chei. s onto.1.20
Clilcako « Alton.163
Chicago at Alton preterrea—170
Chicago. Burlington A Quincy 85%
Delawares Hudson Canal Co.132%
Deiaware.Lackawana S Westl69
Denver A Bio Grande. 16%
Erie. 12Vs
20
no
preferred

Illinois Central.101
Lake Erie S West. 26

Lake Shore.149%
Louis SiNash. 6V/s
Maine Central K.
Mexican Central. 12

Minn & St. L. 24%
Minn. S St. Louis, pf. 86
Missouri .. 38V2
Now Jersev CentraL.113%
Nerthen paclflo common. by*
do
do
preferred— 19

Northwestern..104%

Northwestern. Pfa.147
New York Central.102%
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 16
do 1st pfd. 70
Ohio & Miss.
New York & N E. 51
Old Colony.
unt.ls Westorn. jov*
Pacific Mail. 31%
Pulman Palaoe.173%
20%
Reading..
Rock Island .1 78%
St, Paul. 77%
do
St-Paul & Omaha. 43
do
Rt Paul. Minn, at Mann.llo

pfd.129
prfd.120

@112%

86%

1C2

116%
78
111%
107%
39%
22%
147

113%
176
19%
1120
163
170
86
132

169%
16%
12%
2

160

63%

J?%

100%
26

86%
113%
6Vs
19%
104%
147

ld?%
lo%
70
61

177
i°7»
32 va
17- /%
20%
79%
77
129%
43/a

uauuiug;

Hammond, WeehawkOli;
Mlantouomah. Ryan Belfast; Ella F Crowell,
TUomas, New Yerit; Storm Petrel, Bousey,
Kondout; Ella B Kimball. Caswell, Georgetown. SG; James Webster, Greens Lauding;

Pacific.i-. J2%
14%

UnionPacific.new.I
U. S. Express. 46
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 9
do prfd. 23%
Western Union. 92 Vi
Ricnmona & West Point.
do

firm;

is

85/se._

European markets.
<By Teieprrapn.)
LONDON, Sept. 26,1896.—Consolsl07% d for
oneyand 107 13-1 led for the account.
LIVERFOOL. Sept. 26. 1896.—The Cotton
market Is firm; American middling at 4 9-320;
estimated sales 20,000 bales; speculation and
export 1000 bales.

Quotations Winter Wheat at 4s 10y?d@5s Od;
Spring Wheat 6s OVsdgSs 1Y«U.
Corn 3s 7d.
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS
FROM

FOR

Mobile.New Y ork.. London.Sep 28
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool... Sep 28
Saale.New York. .Genoa
Sep 28
Dama.New York. .Hamburg. ..Sep 28
York.
.Glasgow
Circassia.New
...Sep 28
S of California-New York. .Glasgow. ...Sep 28
York.
Obdam.New
.Rotterdam...Sep 28
K.Wllbelm II.. New York.. Bremen.Sep 28
York.
Havre.Sep 28
Champagne_New
Oct 1
Aller.New York. .Bremen
Oct 2
York..
Nordland.New
Antwerp
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Oct 2
Oct
2
York..
New York_New
So’ampton..
Aug Victoria. ..New York.. S’thampton..Oct 3
Oct
3
York..
Amsterdam.
Zaandam.New
..Oct 5
Massachusetts..New York.. London
Patria.New York. .Hamburg. ...Oct 6
Oct 6
Trave.New York.. Bremen
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. ..Oct 6
Oct 6
Anchorla.New York.. Glasgow
Oct 6
Bourgoyne.New York. .Havre
8paamdam.... New York.. Rotterdam.. Oct 6
York.
.Bremen..
8
Oct
Lahn.New
Oet 8
Auranla.New Y ork.. Liverpool
York..
S’tliampton
.Oct
9
Paris.New
..

Can always be found at the periodica
of:
John Chisholm, 3 09 Congress street.
"
247
A. B. Merrill,
406
W. F. Goold.
N. G. Fessenden, 626
604
W.H. Jewett
660
I, A. Llbbv.
986
F. A. Jellison,
Congres street
G. DaSilva. 219 York street.
India street
87
J. J. Beardworth.
P. H. Ersklne. 43 Middle street.
2
J. W. Peterson, Exchange street
Park
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
Sts.
W. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street
Westman & West, 93 and 95 Commercial
tores

street.

John Hernandez. 126 Commercial street
W. A. Gtills, 146 Commercial street
Miss Norah Pearl, 190 Brackett streot
John H. Allen. 881V4 Congress street.
DdinetSCo. the Florist, 646 Congress street
G. J. Hodgson, 96Vi Portland street
T. M. Glendenlng, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H. C. Berry. 937 Congress street
Forest City News Co.. 422 Congress street.
Mrs. Bradley, cor. SpriDg and Clark streets.
J. T. Wyer, 48 Portland Pier.
W. C. Lord, head of Long Wharf.
G. W. Hunt, 8 Custom House Wharf.
John Cox, 23 Monument square,
Dennett, the Florist, 663 Congress street.
L. D. Look, Cor. Congress and Franklin Sts

W. H. Durgin, Harpswell boat.
Also at the new stands in the Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand
It can also he obTrunk and Union Depots.
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Pert
land & Rochester railroads and of.agents on any
cf the Boston trains.
The Press can also be found at the following
places out side the city:

_

Davenport, Watts, Philadel-

Trask, do.
GALVESTON—Ar 26th. sells Olive T Whittier. Whittier. Baltimore: Horace G Morse,
Iiigbee. Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 26th. sens R & T Hargraves,
Risley, Bangor: Mary E Palmer, Haskell. Port-

Auburn—J v Haskell.
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Bath—John 0. Shaw.
Berlin Falls. N. H.—C. S. Clark.
Blddeford—A. M. Burnham.
W. T. Bardsley.
Brldgton—A. W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
Camden—Fred Lewis.
J. H. Gould.
Cornish—E. L. Brown.
Deerlng—N. J. Scanlon.
Damarlscotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. White & Cat
Freeport—A. W. MltchelL
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T. Whitmore.

land.
Ar 25th, sch

Mary A Randall. Randall, Now
London.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid, sch Lewis H Goward, Hallies, Boston.
NOBSKA—Passed 26th, str Lancaster, towing
a barge irom Portland for Philadelphia.
81d 26th, sch Annie T
NEW LONDON
Bailey. Gtls. Philadelphia.
Sid
25th, schs Atlanta.
PORTSMOUTH
Rockland; Andrew Adams, Brunswick, Ga.
Hunt.
Philadelphia.
Ar 26th. sch Augustus
PHILADELPHIA —Cld 26th, tug Internafor
Portland.
tional. towing barge Keystone
Delaware Breakwater—Sid 26th, sch Gertrude
for
Gardiner.
Philadelphia
from
Abbott. Cook,
Ar 25th. sch Penobscot, Dodge, New York.
E
s-hs
Areularius,
ROCKLAND—At 26th,
White. Philadelphia; Hume, Gray, Taunton;
for Otland
Boston
Hutchinson,
Fannie C Hall,
(and sailed).
W H
sells
VINALHAVEN—In port 24th,
Jordan, loading for New York; R T Rundlett.
Newark.
for
loading
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th. schs Break
Of Day, Lewis, Perth Atnboy for Boothbay Harbor; Henry G MUllken, Kimball, Port Liberty

..

...

ijivci uuui.... vu.

»

.New York. .S’thampton—Oct
Normania
Manitoba.New York. .Loudon.Oct
York. .Hamburg .Oct
...New
Prussia
S.of Nebraska-New York. .Glasgow.Oct
York.
.Bremen.Oct
Fulda.New
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Oot
York.
.Liverpool. ...Oct
Lucania.New
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam...Oct

10
12
12
12
12

Bruauic.now

xcia.

...

..

12
12
12

T tlBSoU

Bun

s'ets*

6

^BKm'seta^.^’9.

Height tide
morn i

iuaaujf

Skowhegan—Blxby &

west.
Ar 26tli, sells

Nat Ayer. Hodeins, Onsett for
Gloucester; Catherine Duffle. Clark’S Island for
do; Ella M Storej. Haskell, Bangor for Balti-

WASHINGTON—Cld 26tli. sehs JennleS ButButler, Providence; Geo M Adams, Standish, Baltimore.
ler

K

Foreign Fort.
at

25tli,

sch

12%

MARINE

Myra B, Olm-

»

xo

46
9

FORT OF

23%
92%

(Br Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 26. 1896.—Tha following
are io-day'i closing quo'UiCions oi minin2 sioc&s:
Col. Coai.
3%
.
Hocking
27
Homestake.
°%

Quicksilver. 3

do pfd.19
Mexican....an.
Produce Market.

BOSTON. Sebt. 26. 1896.—The following are
to-ciav’s quotations oi Provisions. Produce,etc.;
MEATS.

SPENCER TRJISK

PORTLAND.

&

CO.,

BANKERS,

Steamer Portland, Deerlng, Boston.
Sell C B Wood, Stanley, New York,

27 & 29 PINE STS., NEW YORK,

Boston.
Sch Rosa

Mueller. Saco.
Sch John Stroup, Moncton for Portsmouth.
Tug Wrestler. Boston, to tow barges Preston
and Hercules to Philadelphia.

Pork, barrel, 13 60.
Cleared.
Pork, light oacks $12 60.
New York—
Pork, lean lends 14 60.
Cottage City, Bennett,
Steamship
Ribs, fresh. 11c.
Sausage, 9Vic.
Cliarleson, Smith, Georgetown.
Frakfort Sausages, 8Vic.
Dem—J S Fries.
Lard, tcs, 6%c; paVs, 7%@7%e; It, In pails,
Sch J K Souther. Bond, Kennebec and Baltiy%«9%.
more—Chase. Leavitt & Go.
Hogs, dressed, city. 6%e F lb: country, 6%c.
Sch Grace Webster, Crossman, Cape Ann and
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 30@40c bush. New Ynrk—Cdase, Leavitt & Co.
Potatoes, N Y Hebrons 33@36.
Seh David Torrey, Drink water, Kennebec and
do
Rose 30&35.
Apples, new cfioiec p bbl, $2 00@2 60.
Violet N, Coggins, Westport-M N Riel)
255x1 00.
Apples, No 2 at
& Co.

Sch°Addie

PALMER,

STATE & JAMES STS., ALBANY,
—

DEALERS IN

FIRE

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraptt)
CHICAGO. Sept. 26. 1896.—The Cattle market-receipts 14,000; weak and 10c lower; common to extra steers 3 6U@5 70; Stockers and
feeders at 2 3034 uO; cows and bulls at 1 60®
3 76;calves 3 60®7 00;Texans 1 76@3 4,0;Western range: s at 2 60,34 60.
Hogs—Receipts 22.U00; firm and 6c higher:
heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 80®4 26;

from our correspondent.
25 —Ar, seb
Mnttift Wluship, Gloucester tor tbe Banks.
for
EastBoston;
Bangor
Princess,
kid sells
for do; Omaha, do for do; S E
ern Queen, do
do.
for
Davis, do

ROOTHBAY HARBOR. Sept

SACO, Sept 26—Ar. sclis Edward W Schmidt,
Philadelphia; A J Miller, Boston.
Cld sclis Rosa Mueller, Norfolk and return;
Nat Header, east; J W Gaay, Boston.

OFFERINGS SUBMITTED
UPON APPLICATION.
TTh&Stf

DEPARTURES.

between Union

and

INSURANCE.

anu

;uuuu»i,

NSTATE ANAd'APORTLA#D.
^rri ving* “season
every CwminlLat 7'o’clock!
BAY

for

jif

trains for points
connections with earliest

6

Through tickets lor Providence,
etc.
Worcester, New York,
wharf,
Returning, leave INDIA
7
every Evening at

ance

ers

;

and caring for the Interests of

our

a.

m.,

aio

m.

From Quebec. 11.46 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars ou day trains.
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO. 177
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. 8EARGEANT Gen’I Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th, 1895,
septlO

Challes C. Adams.
Horace Anderson.
Thomas J, Little.
eod2w
sepl7

On and after Sunday. .Tune 30, 1890.
Passenger trains will Leave Portland!
For Worosater, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
N aanna, W lad ham and Epping at 7.30 A
m. and 12.80 p. in.
For Hanohaster, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. ra.
For Rochester, Sprlngvalo. Alfred, Wmmj
boro and Saco River at 7.80 A to. 12.80 and
6.30 n. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.46 a Oh, 12.30,
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills. Westbrook Junction and Woodford’o at 7-30.
9.46 A
12.80,
5.30, and
3.00.
m..
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. tralnfrom rortland conneots
at Ayer Junction with "Hooeao Tanael
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providanea and Raw York,
via "Providence Line,” for Norwieh and
New York,.vla "Norwich Una” with' Boston
A Albany K. R. for the Wast, and with the
New York All Rail via "Spr ngfleld."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.80 A m.,
6.48 p.
m.; from Gorham
and
1.30
at
m„ 1.30,
6.40, 8.30 and 10.60 A
5.48 p.
m.
4.16, Hand
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS, Ticket
Agent, Portland. Ma
3. W. PETERS. Supt.
■

Wiscasseidk Quebec Railroad Co
Read

down._

No. 31 No. 51 In effect July 24,

I_

A. M. IP. M.

Read up.
’95|No. 211 No. 4
P. M.
|A, M.

3.56,Lv... Wlseasset....Ar
ILv. ..tSheepscot. .Ar
| Lv.. t Aina Centre. Ar

9.26

|Lv.tAlna.Ar

4.32ILV. ..Head Tide. .Ar

10.00

4.52 Lv.

10.18

|

..

Whilefield. ..Ar
Ar

|Lv... tPreble’s

8.66

8.20
8.01

2.48

B
Boston,

Agt.__

Time

Sokokls
On and after May 30, 1895, Steamer
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at io a. m.,
2

ReUm)hig,°leave

2.13
1.55

6.121 Lv.No. Whitefield.Ar 7.43 1.87
Mills..Ar 7.25 1.19
6.31jLv..Cooper’s
I Lv.. Mary’s Mills.. Ar
11,10 5.49 Lv. ..Windsor ....Ar 7.08 1.02
11.28 6.08|Lv..Weeks’ Mills..Ar 6.60 12.44
LvtNewall’s Corner Ar
11,48 6.30|Ar... Palermo.Lvi6.30 12.25
(t) Stops on signal or notice to Conductor.
J. P. TUCKER. Supt
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
d6mos
18
maj

Boston & Maine R.

R.

Effect September 4, 1895,

leave Portland. Union Station. for
Scarbora-Crdsslngi 10.00 a, Iti.. 5.16,6.20, p.
m.; Scsrboro Beaob, Pine Point; 7.00,10.00
a, m., 3.30. 5.16,6.20, D. m.i Old Orehard
Beach. 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 J0.00 a. m.. 12.20,
BiddaJ1.45, 3.30. 6.16. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
ford. 7.00, 8.40, 10,00 a. m„ 12,20,3.30,
StoneSaco,
6.20,
m.;
5.15;
p.
bunk, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12,20, 3.30.
5.16, 6.05, 6.20 p. m.; KennebunUport, 7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20.3.30,6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Wells Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a m.. 3.30, 5.15
p. m.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
8.40 a. m.. 12.20. 3.30, 6.15. 6.06 p. m.;
Somersworth, 4.06. 7.00, 8.40 A in., 12.20,
3.13, 5.15, p. m.; Rochester. Farmington,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro. 8:40 a. m„ 12.20,
3.30
Wolfboro, Long Island
p. m.i
Alton
(via
Bay
Center
Harbor,
12.20
8.40
a.
m.,
and
steamer,)
(via Somersworth
Worcester
in.
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a m.i Manchester,
ivlo

III iplllt ID .Til II I' HdII

7.00

A.

(via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m.;
Rockingham Junction, ExHaverhill,
Lawrence, Lowell, Boseter,
ton, (4.06,(7.00. (8.40 a. m.. §12.20. 3.30,
(6 06 p m. Arrive In Boston. t7.30. tl0.16 a.
m
tl2.56. §4.14. 7.30. (9.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. in.,
1.00, 4.16.6.01 p. m.

HIGH TEST OILS
-AND-

From Union Station for Cape Elisabeth,
Newbnryport,
(( 8.45 a. 111.; Bidieford,
Amesbury, Salem, Lynn, 2.00. 9 00 a. m.,
12 30, 6,00 p. m.; Portsmouth. Boston, (2.00,
(9.00 a. 111.; §12.30. 11.46, (6.00 p. m. Ararrive til Boston, 6.58 a. m.. 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
9.26 p. ni. Leave Boston for Portland, 7.30,
9.00 a. lit., 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 p. m.

best GASOLINE for yoi r
order from us. We fill any
we
loan 5 gallon cans to
size package and
GASOLINE or OIL CUSTOMERS.
If you want the
stoves this summer,

OUR TEAMS CO TO

Stroudwater, Cash’s Corner, Pleasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and Knightville,

Prop
J^j^ELTON juneiatf

BooWy Steamboat Co.

Portland and
FALL

ABRANOEMEM1S.

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Enterprise

Steamer

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
So.
Bristol
a. m. for Portland, toucning at
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.

m. for
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 ^a. Island.
Touching gt Squirrel
Bilstol
Boothbay Harbor, Herob Island, So.
and East Boothbay.
for
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m.
Portland and above landlpgs
m.
for
a.
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.4oat
Squirrel
Touching
Boothbay Harbor.

Pemaduld.

Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m,
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Is.and,
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. rri. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
and So. Bristol.
Boothbay,
1 Heron Island
ALFRED RACE, manager.

augdiau_______________
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

For Bath, Popham Beach and Boothbay Harbor.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Tuesday, Sept. 24th, the new

add ftat

SALACIA.

STEAMER

will leave Franklin Whsrf, Portland, lor Bath,
Fopham Beach and Bdothbay Harbor on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at Ha m.
Returning—Leave Boothbay Harbor tot Bath,
Popham Beach and Portland on Mondays,
m.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.45 a.Harbor.
Tickets, *1.00 to Bath and Boothbay
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
OC.OLIVFR,
Treasurer
President.
V

_dtt

sept21

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CO.,
PORTLAND PIER,

ffr-

and
Island
Forestde.

Diamond

For

Falmouth

Sept’lSth

steamer Madeleine
On and after
will leave Port'aud for Diamond Island. 7.00,
11.00 a. m„ 2.10, 4.10, *6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, 8.45 a.
m.. 1.20. 3.30, 6.25 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 7.40, 11.00 a. m.,
*2.10, *4.10, 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Falmouth Foreside, 6.00, 8.20
a. m., 1.00. *3.10, *5.00 p. m.
Does not
aedll4dtf
*

run

j

In stormy weather.
E. K. NORTON. Manager.

International Steamship Co.
FOB

Eastport. Lubea Calais, StJohi, N.B., Halifax,N.S,
and ail parts of New Brunswick, Nova Soo.
tia, Prince Edward. Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobollo and
St. Andrews. N. B.
on.

Fall Arrangement.
On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, tko steamers of this line leave RailPortland.
road
Monday and
Wharf,
Friday at 6 p. m.. fer Eastport, Lubes
and St, John, with the above connection.).
Returning—Leave St John, Lubeo and Hastport same days.
Through tiekets issued and baggage checked
to destination. HP~Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Offioe, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Geq. Man.
ap29dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
DIRECT LINE.

NEW YORK

Lone Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip,
The steamships Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin Wharf on Tuesdays, Thurs-

daysand Saturdays

at 8 p. m.

Returning,

leave

Pler88, E. R.. same days at 5p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Franklin Wharf at 6p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. B„ Aug. 23
and 28 at 6 p. m.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V.,
in each direction and are dne in New York and
Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Fare to New York one way $6.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; round
trip $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
Je26dtf
r nthruu 1

oiLajuwAi

w.

/COMMENCING Sept. 23d will leave PortV' land Pier for Falmouth, Oousens’, Littlejohn’s, Great Chehengue and Bustin’s Island*,
Woll’s Point and Freeport at 3.00 p. in,
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. tutor Portland.
J. P. PAXERT.
aep9dtf

Allan Line

EASTERN DIVISION.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
NewburyFor Biddeford, Portsmouth.
Salem,
Lynn,Boston, 2.00 a.m., §12.30
port
p. m. Arrive in Boston. 6.68 a. nt., 4.12 p.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
ill.
7 00. 9.30 p. ni.
(Connects with Rail Linos for Now York,

South and West
•Connects with Sound Lines for Now York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.

((Connects

at

Crossins

Searboro

with

train for Boston via Eastern Division.
(Western Division to North Berwick.
Througn tickets to an points! South and
West lor sale at Ticket Offloe. Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
ie21

WM. M. MARKS,

Book,

Card

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS*

EXCHANGE.

Royal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to

Liverpool

via

Quebec.

iVlian State X/ixxe.
Rain.
New York and

Glasgow Service.
Montreal, |_From New York.
Saurentian Sept. 28 |
Parisian
Oct. 5 |
Mongolian Oct. 12.
Cabin passage, Montreal service, #50 and upwards. Return, 8100 and upwards.
Second
cabin, 830, Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, #45 to #65.
Return, #85 to #120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the maguificeut scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, #15; intermediate
#25.
Apply to H. Sc. "a. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 63
Broadway, N. Y., or to GEO. H. STARR, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
maysdtf
From

Harpsweli

♦

Steamboat

♦

Go.

Beginning Sept. 16, 1895, Steamers will
Leave Portland Pier, Portland,
as

follows:

For LONG, CLIFF and
CHEBEAGUF.
ISLANDS. II ARPS WELL, BAILEY’S and
ORR’S ISLANDS. 9.30 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORK’S
ISLAND, 6.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. Lv. HARPSWELL. calling at intermediate landings, 6.35
a. m„ 1.35 p. m.
Arrive Portland, 8.30 a. ni.,
3.30 p.

m.

-SUNDAYS.-

•7 1-2 Exchange St*, Portland.

PORTLAND for HARPSWELL and ill
termediate landings, 10.00, a. m., 2.00 p. m.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

Dally excursions 22 miles down the bay.
Rount trip tickets, only 50c. Sundays, excursions to Harpsweli 35c, other landings 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’J Manager.

Lv.

Return from

A fine line of Ladles’ and Gents* Diamond Ring*
in the latest style* oi settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality.
McKENbEY, the Jeweler, Monu010.00 to 0800.
ment Square.
jnalldtf

11a.m.,

111., 3.30 p. m.,
12.20 p. m,;

SUNDAY TRAINS.

GASOLINE.

at

...

Trains

rnneniul

MalUson Falls

2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook In time to connect with
for Portland.
the IS. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m., 1.10 or J.40
electric cars from

—

For Boston, express, 4.05 a. ni. Boston ana
Arrive
stations, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
way
in Boston. 7.30 a. m., 6.29, 9.68 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

custom

and the publio ARE UNSURPASSED.

Lowell,

Djel,£KoOYLEi Manager.

J. F. LISCOMB. Gen.

westersTdivision.

With this representation of Companies, show,
ing Assets in the UNITED STATES of over
$65,000,000, our facilities for handliug insur-

Work

R.

STATION FOOTQFPKEBLE STREET.

In

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m,, 3.10. 6.16 and 5.25 D. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
8.25, 11.45 a.m.. and 5.25 p. m.
unicagll

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

10.36
10.63

ra.

p.

&
CO.,
ADAMS,

Portland & Worcester Line

jo29.dtt

8.30 A. M. A 1.05 P. M. From Union Station
for Polana, Mechanic Falls, Buckfield, CanDlxfleld aud Rumford Falls.
ton.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From Union
Station for Poland Springs, Poland anl
Mechanic Falls.
Saturdays only train leavlngPortland 6.10 p.
\m. connects with train onE. A K. F. R’y running through to Rumford Falls.
Stages connect at Poland Sprtngs_Statlon for
Poland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for Andovef ana Rangeley Lakes.

•

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING

janl

R’y.

S. A. MADDOX,

C A-

»

34, 1895.

HARTFORD,
ROYAL,
MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.
CONTINENTAL,
PHIENIX,
Woodfords and East Deerlng,
FIRE ASSOCIATION, of Philadelphia
TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.
of Philadelphia
PENNSYLVANIA,
of Hartford Knightville, So. Portland and Willard,
NATIONAL,
of Philadelphia
FRANKLIN,
THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.
SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL,
of England Woodfords and Morrills,
LONDON & LANCASHIRE, of England
FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK.
of England
PALATINE,
of Hartford Drop us a Postal or Telephone, 318-3.
ORIENT,
IMPERIAL,
of England
NORTHERN,
of England
UNION ASSURANCE,
of England
ROCHESTER GERMAN, of Rochester
OlXi Dealer,
of Boston
AMERICAN,
of Providence
MERCHANTS,
Middle
35
Me.
St.,
Portland, <!tf
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY, of England
jly26
LLOYDS PLATE GLASS, of New York

ment Securities.

Also, Headquarters for Shorthand
and Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK, 83 EXCHANGE ST

In Effeot June

P.

of Hartford
of England
of New York
of Hartford

and other Invest-

vC. t,

Portland & Rumford Falls

For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.

Exchange St., Portland Me.
Representing the following first class companies:

municipal, Railroad

septli

From Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
7.50 a. m.; Montreal and Brldgton 8.25 a, m.;
Lewiston and Meohanlcs Falls 8.30 a. m.;
and
Waterville
Augusta, 8.36 a.? m.;
Farmington, RumKlngfleld.
Phillips,
a.
11.40
ford Falls,
Lewiston,
m.;
m.:
Lewiston 11.bo a.
Skowhegan ana
Mattawamkeag aud Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
12.10) p. m.i Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Lancaster and Brldgton 12.15 p. m.; Express Bar
Harbor. Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
m. j Lancaster, Fabyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
Fryeburg, Sebago Lake 4.56 p. in.; Skowhegan,
p.26 p. m.; St,
Rockland
Watervifie,
Johu. Bar Harbor. Caribou and Moosehead
Lake via B. & A., Bangor 6.35 p. m.: Range ley,
Farmington, Bumfqrd Fall*, Lewiston,6.45 p.
all White
ra.: Chicago and Montreal and
Mountain points. 7.45 p. m.g Mattawamkeag,
Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40. a. ; m. a. express
Halifax, St. John, vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
Waterville and Augusta, 3.60 a. m.
PAY80N TUCKER. V. P. AG. M.
F. £. BOOTHBY, G. P. A T. A.
Portland, Sept. 1C, 1895.
dtf
jel8

and after MONDAY. Sept. 9th, 1895
trains will ran as follows:
LEAVE*
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10,1.30. 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 6.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8,40 a. m., and 1.30

No. 31

—

ARRIVALS Ilf PORTLAND.

ri om

ANDERSON

RAILROADS.

_

On

Buck.

&

7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswlok .Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
and Bar Harbor.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
ears for all points.
12.53 a. m„ Mt. Desert special for Kookand, Bangor and Bar Harbor

RAILWAY.

Prohln

ROLLINS

...

NSck

I.

XflAliiN.

GRAND TRUNK

SUCCESSORS TO

coal for

Yarmouth.
Sch Atlanta. Hall, Portsmouth.
Sell Pearl, Webster, Tremont, with empty oil
barrels to J H Blake.
Seh Golden Rule, Robbins. Harrington, with
canned blueberries to Burnliam & Morrill.
Sch J Freeman, Johnson. Boston*
Sch Eldorado, Means, Cherryfleld.
Sch Omaha, Dorr. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Charleston, McGinnis. Bangor for Boston.
Sell Eastern Queen, Segebath, Machias for

FAIL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Tbiilv Line, Sundays Excepted.

K O K IS.”
CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT C0„ ~i?EAIVIER^SO
Table.

Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine
FeblOdtf

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO.,

THURSDAY, Sept. 26.
Arrived.

New York Mining Stocks.

Ontario.

NEWS

_

R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. A T. Agt.

South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
Thomaston—E. Walsn.
Vinal Haven-A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
Winthrop—F. S. Jackson.
Woodtords—Chapman Si Wyman.
Yarmouthville—G. Howard Humphrey.
Persons having any difficulty In obtlnln
papers at any of these places will confer afavo
by reporting the matter at once to this office

Ponce, PR, Sept 7, soli Nevada.
Iverson, lor Boston, loading, to sail In about 5

port

Saturday.
Bostonevory Wednesday
Wednesday
Philadelphia
Saturday.

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
and
From
Square, for stations named below ana intermediate points as follows:
From
every
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Batli, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowbegau, Lisbon Falls.
and
Lewiston via Brunswick.
From Central "Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jo. (Poland Springs)
Street
Fine
Wharf.
Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. In*
Lewiston,
Meohanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Livermore Falls, Farmington, and Philips.
West
for
the
Freights
by the Penn. R. R., and
8.45 a. m. For Brldgton. Fabyans, BurlingDy connecting lines, forwarded free of
ton, Lancaster, St. Johusbury, Sherbrooke, South
commission.
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
Round Trip 918.00.
Passage 910.00.
and all points west
Meals and room included.
11.10 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
WaterFor freight or passage apply to F, P. WTN<x,
Winthroo.
Lewiston,
station.
Spring
vllle. Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft, Bangor, Agent, Central Wharf, Boston. and General
E. B. SAMPSON. Treasurer
Bar Harbor. Oldtown, Houlton, Fort Fairtleld
Boston.
and Caribou via B. & A. R. R. and St. Andrews, Manager, 80 State St., Fiske Building,
oct22dtf
Mass.
St. John and Halifax.
Lisboa
Brunswick.
for
1.00 p. m. Express
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.06 p. m.\ For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
station. Mechanics
Phillips
Klngfield.
Lewiston. Farmington,
and Rangelev.
TABLE,
WEEK WAY X’lIVIE
1 80 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, AuCommencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
all
and
stations
on
Rockland
gusta. Bath,
Trefethen’s
and
Landing
Know & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skow- For Forest City
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
hegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Bangor
*10.30
a. m.,
8
00,
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40,
Bucksport. Oldtown and Mattawumkeag.
1 85 p. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
Island.
8.00,
Springs station, Lewiston, Winthrop, Oakland, For Ponce Landing, Long
*10.30 a. m., 2.15 p. m.
Bingham, Waterviile and Skowhegan.
4.20
a.
*10,30
Hi.,
1.85 p. m. Brldgton, Fryeliurg. No. Conway. For Cushing’s Island, 6.40,
p. m.
Fabyans, Lunenburg. St. Johnsbury. Newport,
RETURN.
Vt. Lancaster, Colebrook and Quebec.
For Brunswick. Batn, Lisbon Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7,20, 9 16,
5.05 p m.
Falls. Augusta and Waterviile.
*11.46 a. m„ 3.30, 6.00, 6.25 p. m.
6.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville Leave Trefethen's, 6.00, 7.0a, 9.00, *11.30 a.
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
m., 3.15. 4.45. 6.45 p. m.
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
7.1o, 9.10,
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10,
5.56 p. m. For Sebago Lake Brldgton, Frye*11.40 a. m., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. m.
burg. North Gouvray, Fabyans, St. Johnsburv, I.eaVe Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10, 9.05,
Montreal and Chicago.
*11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. m.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping Gars,for Leave Pouce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.45,
Waterviile, BanBath, Lewiston, Augusta,
*11.15 a. in., 3.00 p. m.
gor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St. Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. HI.,
Aroostook
ah
Stephens, St. John and
5.05
p. ni.
County, Halifax and the Provinces, but does
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing,
Saturday nights.
Peak’s Island. Little and Great Diamond
18.55 a. m., midnight, Mt. Desert special, for
Islands, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.16. 4.20 p. m.
Waterviile,
Augusta,
Rockland,
Brunswick,
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at Rockm., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
mornlamf Wednesday, and Saturday
For Cushing’s Island. 10.30 a. m 4.20 p. m.
ings with steamer Frank Jones for Gastine,
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
Bar Harbor, Macuiasport and ail landings on
* Not
run In stormy or foggy Weattier.
route.
°tf
septl2

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. it B. F. R’y.

South Portland—J. F. Mernman.
South Windham—J. W. Read.
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant,
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.

more.

"cid at St John, NB,
g gg stead,
Rockland.
j;; g g jg

831Hlgl1 water {

Muiia x

Maloney, and Brigadier, from Rockland for
New York. Passed, sens Jas R Talbot, Avartll,
Rockland for Boston; Apphla & Amelia, bound

In

MINIATURE ALMANAC.SEPT. 27.

uy,

xvjuti

JSSke^wbostq m

DIRECT steamship line.

1895.

Through
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Gorham—L. J. Lermond.
N. H.-S. M. Leavitt & Son.
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & Winship.
Long Island—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—S. A. Grant.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Hucutlas.
Norway—F. P. Stone.
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard—Fogg & i liby.
Ricnmond—A. K. Millett.
Rumford Falls—H. L. Elliott
-C. A. Clifford.
Rockland—Dunn & Carr.
A. J. Huston.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.

KennnebnRuprt.'

uiua.

16lh,

Sept.

passenger coaches

Gardiner—Russell Bros.
Green’s Landing—S. W. Fifleld.

Ar 26tli. schs Ella Clifton, Leighton, Rondout
for Boston; Carrie L Hlx, Rogers,and Flyaway,
Thorndike, Rockland for New York; St Elmo,
Rogers, Rockland for Newport and Provldenoe.
Sid schs St Elmo. Carrie L Hlx. and Flyaway,
t»

\

••

—

suns a

dtf

THE DAILY PRESS

BANGOR-Ar 26tb. barque Adele (Ital), Caflero, Bordeaux'! sch Lavinla Bell, Reed, New
York; A Richardson, Wade, do; Medford, Bates.

for

Effect

SUN DA I

—

...

Boston

market

Cotton

MEMPHIS—The

middlings

AGENT.

sep7

for Baltimore.

Boston.
Cld, sobs Chas L
phia; J K Stetson,

Exchange St.,

STATE

120
116

Sugar,common.
Texas

o

10?%
2o

8c.

my

R. H. JORDAN,

„„

SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is steady;
Middling 8%e.
MOBILE—Tne Cotton market is firm; mid
dling 8 3-16«.

think

1

days.

dial, ana s A Jraine,
Carrie E Pickering.

Sts.,

:

po

CENTRAL R. R.

_

Nellie F Colbetb. Maoliias; Herald, Veazie,
Annie L Wilder, Greenlaw, Rockport; Emma J
J Gott, Hunt. Calais; Cliarlolte L Morgan,
Turner, Bucksport.
Sid. scbs Mary E Wellington, for Long Cove
and New York; Chas L Jeffrey, Sullivan and
New York: Lizzie H Patrick, Viualvaven and
New York; Leone, Rockport; S Sawyer, and
Sarah, do.
Sid 25th. Atr John Wise, towing barge Margery
for Greens Landing.
Sid 26th, sch Mary K H G Dow, coal port; Antelope and Chester R Lawrence, Rockport Lodowlck Bill, Portland; War Steed, Kennebec.
Anchored in Nantasket Roads—Sob Jessie
Barlow, Long Cove for New York.
Passed Highland Light—Sch Augustus Hunt,
Philadelphia for Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th. schs Loduskia. Belatty. Bapgor; S C Tryon. Gaul, Millbridge.
Sid. schs Nautilus, Rookland; James Young,
do; Win Rice, do; Herman P Kimball. Rockport; B R Woedslde. Portland; Mattie Holmes,
Bangor; Florida, Rockland; Robert Dority,
Fort Johnson for Perrv; Charlotte Buck, do for
Newport; Abbie S Walker, Philadelphia for
Vlnalliaveu.
Ar 26th. schs Alfaretta S Snare, Bangor;
Flora Morang, State Point; Adella T Carleton.
Rockport; Northern Light. Boothbay; Reuben
R Eastman, Gardiner; Maud Snare. Frankfort;
Jno I Snow, Viualliaven; Emma McAdam and
Fred G Holden, Eastport; Norombega. Ltgonla,
Angola, Bangor; Ella Frances. Rockland.
Sid. str Manhattan. Portland.
Conan Xsrceu
AUGUSTA—Ar 24th, sell Anna E Rudolph,
lEy Telezrann.i
New Y'ork.
BALTIMORE—Cld 24tli, sch Chas Davenport,
SEPTEMBER 26. 1896.
NEW YORK—The cotton market to-day was Piiikham, Portsmouth; 25th. sell Carrie A Lane,
174
sales
Tampa.
Quick.
and
bales,
middling
%c up;
quiet
BATH—Ar 25th. sch W E Leggett, Boston.
uplands at 8%c; middling gulf 9C.
schs C A Hunt, Portland; Wm II DavenBelow,
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
port. Dover. NH.
was strong: middling 8%c.
Sid, sell Mvra W Spear, New Haven.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market is firm;
Passed down—Sell Jeaunle Llppett, Dresden

Sugar.'common.108% middling

American

sugar, pfd.101
Mass., pfd. 66
do
common.
13%
Mexican Central. 12%

100-3

...

.,

—

...

■

-'-J

In

—

Clear pine—
uppers.*55@65 MichlganCentrallpt.100%

Select.845355
Fine common. .842045
*13 @14
Spruce...
Hemlock.*11@12
Clayboaras—
Spruce, X.830@32
Clear.826@28
2d clear.*23@25
No 1.115@20
Fine.*26 @50
Shingles—
X cedar.... 3 00@3 50
Clear cedar.2 7S@3 00
X No 1.1 85@2 25
No 1 cedar..1 25@i 75
Spruce.1 25@1 60
Laths.spce..l 90@2 00

iuimhuu

H i IcALLISTER, MAINE

Memoranda,
Newport, K I, Sept 25—Tuesday night the sch
Abbie E Willard of Bangor, Joseph H Atwood,
master, ar in Newport liarbor with her bowsprit
and headrigging gone. Wednesday Cant Atwood
filed the customary marine protest. He charges
that after unloading lumber In that port, he

STEAMERS.

STEAMKBS,

RAILROADS._

_MlSCEixAtTEOPS.

SOMES SOUND, Sept 26—Sid, sch Fred Jackson, Norwood, New York.

All order* by mail or telephone promptly at
aOTU*o<itf
WM ta.

je22dtf

Harpsweli.

_

1.00 and 6.30 p.

m.

;

j THE

PEEBS.
In Which

NEW

advertisements

Portland Theatre.
Rines Bros.—Umbrellas.
Uarrabee’s White Store—Mackintoshes.
Owen, Moore & Co.-Glass ware
Atkinson's—Bargain Week.
Boring, Short & Harmon.
Eastman Bros & Bancroft.
.1. K. l.ibby.
The M. Steinert & Sons Co.
T. O. Bailev & Co.—Auction Sale.
For Sale.Lost, Found,
New
To

Let,
md similar advertisements
under their appropriate heads

w
on

be

Page

found

o._

Free Healing Without Medicine.

Every

forenoon

10 to 11 at

(Sundays excepted)

a

Promi-

nent Part.

AMUSEMENTS.

Wants,

Several Persons Took

tod at.

from

“Mystic Hall. Monument Square,

Dr.
Dr. Rnaaelle heals the sick free.
Kussclle is a thoroughly educated physician
and the most powerful healer now living.
for
Ail are invited to attend and witness
themselves those most marvellous demonstreet.
Office 1991-2 Middle
strations.

Against Several Prominent Maine Men—In
the U. S. Court

Deaf Walked Away Cured*

Tli© Lame aud

Dr.

John Kaler, employed at Winslow’s
In the United States Court yesterday
machine shop on Cross street, and his
two sons, John,
Jr., and Daniel, were morning an important aotion was begun,
a
the persons complained of before Judge involving
large sum of money. WilT. Gilbert of New York, receiver
Robinson for assault yesterday and Wm. liam
J. Clisham, the driver of one of Clark’s of the Commercial Alliance Life Insurice carts, was the person assaulted.
It ance Company brings suit against Joseph
appeared from the testimony that the H. Manley, Prank E. Southard, Orville
and
William Engel, Daniel P. who cures tlie’blind, deaf, sick,Dame
two Kaler boys had a
grudge against D. Baker,
Clisham.
Last Monday they found him Davis, Vinal B.;Wllson, Ansel L. Lum- paralytic, by tho laying on of his hands;
a sort of massage treatment.
in a cobbler’s shoo on Ire6 street.
They bert, P. A. Powers, Joseph A. Browne apparently
called him insulting names and proceeded and Simon Friedman. Gilbert claims to But whatever his method or his system
to pick a quarrel with him.
Soon a light recover from the defendants the sum of there was one thing evident last evening,
that was that people in the audifrom the sale in 1893 of and
was in progress and Clisham was backed $36,000 raising
the aid
into a corner where he defended himself the Maine and New Brunswick Life In- ence who ascended the stage by
crutches, or eane, after experiencing
as best ho could.
John Kaler, the father, surance Company, of which they were of
to the Commercial Alli- his treatment, walked down and off the
learning of the trouble, ran up with his the directors,
in the assault. He ance Life Insurance Company. The lat- platform apparently free from suffering,
hammer and took
part

company was afterwards petitioned
says he did not hit Clsiham with the ter
and Gilbert was aphammer, but intended to do so, if he had into insolvency,
Consultation and examinations free from 9 been able to reach him. Clisham received pointed receiver.
a. m. to 3 p. m.
The plaintiff in this suit alleges that
a black eye in the fracas.
Judge Robinten
son fined the three Kalers
dollars the defendants sold the good will, prop"Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup”
and assets of the Maine and New
One of the sons was not erty
each and costs.
hns been used over Fifty Years by million
in court yesterday morning
and the Brunswick Life Insurance Company, repof mothers for their children while Teethresenting that they were entitled to dispolice were put on his traok.
ing, wFh perfect success. It soothes the
pose of the same, when in laot they were
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
not, and well known at the time; that
PERSONAL
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
they wore not After the said sale, the
host remedy for piarrhoea whether arising
Commercial
Alliance Life; Insurance
from teething or other causes. For sale by
The Aroostook Pioneer says: “Mrs. Company was
forced to
surrender to
Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure
and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup Geo. S. Hunt is expected to speak at the John L. Crosby of Bangor, the receiver
25cts. a bottle.
Congregational church Houlton next Sun- of the Maine and New Brunswick Life

day morning. Mrs. Hunt is
in

faith,

and

although

Uriversalist
she does not often
a

Tnanvonna

flnmnamr <*11

NEW

J. R, LIBBY.!

Franklin Stuart Temple, called
the “boy
phenomenon,” gave a demonstration of his powers of healing at City
’Tis better to be a young
Hall last evening. The lecture was froe
than an old Bird
June-Bug
to all,
and, if it had not been for the
of
Paradise.
been
the
house
have
showers
woud
heavy
As it was there was an audicrowded.
“BIRD-OF-PARADISE”
Drabout 500 people present.
ence of
Cost
exhibition of High
Temple calls himself a magnetic healer,

Yesterday.

thn nnnnnid-w,on(1

interest purchased frrom the defendants.
He now seeks to be reimbursed for this
loss.
The Commercial Alliance Life Insurance Company was afterwards petit-

or

Goods has vanished
from our Central Plaza.
“T was beautiful but the exhibition was a week old, So it had to

takes

g

lameness, and carrying their supports

The applause that followed
with them.
was loud aud long contintho spectacle
ued.
Between

the treatment of the persons
who had put themselves into his hands,
an orchestra discoursed delightful music.
The large audience left the hall apparently well pleased and’mueh astonished
at what they had, witnessed.
Dr. Templo will remain in Portland
at rooms he has engaged
for some time
at 307 Cumberland street, corner of Elm

consultation
with him and he will make

street, where
free of

can
a

be had

diagnosis

June-Bug” show
it place, a line

of, say
of medium and
Dress Goods.

hundred

a

low

cost

styles

HUM
June-Bug in

as

an

ex-

brilliant

Veteran Firemen.

The Veteran Firenjen at their meeting
last evening had a donation from George
P.Morris of a pair of canvas bags, owned
by Mr. K. Emerson of the old Falmouth

PHANTOM

Wool.

Scotchy effects,

Somewhat
with tufts
through the fabric.
20

of

of

colors

designs,

all

39 cts.

QUARTER

SILK

AGAIN TO-NIGHT

been committed should never have been
There were heavy thunder showers with dence, R. I.
Jennie King Morrison has ten
Mrs.
made, there not being a single trace of
sharp lightning yesterday afternoon.
as oontralto of
fraudulent representation on the part of
Horatiu W. Washburn was bound over derod her resignation
in the municipal court yesterday in the the
Congress Square choir. She will any one of the defendants. J udge Sysum of &i00, for compound larceny.
spend the winter in the South, and next monds was followed by all the attorneys
for the plaintiff, and at the conclusion
On account of the baa weather yester- year go to Europe, so it is reported.
Mr. Henry Killeen of the Portland bail of their arguments Judge Webb reserved
the West Cumberland Fair was
day,
winter in "this city. He ar- his decision. It was a great legal fight,
team
will
postponed to today.
The Grand Trunk Commercial Travel- rived here
yesterday from his_home in Judge Symonds holding his position
ers’ Association wlil hold a semi-annual Troy, N.Y.
against the Combined; arguments of the
H. N., next week.
These were among the arrivals at the
Commercial Falmouth |last night: Miss Carson and
Mountain
Travelers’ Association will also hold party. Bar Harbor; Geo. V. Krauss, C.
a
meetihg at the KearsargeJHouse in G. Wildey, A. Parsons, J. J. Baron,
October.
Boston; J. E. Dingley, H. G. Yates, E.
well known real estate dealer says A. Hemenway, Boston; Mrs D. A. HelA
that ho has sold more real estate in 1895 len and party, New Orleans; C. F. Small,

meeting at Lancaster,

than in any other year during the past New Haven; F. Macomber, Ellsworth;
O. D. Baker, Augusta; C.C. Fish, Booth1
18 years.
About 50 young men have organized bay Harbor; Geo. F. Watson, Richmond,
the Columbia Club and leased a house Va.
Portland freshmen will enter Greek leton Congress street.
A large number of ladies and gentle- ter fraternities as follows: Hanson H.
will go insto the Alpha Delta
from the Thatcher and Bosworth Webster
men
Relief Corps and members of both posts, Ph; Harold F. Davis, Willis B. Moulton,
Went to
Freeport .Wednesday evening as Joseph D. Sinkinson and William M.
the! invited guests of Fessenden Relief Thompson, into Psi Upislon. The lat-

Corps of that place There were about 80 ter society has always had a large quota
in attendance. A flue supper and enter- of Portland members. The late Thomas
John M. Mitchell of this city
tainment was
given and the Portland Tash and
of the founders of the Bowwere two
party came home by speoial train.
Yesterday morning these citizens were doin chapter.
drawn to serve as jurors”at the’Octobor
Maine State College.
of the Supreme Judicial Court:
term
The annual encampment of the Cadets
Wm. B. Bryson, Florence McCarthy, and
will be held this -year in Presque Isle
E. Green.

[■John

The

fire

Meeting Hill, Cape

on

Eliza-

UUUU^

blio

beth, Wednesday evening, was
the burning of several piles of brush
nremises

of Edward

on

Fletcher.

The negro hostler, James Wright,; who,
stated in yesterday’s PRESS," wrote a
letter to his mother, while in the police
etation, declaring his intention to comas

!mit suicido,
1
almshouse.

was

yesterday taken to the

nDC&

Ul

\ Gilbert’s classes for children commenoe
Class for young ladies and
tomorrow.
gentlemen Monday evening.

See adver-

tlsement column.
..

—

A

Past Eminent Commander Sir George
of Portland Commandery
E. Whitney
at the
handsome supper
gave a very
Union Station cafe Wednesday evening.
The tables were placed in the form of a
decorated with
and elaborately
cross
Those present besides the host
flowers.
Eminent Sir Knights Stephen
were:
Berry, Seth C. Gordon, Orrin S. Fogg,

Frank G. Stevens, John C.Small, Joseph
Y. Hodsdon, Leander W. Fobes, Frank
John E.
E. Allen, Thomas P. Shaw,
Sawyer, C. J. Farrington, George E.
and Charles I. Riggs, Eminent
Sir Edwin F. Vose, the present comSir
mander of Portland Commandery;
Knight Harry R. Virgin, Generalissimc•,

Raymond

Sir

Knight Augustus Moulton, Oaptai.*

General; Sir E. B. Mallet, Sir Charles
D. Clark and Sir John S. Russell.
the
Chandler’s orchestra furnished
music.
»

Forest

vuuuuu*

City Creamery Sold,

be made up of four companies, band and
signal corps, and will number about 240
men.
Capt. Edgerly, the new military
is
exacting very strict
instructor,
discipline in drill, but is proving to be
among the students.
The ’varsity eleven played its first game
Foxcroft
last Saturday
against the
academy team, winning by a score of 22

$2,015.

_

Llgonia Lodge

to

be

evening
a

Blackheavy
A

velous
Last

Demonstrations

Niglit—Another

at the

City

Marvelous

Dem-

Tonight—Many Well-Known
This

on

Pub-

the

Stage.

An audience representing the wealth,
beauty, refinement and culture of Portland
was gathered at the City hall last night to
witness the opening demonstration of the

49 cts.

price

VINTAGE of Black India Twills, perfect shades,
cts.
excellent texture, 60
29 cts.
year, now

NEW

City Were Instantly

Cured of Their Afflictions
lic

Hall

^ast

DAYS AGO we advertised ten pieces Black Clay

TEN

Diagonal

at 59 cts.

the great
magnetic
Boy Phenomenon,
Gone ! But ten pieces more came
healer, in Portland. It was his introduction
in
and he was
this city,
to the people of
greeted by a representative audience of
follow the first,
These will
6 p. m. an
Portland citizens. As early as
59 cts.
50
inches,
immense throng of afflicted humanity congregated in front of the City Hall all eager
Home Journal says :
to be the first to enter.
Some came to be cured of various diseases
been
“Buttons have
and others to witness his marvellous power
as
a
in
worn
a rage
of healing the sick and to see a. most remarkable exhibition.
and the craze is fast
had
It seemed that his wonderful fame
here.”
the
surely preceded him, as long before
time ol opening a great number of all
Here are Khinestone buttons flashing like
classes of people, those in perfect health, diamonds.
Some as high as $12.00 a dozen. Some $7.50.
as well as the sick, crippled and rheumatic,
Some less.
were clamoring for admission, having come
Metal with portrait centers and Khinestone
the circles.
from all parts of the city and State,
Cut steel, gold and other metals.
merchant, the millionaire and the artisan,
on foot and in
carriages—all were seen EIDER DOWN.
hurrying toward this great Mecca of health.
When the doors were thrown open, in less
been
than fifteen minutes the orchestra seats
of cripples
were all oocupied by a crowd
for this invoice
afflicted
with
various
diseases,
and people
the like of which was never assembled in
beautiful
Eider
of
before.
the large hall
The wisest, best educated and moat enhere
and
blue,
,
conwhite,
are
are,
becoming
daily
lightened people
vene to these new principles and methods
mottled
and
Plain
&c.
such
&c.,
overwhelming
which are supported by
evidences sustained by public and private
37 1-2 cts., 50 cts., 59 cts. a nd 75
demonstrations of the most remarkable
character; proofs which no reasoning mind
cts.
and
rerealities
which
echo
can dispute:
witness
echo in the human mind as they
the grandest and most sublime panorama SILKS.

yesterday.

quickly

LADIES’

most

COMFORTABLE
AND

New

Reed

$2.50

Over 600 fancy low and
medium priced,- Rockers
to be sold, and for style
we can beat the world.

Dow-N,

UAW

—

-1

used In

$1.25,

“

“

ii

..

Tables
$8.50,

$5.00, $7.50,
$10.00 up.

«

‘-

4.

<4

44

44

44

44

Downs,
pink
figured.

at

$12.50

Dinner

-

up.
-

\

Calvary Cemetery, where the interment

place.
profuse and
took

The floral tributes
beautiful. There was

were

One

of our

a

very

large

attendance at the Cathedral, including
many members of this and other city

governments.

—*-

True Blood Purifier promif 1; six for f5.
nently in the publio eye.

Is the

pair.

Styles.

Tycoon Reps,

quality.

IS TO ASSIST YOU TO DO

Hood’s Pills

HIRING,
sep27

eodtf

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

send to your house for old one.)

We Warrant

Every One of Them.

BROS.
f
\ Fire
Insurance

^

.

^

,

PLACED IN

Solid

Companies
EXCLUSIVELY

BY MAKING ORIGINAL TYPE
EFFECTS AND FURNISHING

ELECTROS..

length Outing Flannel,

yd pieces,

The M. STEINERT&SONS GO.,

C.McCOULDRIC,Mgr.

Prints,

to
7 cts.

Only

SHORT & HARION.

“

“

“

“

...

Fancy

Gray

15

•*

21 Monument Sq.

Blankets,

Insolvency. COMFORTER

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

(gent’s)
“

“

“

Toilet Sets,
up.
flue 10 pc Set, $2.37.

Sample

Probate Court,

Containing among its ingredients the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
vastly superior to the
imported ginger, it is often
dangerous gingers
cheap, worthless, and
Ask for SANFORD’S
nrj??d as substitutes.
mark on the
for
owl
trade
look
and
GINGER
wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug and
Boston.
Sole
Proprietors.
Cbbm. Coup.,

“

1.50
2.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

$6.00

Gray

Short

44

These are our regular “standard” Umbrellas, the well-known
“No. 22 Silk Mixed,” the “Trilby Silk,” the “English Spun Silk”
and the old reliable “Gersler.”

Sets

The /EOLIAN

Gray,

Price 15

••

44

trimmings,

single

Court of

«

44

Fancy

SOME

A CRY FOR
SANFORD’S
GINGER

«

Sideboards

Scrofula Bunches

RULES

1.75
2.B5
1.50
1 75
2.00
2.25

(Will

UlUM.

COUPONS

if the Municipal Security Company,
lue October 1, 1896, from Series C
md Series E bonds, will be paid upon
presentation after that date, at the
jfflee of Woodbury & Moulton.
MUNICIPAL SECUltm CO.
dlw
sep27

every one is a big
at the new price.

The weather today
is likel'j to be

fair,
SEPTEMBER 27,1895.

IF

you could
and
cases
and

quality.

NEW

for $1.00 and old Umbrella
$1.35 Umbrellas, (ladles')
“
“
“
“
“
1.25 “
1.50

44

at

repairing

25 CENTS ALLOWED FOR OLD ONE.
Our regular

gains in

be taken apart and
old Umbrellas.

can

>

Some special good bar-

Dining

the frame

as

j

Cane Seat Oak 75c.
Others at $1.00,
$1.50. 2.00 up.

long

impatiently

fancy
Curiously
ingly

a.

as

Back

Tstyle High

One

EXCHANGE.

If your old Umbrella has holes In it or Is beyond serving
you to good purpose, it makes no difference to us,

Dining Chairs

The committeee are
enjoyable
There’s one
making careful preparations and desire
of them !
xu
iuc
ever
inu.ua
Ol
presemou
living
the members of the order to be present at
history of man.
and out go the
to 0. The intense heat which prevailed the Lodge room this evening, when the
Surely Dr. Temple has captured the hearts
of the people of Pori land and liis
private
Silks, The silks for waists, THE THURSTON PRINT ...
prevented any very lively work. Folsom of tickets of invitation will be distributed.
Cumtreatments at his private office. 307
the
eleven,
is
who
coaching
no
Dartmouth,
doubt
berland street, corner of Elm, will
for
for dresses,
at
a week’s stay
occupy all his time during his stay in
has returned from
Contagious Diseases.
Portland.
for
work.
the
DartHanover, where he coached
and
He not only treats the lame, blind
These additional cases of contagious
_-i.
3
O
Oa
crippled, but all diseases quickly yield to
mouth eleven.
woven, colors charmU13CUOLO
^-1'-conCatarrh,
incipient
bis
strange
power.
The number of new students to date is
chronic bronchitis, chronic
combined.
child two years old, named Dought, 71 sumption,
nervous prostration,
about 108 and a few more are expected.
Edward diarrhoea, neugralgia^
Chestnut
street, diphtheria;
All dress makers say that this is the handsom
diabetes, opliepsy or hta, tumors in all conof
u delicate
diseases
nature, est collection of Fancy Silks in Maine.
67
York
ditions,
30
old,
street,
years
O’Toole,
diseased bone,
disease, deafness, heart
Funeral of Daniel Fallaglier.
is the most wonderful musical Instrument ever
62 1-2 cts. the 75 cent kind.
Wealth B. Orne,
aged 1, 61 Franklin disease, bladderhipdisorder, hemorrhoids or
made. See what well known people say about
The funeral of the late Shipping Com- street, and Fred Richardson, rear 3 Bond piles, ohronicSrheumatism, obstinate constithe
it
75 Cts.
$1.00
pation, disorders of women, cataracjtof eyes
From sjff. Campanini, the great operatic
place street, typhoid fever.
missioner Daniel Gallagher took
liver
fistula,
cancer, sciatica,
paralysis,
were
tenor: “I think the fact that after having U9ed
$1.00
$1.25.
scrofula,
troubles,
complaint, kidney
yesterday morning from the Catholio
one for several months in New York, I purall
gravel, throat disorders, and, m fact,
The casket was placed in
chased another for my home in Italy, is the
Cathedral.
$1.75.
$1.25 worth
chronic diseases quickly yield to animal
strongest evidence of my appreciation of Its
fronted the high altar and surrounded by
magnetism in the hands of this phenomenal
many excellences. No one who understands
BLANKETS.
physician.
six tall wax tapers.
High mass of
good music can hear the jEOLIAN without purAll those who are able and willing to pay
chasing one if they can possible afford it.”
for treatment may come to Dr.
Temple’s
requiem was celebrated by Rev. M. C. Formed on
of
the
soiled
From Mme. Sofia Scalchi, the great Conont
and
humor
broke
neck
my
office, 307 Cumberland street, corwho
private
of
the
rector
Cathedral,
Frima Donna:
tralto
McDonough,
Sores came on my forehead ner of Elm. His office hours are from 13 to
on my faoe.
Blankets
left.
Prices
'•I find the jEOLIAN not only a wonderful innobunalso imparted the final absolution.
4 o’clock every day, 7 to 3 evenings,
vention, but a musical instrument of great arand caused me
days excepted.
where.
tistic importance. As a vocalist. I naturally
The Gregorian
requiem mass was
much
suffering.
of the 'great advantage your ^EEOLIAN
think
rendered by the choir under the direction
Also
bound at will be to thosejwho sing but do not play. It
I took my docat
the
and
of great ginconvenieuce for singers
Shannahan
Annie
is
a
source
of Miss
tor’s
both ends,
Tan and
prescripto have to depend upon others to perform their
offertory the solemn strains of the “De tions for the
accompaniments. With an AOLIAN, the most
After
20 cts, each. diificuft selections are as easily performed as
Protundis” were very effective.
Borders,
blood and other
a simple ballad.”
the last Gospel the celebrant delivered a
troubles, withOn exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and
OF THE
Pair
and
Tan
touching eulogy.
out much benehear it.
At the conclusion of the services at the
Blankets
at
fit. The scrofuCathedral the casket was borne to the la not
improv39 cts. a
hearse by the following gentlemen who
ing I resorted I
11-4
L.
Daniel
and
Tan Blankets
bearers:
acted as pall
Capt.
Hood’s Sarsapaat
Bogan, Thomas McGuinness, Patrick H. rilla upon the
69 cts,
-ANDSole New England Representatives for the
Conley, C. M. Mannix, E. J. Pettee and recommendaSteinway, Hardman, Gahier, ISacon, and
First Class Flanos.
other
P. Plunkett, the first three being mem- tion of
PRINTS.
my
bers of the Irish American Relief AssociChoice
a
has
effected
and
it
Firm
permanent
friends,
ation, of which the deceased was a trus- cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla has also given
4 cts. T.
members of me
remainder
tee, and the
strength and renewed health. I
617 Congress Street,
Chocolate
0
Best
cts.
Division 1, Ancient Order of Hibernians,
cents.
dtf
gladly recommend it as an effective blood
seplC
half
an
wool
honorary medicine.’’
of which Mr. Gallagher was
Miss Carrih M. Wells,
12 1-2 cts.
member.
POST PAID.
Sanbornton, N. H. P. O. address, Laconia.
The cortege having formed, proceeded to
10
occasion.

500 NEW ONES TO

$1.98 up.
Cobbler Seat $2.00 up.

trimming,
spreading

waiting
WE’VE

Ones.

up.

simply
Europe,

they

of Odd Fellows.

The entertainment and supper
given by Ligonia Lodge on the
of October 4th, promises to be

sebastapol
flat-corded fabric,

Startling Revelations of Occult Science—As the
good
Magnet Draws the Steel, to Does the Bo;
Phenomenon Draw the Multitude.
for wraps.
75 cent quality,
Thunders of Applause Greeted His Mar-

Citizens of

Knight Templar Banquet.

Mohair

double width, only 9 pieces,
for seperate skirts, for dresses,

onstration

are

popular

g i,

plaintiff.

being drilled every day
F. O. Bailey & Co. sold at auction
now and will be fairly well instructed in
yesterday afternoon the Forest City
military tactics by the time of the en- Creamery, stook, fixtures and good will
campment. The battalion will this year to Thompson & Hall of this city for

caused by Freshmen

fcha

able council for the

White

The

WONDERS OF THE POWER OF MAGNETISM.

-FOR-

Plush Seat

Plaids

inch checks of wool
in
Boucle
ten different comceptionally
speaker.’’
Mothw sighed,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery W. Rowe, Spring
tussocks of bright
binations,
Doctor prescribed: Castoriai
street, are visiting ex-Gov. Perbarn at his ioned into insolvency and_Qilt>ert was apcolor caught in the meshes.
summer house in Paris Hill.
poi ntedlrecei ver.
Other styles have horizontal outP.
Stetson
was
C.
of
of
of
whioh
Kenniston
Gillen
a
P. H.
Boothbay
givBangor,
description
Judge and Mrs.
Society,
Ladies are greatly benefited by the use of have been visiting their son, Dr. Wm. of Bangor,
and Hotckiss & Mattocks en in Wednesdays’ PRESS. These were
cropping threads of gold silk,
reDr. Siegert’s Angostura Bitters, the
Kenniston in this city the past week.
of New York, are counsel for the plain- the bags fused by the members at flres'for
50 cts.
American
nowned South
tonic._
Among applicants for the berth of the tiff, and Symonds, Snow & Cook of this saving the property of a fellow member
David
are
if
it
was
Capt.
endangered.
AND WOOL, the body
shipping commissioner
oity for[the'defendants.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Yesterday morning Judge Symonds
Keazer, Capt. Hodgdon and Capt. Chas.
the
cloth is dark wool,
of
C. Chase.
made a motion that the case be dismissed
The new track at Deering Point was
threads of silk in gold,
Gen. James C. Strong and Mrs. Strong on
the ground that the receiver could
tiny
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
opened to travel Wednesday night and of Buffalo, N. Y., are registered at the not maintain this action. This point was
blue, red, cross each other making a
electric cars are now running the whole West End hotel.
argued all day and the case was not finminute plaid,
75 cts.
line
the
of
again.
length
Mr. G. W.
manager of the ished.
Stearns,
to
was
admitted
were
makof
the
The
pracPenobscot
Bangor,
following
Exchange hotel,
The committee in charge
curls on wool
tice in the United States Court: Charles
ing up of the ticket for the coming Bos- at the WestjEnd hotel yesterday.
curls that are algrounds,
FREE TO ALL'
A party of tourists were at the West L. Hutchinson of Portland, and Forest
ton & Maine board of directors has not
most
87 1-2 cts.,
G.
S.
of
Martin
in
the
End
hotel
J.
including
Bangor.
ringlets,
but
no
presyesterday,
change
reported yet,
the
City Mall. $1.00,1.50.
G. Fogg, G. H. Sperry,
Judge Symonds in the oourse’of his At
ent board is expected, street rumors to Schermer, M.
W. L. Simpson, Boston; George P. Dex- very able argument for defendants said
the contrary notwithstanding.
EBONY BARGAINS.
ter, Malden, Mass. ; D. B. Puvan, Provi- that the allegation that a fraud had
Yesterday was showery and murky.
speak in public she is considered

Baby dried,

FANCY,

a

full

Orchestra.

Very stylish,

f

DURABLE.

AS healthy

charge.

OLD UMBRELLAS

ROCKERS,

Novelty

FULL OF

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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EXCHANGE

BARGAIN WEEK.

Dress

go-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Atkinson’s

THE
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

BY LAYING ON OF HANDS.

AN IMPORTANT ACTION.

ASSAULT.

AN

pottery

see

the

barrels

crates of new

that

are

being

baseunpacked
ment
department now
where we
wonder
you’d
were going to find room
in

this

all,—so do we. It
is always a problem to
for it

plenty of space for
the new things without
slighting what’s here already. We find it quite
impossible this time, so
we are going to make a
bit of a sacrifice, and ask
you to help us clear the
find

counters.

In the ten or more lots
of dishes which we have
marked down for this
many of the
most desirable articles of
the whole stock, and

sale,

are

[

[
i

bargain

Cups and saucers, 25c.
Sugars and Creams, 5c.
Cream pitchers, 5c.
Baking bowls, 8c.
Teapots, 7c.
Large Water Pitchers,
10c.

Plates, 8c.

Berry Dishes, 5c.
Plates, 10c.

Glass

And many other small
lots of odd dishes suitable
for almost any purpose.
Sale begins this morn-

ing.
OWEN,

MOORE

& CO.

GHAS. SUMNER CARLTON,
VOICE CULTURE,
ITALIAN METHOD.

Graduate,
Florence,
OPERA.

<4 years,' of Sic.

Vannuecini,

Italy. CONCERT. ORATORIO,

For several years a successful teacher In New
York City. Instruction continued during the
summer months.
Rome Studio 5a High st.

janiseodtl

